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Managing Changes to
Service Oriented Enterprises

Mohammad Salman Akram

(ABSTRACT)

In this thesis, we present a framework for managing changes in service oriented

enterprises (SOEs). A service oriented enterprise outsources and composes its

functionality from third-party Web service providers. We focus on changes initiated

or triggered by these memberWeb services. We present a taxonomy of changes that

occur in service oriented enterprises. We use a combination of several types of Petri

nets to model the triggering changes and ensuing reactive changes. The techniques

presented in our thesis are implemented inWebBIS, a prototype for composing and

managing e-business Web services. Finally, we conduct an extensive simulation

study to prove the feasibility of the proposed techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Progress is impossible without change....

–Albert Einstein

In this thesis, we present a framework for the management of changes in ser-

vice oriented enterprises. A service oriented enterprise is a conglomeration of out-

sourced services on the Web, collaborating to achieve a shared enterprise goal [90].

Changes in the enterprise environment, such as availability of business partners

or change in business goals, must be managed effectively and promptly to address

challenges and opportunities, and to maximize profits of an enterprise. We ex-

pect that service oriented enterprises will react to changes promptly to cater for

shorter product lifecycles and accelerated change in market demand. Furthermore,

fluctuations in an enterprise’s environment and the Web’s inherent dynamism will

require that these enterprises not merely adapt to changing market trends, but also

proactively deal with changes in underlying Web services. Enterprises, therefore,

must execute in a highly dynamic and uncertain environment by automatically

reacting to changes. In this thesis, we propose a novel approach for automating

change management in service oriented enterprises.

1
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1.1 Service Oriented Enterprises

The Web has grown from a mere repository of information to a platform for ser-

vice provision. Web services are gradually taking root following the convergence of

business and government efforts to making the Web the primary medium of inter-

actions [89]. Furthermore, the maturity of XML based Web service standards, such

as SOAP andWSDL, are driving the rapid adoption of Web services [36, 23]. This

trend is motivating a paradigm shift in enterprise structure–from the traditional

single entity to a collaboration of Web services. Such service oriented enterprises

(SOE) would potentially open the door of entrepreneurship to all Web users. A

SOE is a temporary and dynamic collaboration between autonomous Web services

that collectively provide a value added service to users. These services are typi-

cally provided in a frequently changing environment. Service oriented enterprises

are also referred to as adaptive, on demand, virtual, extended, market-driven, or

Web service based enterprises. We use the terms service oriented enterprise, SOE,

and enterprise interchangeably to refer to these types of enterprises.

SOEs are gaining momentum as the next generation of loosely coupled enter-

prises. Current application domains of SOEs include the aircraft industry, tourism

industry, computer industry, scientific community, automobile industry, and the

defense sector [39, 75, 63, 90, 51]. According to a recent study on the adoption

of service oriented architecture (SOA) for enterprises, the total market value of

SOE projects was below $60 million in 2004 [34]. However, one third of the cur-

rent projects are the efforts of Fortune 500 companies. Furthermore, predictions

indicate that the market value of service oriented projects is expected to jump by

over 300% to $200 million in 2005 [34].

The rapid adoption of service oriented architectures for enterprises is driven by

the numerous benefits they provide over traditional enterprises. The provisioning

of Web services drastically reduces the capital required to start a business. Web

services are readily available for integration and orchestration. Thus, investments
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made by other businesses may be reused for mutual profit. Second, as the number

of businesses increase on the Web, it will be possible to select the “best” services

from a pool of “similar” services [102]. Hence, the consumer or end user of the SOE

will benefit from the open competition between businesses. Third, partners are

selected dynamically. Each Web service is represented by machine understandable

code that enables automated and dynamic discovery and integration [87]. Thus,

enterprises will be able to form short-term, project-driven alliances. Fourth, there is

no geographical boundary that restricts the selection of business partners. Partners

may be integrated from any geographic location across the “global village”. Fifth,

the provisioning of Web services reduces the time to market. Since Web services

exist prior to their selection, they may be invoked instantaneously. This allows

for reduced start-up time, as opposed to traditional enterprises. Sixth, innovation

is encouraged by enabling integration of interesting combinations of Web services.

Entrepreneurs can identify non-traditional combinations that can be integrated

and executed in a minimum amount of time and without prior agreements. Finally,

small and medium enterprises can collaborate and compete with larger enterprises

by creating SOEs.

While SOEs present numerous advantages, they also introduce several research

issues. Monitoring services becomes intricate because of the distributed nature

of member services. Traditional enterprises employed a centralized process that

performed the monitoring and management activities. These tasks now have to

be handled by distributed processes, and therefore, inherit the complexity of dis-

tributed systems. Additionally, security, privacy, and trust become major concerns

because entities are integrated from outside organizational boundaries. Other is-

sues are the availability, reliability, and responsiveness of autonomous partner ser-

vices. Yet another issue is to maintain behavioral and structural consistency of the

enterprise in the dynamic Web environment.

As organizations unleash more and more Web services, they will run into a

need for systems to measure, manage, secure and maintain them. A big issue fac-
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ing enterprises today is to devise an approach to enterprise management that will

best meet their needs in both the short-term and long-term. One of the goals of

service oriented enterprises is to provide nimble, agile development and operational

environments. This goal can only be achieved by managing changes in the enter-

prise and its environment. Thus, change management is one of the fundamental

challenges in enabling SOEs. We identify two facets of changes that enterprises

must manage. First, the autonomous nature of Web services will result in arbitrary

behavioral patterns. Web services can change independently without consent of

the enterprises that utilize their services. Examples are change in a member Web

service state from available to unavailable, altering the operations provided by the

service, etc. Indeed, the enterprise must be cognizant of any changes to its member

services. Second, SOEs also represent autonomous processes. They may change

their member services at will. For example, a SOE that optimizes the selection of

its member services based on quality may locate a better quality service and re-

place it with the current member. We expect that SOEs would only thrive if they

are able to quickly and automatically adapt to changes. Traditional enterprises

have essentially relied on workflow technology to model and enact organizational

business logic. These enterprises are unable to quickly respond to changes in mar-

ket demand or to dynamically manage changes in member services. These issues

must be addressed to reify the concept of service oriented enterprises.

1.2 Change Management

One meaning of “managing changes” refers to the execution of changes in a planned

or systematic fashion. The aim of this particular approach is to more effectively

control the orchestration of an enterprise in the presence of changes. These changes

usually lie within the enterprise and are controlled by the enterprise itself. One

familiar example of this approach comes from the database concept of schema
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evolution [97, 8]. Let us assume that a travel enterprise consists of several Web

services. If one of the services becomes unavailable, the enterprise may decide to

evolve its schema by replacing the definition of the unavailable service with an

alternate service. However, as evident from the example, this change in schema is

triggered by an event originating outside the enterprise, in what we described as

the environment. Hence, the second meaning of managing changes is the response

to changes over which the enterprise exercises little or no control (e.g., service

cost, unavailability). Researchers and practitioners typically distinguish between

reactive response and an anticipative or proactive response. We refer to changes

initiated at the schema level as a proactive change. Changes initiated at the service

level and then propagated to the schema are categorized as reactive changes.

The following core concepts elicit the limitation of Web service composition and

orchestration standards, and the criteria for our approach to managing changes in

enterprises:

• Process Dependence: this concept proposes the independence of the exe-

cuting business process from the services that are being orchestrated. Cur-

rently, Web services are tightly coupled with the request/process that execute

them. For example, BPEL binds services for composition at compile time.

This explicit process-service binding impairs change management in an en-

terprise.

• Service Dependence: A Web service’s description may change during

the execution of a request. For example, the Web service may not offer an

operation that was previously present in the outdated service description. If

the orchestration requires the invocation of this specific operation, then the

Web service is no longer satisfactory for the enterprise.

Change management is the detection, propagation, and reaction to significant

changes in an enterprise [3]. Changes in traditional enterprises are infrequent and
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occur only if the business process is explicitly and manually modified. The col-

lective process of managing traditional enterprises is currently manual and labor-

intensive. Components are selected at design time, when the enterprise is at an

early stage of development and the requirements are not very well defined. Once

the components are selected and integrated, they are often bound to the enter-

prise until it is terminated. Even if a change is managed during the lifecycle of

a traditional enterprise, the costs are high and can only be afforded by a few

organizations. Hence, it leaves very little room for most traditional enterprises

to evolve with the changing market and the underlying applications [61]. Fur-

thermore, current methods of change management are usually ad hoc and require

significant human involvement (e.g., business process re-engineering, continuous

process improvement). Workflows have traditionally been used to model and en-

act organizational business logic. In this approach, tasks are mapped to business

units for enactment. These units are usually part of one single enterprise. The

enterprise’s internal structure is fairly static and the rate of organizational change

is usually very slow. Therefore, changes in workflows have usually been modeled

as exceptions [21]. In contrast, SOEs consider changes as the rule, and any so-

lution to change management would need to treat them as such. The following

fundamental characteristics of traditional enterprises highlight their limitations in

managing changes:

• Binding: Traditional enterprises represent a fairly static internal structure.

Business entities are bound for long-term relationships. Changes to these

enterprises require significant costs. For example, re-engineering a busi-

ness process usually requires two or more years and millions of dollars to

complete [118]. Alternatively, service oriented enterprises will benefit from

short-term and project-driven relations with partner services. Changes will

be more frequent and triggered by market demand, competitiveness, and the

underlying Web services.
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• Efficiency: Traditional enterprises are automated to provide internal effi-

ciency. Business entities are usually part of a single organization. Interaction

with external entities is ad hoc and highly manual. For example, ERP sys-

tems provide internal efficiency in traditional enterprises with no means of

enabling external efficiency [93]. The goal of service oriented enterprises is

to implement the business logic with user satisfaction and profitability as

the primary objectives. This requires efficiency in both internal and external

business interactions. Service oriented enterprises will provide integration of

cross-organizational business through Web service standards and maintain

both internal and external efficiency by reacting to changes in efficiency.

• Coupling: Entities in traditional enterprises are tightly integrated and semi-

autonomous. Interactions between the enterprise entities are manually coded.

Hence, these enterprises are ideal for long-term operation and persistent re-

lations between enterprise entities. They do not readily adapt to changes in

the business environment. For example, an automobile enterprise consists of

multiple partners representing engineering, testing, manufacturing and other

departments. Each partner is statically linked with the enterprise, providing

for a long term partnership. Indeed, it is unlikely that the automobile en-

terprise will frequently replace an entire department. Alternatively a service

oriented enterprise such as a travel agency must be capable of changing its

airline service provider based on the partner’s competitiveness or availabil-

ity. We believe that service oriented enterprises will require loose coupling of

business entities for the prompt management of change.

• Goal: The goal of traditional enterprises is to support document exchange

by enabling effective circulation of documents between the interested parties.

They are not geared towards business oriented decisions that are essential

to the profitability of an enterprise. The establishment of service oriented

enterprises is centered around user demands and profitability. The aim is to
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accomplish the task by utilizing the best available resources to provide users

with optimal service. Hence, the goals of the SOE are business oriented

and optimize the profitability and maintain utility of the enterprise through

change management, rather than offering efficiency in routing documents.

• Identity: Integration of traditional enterprises is bottom-up. Business en-

tities are usually known prior to the integration of the organization. In con-

trast, service oriented enterprises represent top-down integration. The goal

of the SOE is initially determined. Selection and integration of appropriate

services follows this “goal establishment” phase. Hence, workflow-enabled

enterprises have a structural identity that is defined by the components and

how they are integrated. Enterprises present a behavioral identity that is

determined by its goals.

• Semantics: Relations in traditional enterprises encompass simple seman-

tics. Each component in the enterprise is usually atomic. For example, the

engineering department in the automotive enterprise is usually a single busi-

ness entity. Alternatively, SOEs may involve complex relations that consist

of nested enterprises. For example, a travel enterprise may consist of an

airline partner that is itself an enterprise comprising of multiple airline ser-

vices. Therefore, enterprises require the systematic management of complex

relationships.

Researchers have long been interested in enabling adaptive, market-driven en-

terprises. The focus has recently shifted from the traditional single entity enter-

prises to service based enterprises [108, 90, 22]. Standardization efforts are under

way to facilitate dynamic integration between Web services through composition

and orchestration [92, 78]. However, these efforts provide little or no support for

change management. Let us consider the example of Business Process Execution

Language forWeb Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL). BPEL is a composition language
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for Web services based on XLANG andWSFL [6]. Similar to traditional workflows,

it handles changes as exceptions - usually by invoking the fault method. This

traditional, workflow-based approach does not offer a change management solution

for SOEs. Therefore, most changes in BPEL-based SOEs have have been managed

manually, which is not scalable or efficient in terms of time and labor. Further-

more, it does not allow the enterprise to quickly adapt to the current environment.

A challenge is to automate the change management process and make it quicker,

practical, and transparent to users. Users, such as entrepreneurs should not be

concerned with the changes in the enterprise environment. Automation would in-

troduce increased flexibility and a quicker response time for change management.

Also, automated change management will require less efforts from entrepreneurs

to create and maintain enterprises.

Change management, therefore, is an important research issue and a prerequi-

site to enabling service oriented enterprises. Change management is expected to be

pervasive in service oriented enterprises. Furthermore, changes must be managed

automatically to reify SOEs. This tedious and complex process would then be

conducted without human intervention. The less efforts are required from users,

the easier and faster enterprises will adapt to changes. This concurs with the cur-

rent efforts to automate the processing of data and applications on the Semantic

Web [87]. The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web in which informa-

tion is given well-defined meaning to better enable computers and people to work

in cooperation [10].

The complexity of managing changes will grow as the number of services avail-

able on the Web increases [23]. An attempt to manually manage changes within a

large service space is not practical. For example, one of the important characteris-

tics of an enterprise is facilitating temporary (or short-term) business relationships.

These require quick and automated management of changes. A Web service must

be dynamically plugged in or out of the enterprise depending on enterprise goals

and the prevailing circumstances. In the presence of a large service space, such a
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compensatory process may require excessive time and human efforts.

1.3 Applications of Change Management

Once the issue of change management is resolved, entrepreneurs can tap the true

potential of SOEs. Following are some application areas for SOEs:

• Value-addition: SOEs have yet to achieve the long awaited goal of pro-

viding the “best” value added services to users [83]. Frequently changing

enterprise environments coupled with the enterprise’s ad hoc mechanisms for

reacting to the environment are a major impediment to achieving this goal.

Maximizing the profitability of a SOE requires agility and quick management

of changes. Management involves the process of continuous adaptation of an

enterprise to provide the best service to its users. Indeed, the management of

a SOE will continuously mold it towards both internal and external efficiency,

and provide truly value added services.

• Outsourcing: Organizations are being forced to reduce costs by outsourcing

non-core business activities. They are consciously transforming from a single

entity into a collaboration of distributed businesses [50]. Outsourcing encour-

ages organizations to concentrate their resources towards the specialization

of core competencies, and therefore, increasing efficiency and reducing costs.

Organizations are now facing the challenge of dynamically selecting partners

for outsourcing. This trend is expected to maximizing profits, while minimiz-

ing the required startup capital. An outsourced business that provides the

best service at a certain time interval might not be able to provide the same

functionality at another time. Change management mechanisms must be

established to select the optimal outsourced business partners. Clearly, the

next generation of enterprises will aim to facilitate increased revenues and
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quality of products and services to the customers through these dynamic

partnerships.

• Competition: As the volume of “similar” businesses on the Web increases,

it will be necessary for a SOE to maintain its competitiveness. An enterprise

must monitor all “associated” changes in its environment and react appro-

priately. A static or rigid enterprise risks loosing its competitive advantage

and becoming obsolete. Traditional enterprises lack the support for dynam-

ically changing partnerships. Enterprises have relied on workflows to tightly

integrate business processes of partners in an enterprise. These static and pre-

determined modes of interaction failed to support environment driven part-

nerships. Workflows demand the prior knowledge of a change to manage it

(e.g., BPEL [78]). This restriction inhibits the flexibility of enterprises, which

is necessary to take advantage of new (and often unpredictable) economic op-

portunities. Only businesses that respond quickly to market demands and

provide a quicker time-to-market will remain profitable and competitive.

• Innovation: To compete for a significant share in the market, it is often nec-

essary to be a pioneer in a new (and possibly value added) service. Indeed,

the utility of an enterprise is not only to add value, but also to create value.

Value is added by combining independent businesses and executing an en-

terprise. Value is created by identifying new opportunities to attract market

based on the current trend. It also involves identifying obsolete opportu-

nities and responding appropriately. SOEs provide entrepreneurs with the

unique opportunity for innovations through value creation. Value creation

is highly dependent on dealing with changes in the environment. Business

opportunities and market demand vary with time. Therefore, the goals of the

enterprise must evolve with time to remain innovative, and thus, profitable.
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1.4 Motivating Scenario

We describe a scenario from the travel industry to motivate our work. According to

most leading e-commerce analysts, travel is the largest and fastest-growing business

on the Internet today [49, 43]. Therefore, it is a domain that can potentially benefit

from our work.

The 1990s heralded a big change in travel as the Internet expanded and low

cost airlines offered new ways to travel. Airlines like Easyjet and Air Tran offered

flights for less than their competitors and they allowed customers the opportunity

to travel when they wanted [85]. In the last few years the growth of the Web has

meant that many people have now become travel agents in their own home, doing

away with the middlemen. Some independent travelers think they can get a better

deal on the Web as compared to a local travel agent. In Britain, travelers have

saved up to £ 800 (approximately $1500) on a holiday by booking online [85]. For

the first time ever, more people are choosing to book holidays independently and

fears are being expressed for the future of the big travel firms. Household names,

such as Thomsons are seeing their core package holiday product suffer a dramatic

loss in market share. The travel industry is growing by around 12% a year. The

package, however, is stagnating, and on many destinations, it is in decline.

For the big travel companies, urgent action is required. According to Pe-

ter Rothwell, managing director of Thomson, UK, “It’s absolutely imperative to

change.” Under these circumstances, a SOE can be deployed to regain the com-

petitiveness of a business through change management. Enterprise will quickly

replace obsolete members with services that provide optimal (or near optimal)

costs, quality, etc.

We categorize the SOE into two layers: service and business (Figure 1.2). The

service layer consists of actual Web services, and the business layer represents the

SOE business process. The business layer consists of Web service-like operations

typically ordered in a particular application domain. They determine the domain
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Figure 1.1: Travel Agency Enterprise Scenario

of services that are required by the SOE. We refer to these services as virtual

services. The service layer represents the Web service space. It consists of the

potential services. These potential services are a priori unknown, and need to be

discovered and matched with the virtual services at the time of SOE orchestration.

We refer to the selected services as member services. An important feature of the

virtual services is that they are not bound to any actual Web service. This is

crucial since Web services are continuously evolving and the enterprise is always

looking for the “best” services to fulfill business requirements.
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Let us assume that an entrepreneur establishes a travel agency, Enterprise

Travel (ET) (Figure 1.1). During the planning phase, the following virtual ser-

vices are identified: airline, hotel, carRental, and marketing. Second, the

entrepreneur develops a specification for ET listing the services it will compose.

The third step is the orchestration of ET, where it selects and invokes the member

services that match the virtual service description. We assume the AA, HI, HZ, and

MK services are selected and orchestrated. Finally, ET may disband and gracefully

terminate all partnerships, or wait for another orchestration request.

This is the ideal sequence of events in ET’s lifecycle. However, changes to

member services may trigger inconsistency and uncertainty in enterprise composi-

tion and orchestration. For example, ET’s composition may become inconsistent

by a change in AA’s input data types, and require the enterprise orchestration to

be suspended. Each service layer change describes a functional or non-functional

change that may occur in a member service. In turn, these changes trigger one

or more reactions at the business level. Another example is that the participating

airline Web service may increase its price and affect the profitability of ET. In

this case, ET must employ change management mechanisms and select an alter-

nate service for the enterprise to remain profitable. Indeed, change management

is a challenging and interesting research issue. It must deal with several different

types of changes. In the following section, we categorize the types of changes that

can affect an enterprise. We illustrate these changes through our travel agency

scenario.

1.5 Types of Changes

We identify two major types of changes in SOEs: explicit and implicit. Explicit

changes deal with changes that are triggered by the environment. For exam-

ple, changes to service cost are explicit because they are triggered by the service
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providers. Alternatively, implicit changes refer to changes that are not explicitly

introduced, but surface because of an explicit change. For example, the repeated

change in ET’s member service may implicitly change ET’s identity. In our work,

we deal with explicit changes.

We define two approaches to specifying explicit changes: top-down and bottom-

up. A top-down approach focuses on changes that are usually government or

business mandated [2]. A SOE may add a new service to its composition to take

advantage of a temporal business opportunity or comply with a government regu-

lation. For example, ET may incorporate a service that provides holiday packages

to Spain in reaction to increased demand for the package. The effects of these

changes trickle down to the member Web services, where the changes are physi-

cally executed. Top-down changes are motivated by the SOE’s business goal, and

do not consider the uncertainty of the underlying member services. Unlike top-

down changes, bottom-up changes are initiated by the member services [3]. These

changes are initiated in the Web service environment, and eventually translate

into top-down changes of the enterprise. A member service operation may become

unavailable during execution and trigger the SOE to replace the service. For ex-

ample, the AA service’s operation may become unavailable. This will trigger ET to

select an alternate service. Thus, bottom-up changes are mandated by the member

services, and are more critical and disruptive than top-down changes.

1.5.1 Top-Down Changes

Top-down changes to enterprises are a rule in the highly dynamic business en-

vironment. These changes are usually voluntary, and triggered by the business

environment. Top-down changes are categorized into two layers: business and ser-

vice (Figure 1.2). Each business layer change describes a type of change that is

of interest to the entrepreneur. It is a change to the business environment itself.

A prime example is the change in the quality of member services. Let us assume
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Figure 1.2: Top-Down and Bottom-up Mapping of an Enterprise

that the member airline service decreases its quality. Corrective action must

be taken to maintain the overall quality of the enterprise. Another perspective of

business level changes is that it is an abstract representation of changes and hides

any technical complexity of the changes residing at the service layer. The service

layer consists of changes in the Web service environment, i.e., the Web and its com-

ponents. The business changes are mapped to the service layer and the enterprise

is physically modified to react to business changes. For example, a business change

to replace a member service is executed by selecting for an alternate service. These

layers of changes reflect the trickling effect of changes from the business level to

the underlying applications.

We group changes at the business layer into three distinct changes, based on

their logical implications. The first type of change is initiated by the enterprise’s

goal of business development. Business development is a process that the enter-

prise executes throughout its lifecycle. It consists of business expansion, retention,

and attraction, and is ensured by the prompt management of changes in the envi-
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ronment. Suppose that current market conditions are favorable and ET plans on

expanding its business. Business expansion is the process an established enterprise

goes through when increasing the size of its operations, its customer base, or its

geographic operating area. Attraction is defined as the effort of an enterprise acting

independently to secure the business of a third party by offering the most favorable

terms. A enterprise promotes business attraction through the dynamic selection

of partners. Let us consider an example where ET currently has the individual

services of airline, carRental, and hotel. ET determines through user interac-

tions that offering a vacation package deal is a favorable condition. Therefore, it

plans to include package deals for its customers. The quickest and most efficient

method to deal with this change is to add a composite Web service. A composite

Web service is an umbrella structure that aggregates multiple other elementary and

composite Web services, which interact according to a given process model [137].

This composite Web service, say holidayPackage, provides package deals to ET’s

customers. Retention is similar to business attraction because it is enforced by the

dynamic partnerships of Web services in an enterprise. An enterprise may promote

business retention by offering incentives to current customers, or by applying other

marketing strategies.

The second type of top-down change is to maintain and/or increase the effi-

ciency of the enterprise. Unlike business development, which focuses on user de-

mand, efficiency refers to the internal functioning of the enterprise. It is the ratio

of an organization’s output versus the input resources. If an enterprise is producing

the maximum output it can, given the resources it employs, such as Web services,

and the best technology available, it is said to be efficient. Let us consider an

example. As ET’s customer base expands, the magnitude of user transactions are

poised to grow substantially. This influx of transactions may be focussed on a

specific service, such as airline, and prove as a potential bottleneck for ET’s effi-

ciency. In essence, the request overload at the airline service consumes resources,

such as time and bandwidth, that could be used by ET elsewhere. To rectify this
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problem, ET decides to incorporate an additional instance of an airline Web

service and distribute the request load. Alternatively, ET may determine in the

future that the two instances of airline are no longer required. In fact, only a

single instance of the service would suffice, and that the multiple services have in-

troduced inefficiency in ET. Therefore, only one airline Web service will remain

as a part of ET, and the duplicate service instance(s) are removed. Efficiency

may also work in complementing business development. Complementary to the

addition of new services for business expansion, an enterprise may also require the

reduction of services for efficiency purposes. Reduction involves gracefully weeding

out poorly performing entities from the enterprise. For instance, let us consider

that ET provides a service for purchasing train tickets. This service was added to

the enterprise when the train industry was performing well and provided compar-

atively favorable rates and services. However, at this point, the train service is

not in demand. Therefore, from ET’s perspective, the train service uses resources

and does not promote business development. Therefore, the optimal strategy for

ET is to remove the train service.

The third type of top-down change in an enterprise is regulatory. While the

previous two changes deal with the economic and performance factors of the envi-

ronment, respectively, regulatory changes are derived from the governance of the

enterprise. These changes may be initiated by new legislations or by changes in

organizational regulations. Regulatory changes are explicitly introduced in the en-

terprise. For example, an enterprise may introduce a business regulation to execute

all credit card transactions through a third party service. This will subsequently

initiate the process of adding the required services, such as VeriSign and PayPal,

into the enterprise. Another example of regulatory change is when a the govern-

ment imposes a law requiring all airline passengers to acquire travel insurance.

In response to this change, most travelers will abide by the new regulation and

purchase travel insurance for the trip. If ET does not incorporate an insurance

Web service into the enterprise, it risks becoming obsolete and loosing business.
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Therefore, travel insurance must be provided to potential travelers through the

appropriate Web service.

1.5.2 Bottom-up Changes

Bottom-up changes to enterprises are not only initiated at the business layer, they

also emerge from the Web services and the middleware underneath the enter-

prise [134]. Top-down changes are primarily mandated by the business environ-

ment. These changes do not incorporate the uncertainty at the Web service envi-

ronment. Unlike the top-down changes that reflect the perspective of the enterprise

itself, bottom-up changes relate to the Web services that compose the enterprise.

Also, bottom-up changes are more disruptive in nature than top-down changes.

We categorize bottom-up changes at the service and business layers (Figure 1.2).

Clearly, this order of change mappings is the opposite of top-down changes.

Bottom-up changes are triggered at the service layer. These changes occur at

the instance of the participating service. For example, changes may be caused

by a disabled network connection or change in the types of exposed Web service

operations. Bottom-up service layer changes are classified into four categories.

The first type of service level change is an alteration to the semantic description.

Semantics refer to the “intelligent” description of a Web service on the Semantic

Web. Semantic changes are primarily introduced at the high-level description of

Web services. These descriptions are usually represented in one of the ontology

languages for the Semantic Web, such as DAML-S, OWL, etc. [92]. For example,

any change in the pre or post condition of Web service execution represents a se-

mantic change. The second type of service change is a syntactic change. Syntactic

change is complementary to semantic change as it includes changes in the WSDL

description of a Web service. For example a change in the number or types of

operations offered by a Web service may initiate a change management process in

the enterprise. Another example of such a change is a rename of service opera-
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tions, rename of the Web service, or operation parameters. All this information is

reflected through the WSDL descriptions of a Web service.

1.6 Thesis Statement

In this thesis, we focus on the management of bottom-up changes. As mentioned

previously, we classify bottom-up changes into service and business layers. Our

work describes how changes influence each layer. We define the mapping of changes

between these layers and the techniques for managing changes in a bottom-up

fashion. We propose mechanisms for the detection, propagation, and reaction of

changes in the Web service environment:

• Detection: Change detection is the awareness that a change has occurred

in the service layer and the subsequent identification of its cause. Bottom-

up changes can be triggered by a change in service description, availability,

reliability, or trust. Mechanisms must be developed that enable automatic

detection of these changes.

• Propagation: Change propagation requires that all changes are trickled

up to the business layer. All interested enterprise entities, such as member

services, must be informed of any change that is detected. We describe

mechanisms that propagate changes in the system, and also between the

enterprise layers.

• Reaction: Reaction to change consists of the events that occur for rectify

the effects of a change. Reaction is aimed at bringing the system back to

a safe state. For example, if the unavailability of the AA service is detected

and propagated, the reaction should be to select an alternate service. This

requires determining and analyzing the changes, and defining the possible

compensatory processes.
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1.7 Research Issues

As illustrated in our travel agency scenario, a major challenge for creating and

maintaining enterprises is change management. Changes are frequent and inherent

to the Web service environment. These changes may be initiated by an enterprise

itself to maintain profitability and utility in the market. Changes form the basis

for the evolution and adaptation of an enterprise. Changes to Web services (e.g.,

unavailability), and subsequent realignment of business goals of the enterprise must

be handled automatically. The purpose of our work is to define a framework

that will support automated change management in Web service based enterprises.

Change management in Web service based virtual enterprises poses the following

research issues:

• Enterprise Definition and Organization: A prerequisite to change

management is to establish a formal definition of a service oriented enter-

prise. We first define an enterprise in terms of the member entities, entity

relationships, and the lifecycle. This step is a precursor to the remaining

research issues.

• Enterprise Organization: A formal organization of the enterprise enti-

ties/components is necessary to propagate changes in the system. Any change

in the Web service environment will be propagated by altering the organi-

zation of the enterprise. We define a schema that describes the ontological

organization of the enterprise and the means of propagating changes.

• Change Specification: A prerequisite for change management is to derive

a uniform specification of changes that may occur in a SOE. All bottom-up

changes that can occur in an enterprise environment must be formally de-

fined as a specification. This specification will serve as the reference model

for the detection and subsequent management of changes. A taxonomy of

changes will provide the basis for defining detection processes. An example is
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the change in service availability, which invokes a series of pre-defined prop-

agation and reaction processes. Based on the change specification, service

changes will be mapped to the ontological and business layers for subsequent

management.

• Change Management: Once a change is determined and propagated, the

enterprise must react to it. One method of reaction is selecting an alternate

service. Service selection is critical for changes that may require selection of

alternate service (e.g., service unavailability). Service selection is one reactive

process of change management. It involves the process of locating a service

from the dynamic Web service space that will most likely fulfill the goals of

the enterprise.

We propose, in our work, a change management model for a service oriented

enterprise. The enterprise and its entities are highly dynamic and susceptible to

changes during their lifetime. Managing bottom-up changes is crucial to the exe-

cution and evolution of the enterprise. We introduce an enterprise framework that

establishes and maintains dynamic and flexible relationships between businesses

represented by Web services. We propose the use of ontologies to dynamically

locate services from an exploratory service space that will replace an existing ser-

vice [87, 88, 92]. We employ agents to assist in detecting and managing the various

changes to the enterprise. Our approach is illustrated using the ET enterprise. The

environment where the enterprise is executed is characterized by four fundamental

assumptions: (i) Web services that represent businesses are a priori unknown, (ii)

Web services are volatile and their availability is uncertain, (iii) the functional and

non-functional attributes of member services may fluctuate over time, and (iv) the

business environment is subject to change at run time.
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1.8 Thesis Structure

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give a brief history of en-

terprises and the status of change management. Chapter 3 proposes a model for

a service oriented enterprise. In Chapter 4, we present a bottom-up specification

of changes. In Chapter 5, we describe our change management model. Chapter 6

describes a framework for change management. Chapter 7 is a detailed description

of the proposed architecture and simulation studies. We provide some related work

in Chapter 8. Finally, we conclude our work with Chapter 9.



Chapter 2

Enterprises: A Historical

Perspective

History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme.

–Mark Twain

During its long and momentous history, the concept of an enterprise has seen

several paradigm shifts. In the first major paradigm, the enterprise went through a

phase of increased complexity in enterprise entities and interactions among them.

Entities were generally humans and interactions were human generated (e.g., ver-

bal, written contracts). The later and more recent paradigm has been dominated

by the introduction of computers into the enterprise. The focus of this era was

to provide methods of entity representation, data processing, and information ex-

change. For the software community, this paradigm shift were most evidently char-

acterized by changes in underlying technologies, different generations of computer

hardware, evolution of network architectures from centralized to distributed, and

transformation of software applications from stand-alone functional batch trans-

action processing systems to interactive, database driven enterprise-wide applica-

tions. Commensurate with these high-visibility shifts, more subtle but equally

24
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Figure 2.1: Enterprise Timeline

important changes occurred, such as advances in integration technology, enterprise

management techniques, and deployment platforms. The enterprise community is

witnessing another paradigm shift. This shift is propelled by the representation of

entities as services, and the role of the Web as the interaction medium. We clas-

sify enterprises on the basis of the types of entities collaborating in the enterprise

and the medium of interaction used by these entities. specifically, we categorize

enterprises into pre-computer, networking-based, workflow-based, Web-based, and

service-oriented enterprises (Figure 2.1).

Enterprises represent collaboration between various entities while working for a

common objective. This concept has been prevalent in human collaboration since

historic times. People have invariably relied on mutual collaboration to accomplish

complex tasks. These collaborations often required virtual partnerships in the form

of an enterprise. Generally an enterprise consists of an organization and all its

associated components that function collectively to achieve common business goals.

Although these enterprises were highly manual, they, nevertheless, subscribed to

the fundamental principles common to today’s enterprises. First, enterprises were

formed to accomplish goals that were not efficiently achievable by a single business
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Enterprise Entity Interaction Example

Pre-Industrial Individual Verbal Farming, Whaling

Industrial Business Written Defense, Entertain-

ment

Networking Endpoints Proprietary Data EDI, B2B

Workflow Resource Workflow Document Automobile

Web Component Web Travel, Shopping

Service Service Web Travel, Tourism

Table 2.1: Evolution of Enterprises

entity. Second, these enterprises represented a temporary business partnership and

came together for a period required to achieve the enterprise goals. Third, the

tasks were outsourced to the various participating business entities, where each

entity contributed its core competency to the enterprise. Finally, the business

entities collectively provided a value added service. By applying these principles,

enterprises created a “win-win” situation for both the consumer (in the form of a

value added service) and the producer (by increasing profits and market share). In

this chapter, we provide a brief history of enterprises and their evolution. Table 2

summarizes the changes that occur in enterprises.

2.1 Pre-Computer Enterprises

The simplest form of enterprises emerged long before the introduction of comput-

ers in the form of pre-computer enterprises. A pre-computer enterprise consists of

single individuals that represent a member entity. Each individual was responsible

for a single core competency required to achieve the goal. Partnerships were man-

aged verbally primarily because of the simple nature of interactions, and the lack
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of better technology. Individuals collaborated by manually delegating tasks and

assigning deadlines to business partners. One of the preliminary examples of such

enterprises came from the era when humans domesticated plants. Farming became

the preferred source of sustenance as opposed to hunting because it provided a

greater yield of food for a given area of land. However, farming was more of a

cooperative task than hunting-gathering. It required collaboration to optimize the

yield of grain. Therefore, farmers would distribute tasks (e.g., seeding, harvesting)

among themselves and execute them at the appropriate times. After the harvest,

all farmers mutually benefited from their collective efforts.

As pre-computer enterprises became more sophisticated, the core business en-

tity transformed from a single individual to a group of individuals, where each

group specialized in a single competency. The increase in member entity complex-

ity was coupled with an increase in the complexity of interactions between them.

Tasks could no longer be managed verbally, and written contracts and agreements

had to be introduced. The whaling industry presents a prospective on such enter-

prises [54]. The enterprise consisted of the shipbuilders that prepared the ships for

the voyage, the skilled crew members who were in-charge of navigating the ships,

the hunters that actually caught the whales, the financiers who provided funds

for the expedition, etc. All business partners collaborated to gain profits from a

virtually single value added trade. This collaboration continued throughout the

expedition. At the end of each expedition, the business partners had the option

to disband and work independently. For the next expedition, the businesses could

form temporary partnerships with a different set of businesses.

More recently, the principles of a pre-computer enterprise were adopted by the

entertainment industry. Hollywood originally consisted of enterprises that owned

all the business entities necessary for production (e.g., studios, sets). The entities

were often tightly integrated into the enterprise and the collaboration was fairly

long-term. In the early 1900s, the US government initiated the decomposition of

these enterprises under the anti-monopoly act [76]. Consequently, each business
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sub-component became autonomous and established a loose coupling with the en-

terprise. Every time a project was initiated, the businesses formed an enterprise.

This enterprise was significantly more efficient and far more profitable than the

single entity that existed before decomposition [54]. This example reinforced the

utility of enterprises as a means for successful business collaborations.

A more complex domain of pre-computer enterprises is the manufacturing sector

in the defense industry. This sector comprises of well-established and geographi-

cally dispersed business entities. Upon United State’s entry into World War I in

1917, the US faced a critical shortage of aircrafts [54]. With very little infrastruc-

ture for aircraft manufacturing, the US decided to collaborate with its allies to

quickly manufacture high quality aircrafts. The British designed the aircraft, the

French manufactured the engines, and the US provided the armaments. Through

this collaboration, more than 30,000 planes were created in the span of eighteen

months. This particular enterprise involved the manufacturing of airplanes, laying

out runways, establishing infrastructures for host cities, etc. Indeed, this gigan-

tic task was impractical for a single business to accomplish. The collaboration of

individual business entities was instrumental in achieving the target [54].

The importance of enterprises was established well before the emergence of

computers in the form of pre-computer enterprises. However, the introduction of

computers in the business domain motivated the need for computer-based enter-

prises (CBEs). CBEs rely on traditional computer based technologies to support

their functionality. One of the most widely used framework is the Electronic Data

Interchange (EDI), which runs on dedicated computer networks. Following EDI,

advances in software technology gave rise to a new breed of affordable software,

called components, for distributed messaging and computing that can securely run

on public computer networks. Finally, work on intra and inter enterprise work-

flows was initiated to integrate existing enterprises. Tomorrow’s service oriented

enterprises will draw heavily from these solutions.
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2.1.1 Changes in Pre-Computer Enterprises

Changes in pre-computer enterprises were essentially rudimentary. Most pre-

computer enterprises executed for a single instance and disbanded immediately.

Furthermore, the operation of the enterprises was fairly predictable and entirely

manual. Therefore, changes were usually handled at the time of occurrence–change

management techniques were often not pre-planned. A typical example of change

in pre-computer enterprises is technological change. Change in technology occurs

when newer technology is incorporated in developing an enterprise’s core product

or service. For instance, the defense manufacturing sector may initiate a process to

manufacture an advanced version of an existing aircraft. Historically, this change

often requires the establishment of a different version of the pre-computer enter-

prise. Depending on the exact circumstance, components from the previous version

could be reused or the enterprise may be recreated altogether. Irrespective of the

approach, the time and costs required to manage this change are comparable to

the cost incurred in starting a new enterprise.

Researchers have focused on reducing the time to manage changes in pre-

computer manufacturing enterprises. One such area of research is agile manu-

facturing. Agile manufacturing was introduced in the 1990s to make enterprises

more “flexible.” The objective was to enable customization of enterprise products

that would require a predicted duration and price [67]. Accommodating flexibility

required enterprises to adapt to the changes and be able to detect and economically

terminate production of obsolete products. However, the implementation of agile

manufacturing was severely limited because of the lack of automation. At some

instances, customizations of products were not possible because of the nature of

the product.
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2.2 Networking-Based Enterprises

Soon after the emergence of computer networking, businesses turned towards the

newly emerging networking technologies to enable networking-based enterprises

(Figure 2.1). Technologies for interactions have been around for almost three

decades, providing businesses with a secure framework for sharing and exchanging

data electronically.

By far the most widely used technology in these enterprises was B2B. B2B

refers to interactions between back-end application systems within an enterprise

and its trading partners [18]. These interactions include buying and selling of prod-

ucts or services by businesses and all supporting activities. Typical examples are

supply chain management, procurement, and customer relationship management.

B2B technologies were one of the first to take advantage of advances in computer

networking. The motivation for B2B as an enterprise enabler was to cater for busi-

nesses that increasingly relied on computers (e.g., databases, spreadsheets). Thus,

B2B readily integrated business entities that used computers as business end points.

An end point is an interface that represents a business partner in a B2B enterprise.

The introduction of B2B increased efficiency in collaborations between business en-

tities in the early 1960s through automated information interchange [64]. It also

reduced costs, effort, and time required for interaction [1]. B2B standards such

as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) provided dedicated communication between

enterprise components.

2.2.1 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

EDI is commonly defined as the inter-organizational application-to-application

transfer of business documents (e.g., purchase orders, invoices, shipping notices)

between computers in a compact form [98]. Its primary aim is to minimize the

cost, effort, and time incurred by the paper-based transfer of business documents.
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EDI documents are structured according to a standard (e.g., ANSI X.12 and

UN/EDIFACT) and machine-processable format.

Assume that two trading partners AA and HI are exchanging business docu-

ments via a Value-Added Network (VAN). The document (e.g., purchase order)

must be created in the business application of the sender (i.e., AA). The mapper

software is used to describe the relationship between the information elements in

the application and the EDI standard. The EDI translator software converts the

document into an EDI message according to the standard used. The translator

wraps the EDI message in an electronic envelope that has an identifier for the re-

ceiver (i.e., HI). The actual transmission of the electronic envelope is performed by

the communication software. This software maintains the trading partners’ phone

numbers to dial-up and exchange operations. The communication software can be

a separate application or part of the translator. The VAN reads the identifier on

the envelope and places it in the mailbox of HI. At the HI side, the reverse process

takes place.

EDI focuses mostly on interoperability at the communication and content lay-

ers. VANs are used to handle message delivery and routing among business part-

ners. EDI standards provide a single homogeneous solution for content interoper-

ability. They define a set of types for describing business documents. The EDI

approach is particularly strong along the criteria of security and heterogeneity.

EDI is based on document exchange over private or value-added networks. Busi-

ness partners do not concern themselves with those security issues encountered in

public networks. Moreover, businesses do not need to directly reference a partner’s

system. Therefore, critical security issues are bypassed. All partners are required

to comply with the EDI standard. As a result, heterogeneity is not a problem.

However, understanding all information in an EDI document is not a simple task.

For example, there are data elements (UNH and UNT) in EDI document whose

sole purpose is to indicate the start and end of a message. The impact of local

changes is limited as partners do not directly reference each others’ systems.
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Although several EDI implementations have shown impressive results as set in

the example of SEWP, the cost of establishing a new relationship usually requires a

significant overhead. Because EDI is based on proprietary and expensive networks,

organizations, predominantly small and medium, could not afford EDI. They were

de facto excluded from being partners with larger organizations that mandate the

use of EDI. Typically, VAN services entail three types of costs: account start-up

costs, usage of variable costs, and VAN-to-VAN interconnect costs for the number

of characters in each document. The final cost of an EDI solution depends on

several factors such as the expected volume of documents, economics of the EDI

translation software, and implementation time. Maintenance fees and VAN charges

can vary considerably and as such affect the cost of EDI systems. Some VAN

providers do their billing on a per document basis. Others charge based on the

number of characters in each documents. It has been reported that 90% of the

Fortune 500 companies in the United States use EDI; only 6% of the other 10

million companies can make that claim. Efforts to reduce the cost of using VAN

networks include Internet-based EDI solutions such as EDIINT and OBI.

Each EDI deployment involves negotiation and agreement on a set of imple-

mentation conventions describing the extensions to the standard documents and

actual formats that would be exchanged. This negotiation and agreement process

represents a significant cost in EDI deployment. To address this issue, EDIFACT

and ANSI X.12 have undertaken an effort to standardize sets of documents for

various industries. For example, ANSI X.12 has recently released a set of stan-

dard EDI document definitions for the health care industry. Using these industry

standard document definitions, the customizations required per relationship can be

reduced, although per-relationship work is generally still required. Additionally,

once implementation conventions are decided upon, custom integration work must

be performed at both partner organizations for the existing enterprise systems

to process the EDI documents. This typically involves purchasing a commercial

EDI system, integrating it with the enterprise systems, and writing custom code
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to translate the EDI system document definitions to the corresponding enterprise

system records.

2.2.2 Changes in Networking-Based Enterprises

Managing changes in networking-based enterprises was more complex than in pre-

computer enterprises, primarily because of the increased complexity of the enter-

prise. Change management techniques usually had to be planned in advance, and

the types of changes were subsequently categorized (e.g., internal, external) [18].

Changes in networking-based enterprises were focused at the end points of busi-

ness components. End points represent a business component in an enterprise

and are the means of interaction for that component. Types of networking-based

changes include end point definition change, interface process type change, binding

process type change, and connectivity change [18]. A change was generally man-

aged through the modification, and subsequent versioning, of the enterprise or the

concerned end points. Changes in the messaging between endpoints requires the

reconfiguration of the messaging protocols. Change management is often deployed

through one or more of the following actions: (i) abort execution of the enterprise,

(ii) compensate for the change, (iii) continue execution of the enterprise in presence

of changes, and (iv) transfer requests to a new version of the enterprise.

There is a limited number of predetermined documents supported by EDI stan-

dards. While these documents represent a large number of business transactions

(e.g., shipping invoices, health care claim status reports), companies are limited to

the set of EDI documents for which standards already exist. It would be difficult

for trading partners to conduct transactions with parameters that are not included

in an EDI document. In that regard, EDI is hardly flexible in its ability to expand

the set of supported document types. The introduction of a new type or changing

an existing type of business transaction is complex and time consuming. This kind

of change requires modification to the configuration of the translation software and
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must be validated in the related standard or EDI guideline committee, which usu-

ally takes a long time. For example, the EDI Guideline Consistency Subcommittee

(EGCS) is responsible for the content and maintenance of all Telecommunications

Industry Forum (TCIF) EDI-maintained code lists. Any modification to these

code lists has to be reviewed by the EGCS. The EGCS is also responsible for

notifying the TCIF Secretariat of any changes in the electronic documentation.

Interoperability at the business process layers is supported through pre-defined

business processes. For example, if AA’s purchase order is accepted then it expects

a purchase order acknowledgment, an invoice, and the hotel reservation.

More recently, networking-based enterprises have introduced self-service changes.

These require the initiating end point to propagate the changes to all interested

parties. However, since changes occurred seldom and in a predictable manner,

these ad hoc management techniques were sufficient to cater for enterprises. Fur-

thermore, changes are centered around partner end points, and not influenced by

business conditions.

2.3 Workflow-Based Enterprises

As the complexity of interactions between enterprise components grew, new tech-

nologies were needed to provide greater scalability and efficiency. Enterprises did

not limit their use of computers for B2B interactions, but also automated the

execution of their business processes. B2B technologies such as EDI provided

mechanisms for only data interchange. They lacked the capacity to coordinate and

automate relationships between the business entities and automate an enterprise’s

business process. A business process is a set of steps that a business executes to

achieve its goals [81]. The introduction of workflows as an enterprise enabling tech-

nology increased efficiency and accuracy in a workflow-based enterprise’s business

process (Figure 2.1). A workflow is the (partial or complete) automation of an
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enterprise’s business process [110]. Most of the tasks coordinated by humans were

eventually automated. This automation reduced the probability of human errors

and the coordination time required by an enterprise. More importantly, enterprise

managers could utilize their time by focusing on business decisions rather than

task management.

Workflow management is concerned with the declarative definition, enactment,

administration and monitoring of business processes. A business process (or work-

flow process) consists of a collection of activities related by data and control flow

relationships. An activity is typically performed by executing a program, enact-

ing a human/machine action, or invoking another process (called sub-process).

Programs, persons, machines, and data used to perform workflow processes are

called workflow resources. The scripting of activities and resource policies through

business process analysis, modeling, and definition tools defines a business process

definition (workflow schema). The workflow enactment service enables different

parts of the business process to be enacted by providing interfaces to users, appli-

cations, and databases distributed across the workflow domain.

Workflow-based enterprises initially utilized workflows to automate adminis-

trative tasks (e.g., travel reimbursement) [5]. Most of these tasks were facilitated

through document exchange technologies, such as e-mail [81]. Subsequently, com-

puters were programmed to assign tasks to the business entities, control the flow

of information, and track the progress of each task [109]. Such workflows are often

referred to as production workflows [81]. Production workflows mostly integrate

business entities that are inside a single organization. Interaction with external en-

tities is ad hoc and performed through human intervention (e.g., phone calls, postal

mail) [81]. In addition to being intra-enterprise, these workflows prove to be an

expensive means of coordinating tasks between business entities [32]. Automating

an organization’s business processes initially requires a significant amount of in-

vestment with no guarantees on the return on investment [93]. Below, we present

some technologies for enabling workflow-based enterprises.
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2.3.1 Enterprise Resource Planning

A common technology that utilizes workflows to integrate business entities of a

workflow-based enterprise is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). ERP is designed

to integrate the data between different entities of an enterprise [93]. It has been a

dominant form of business integration since the early 1990s. ERP vendors such as

SAP, PeopleSoft, etc., have driven the enterprise integration market in the previous

decade. One limitation of ERP is that it provides only internal integration for an

enterprise. This isolates an enterprise from changes in the outside world. Internal

integration was required when enterprises aimed to bring efficiency to their internal

business process. However, after the widespread adoption of the Web and the

subsequent need for cross-enterprise collaborations was established, ERPs proved

to be disadvantageous for an enterprise. They create a very rigid internal structure

that does not readily interact with external entities. Another limitation of ERPs is

the re-engineering complexity of an enterprise’s business processes. The processes

inside an organization are mapped to the standard business processes offered by

an ERP system. This approach is expensive and time-intensive. It also requires

training of an organization’s employees to adapt to the new process. Alternatively,

it is possible to “customize” ERPs to adapt to an organization’s existing business

process. In this case, however, the cost of automation further escalates with little

promise of return on investment. Finally, even after the successful implementation

of ERPs, some organizations require additional software. It is often necessary to

install, for example, supply chain management software to complement the tasks

of ERP.

2.3.2 Enterprise Application Integration

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) was introduced in the mid-1990s to in-

tegrate external components into a workflow-based enterprise. It was proposed to

overcome the limitations of ERP system. The approach of EAI is to develop mid-
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dleware that acts as an intermediary for the various applications of an enterprise.

The advantage of EAI is its ability to reuse a company’s existing business process

and legacy systems. However, EAI requires long term investment in design of an

enterprise software [93]. The middleware is an integral part of the software design.

This design is specific to each organization, and is not generic enough to be reused

in multiple organizations. Another disadvantage of implementing EAI is that it

requires a strong understanding and communication between the IT and Business

personnel. Finally, EAI does provide cost reductions when compared to technolo-

gies such as ERP. However, the cost is still overwhelming for most organizations.

Workflow is a key technology for automating business processes that involve

access to several applications. However, traditional workflow systems are ineffec-

tive when we consider the needs of Web-based applications, with their complex

partnerships, possibly among a large number of highly evolving processes. Current

efforts (e.g., the Business Process Initiative - BPMI.org) promise to deliver a next

generation workflow systems (Inter-Enterprise Workflow Systems - IEWSs) that

have the ability to thread together cross-organizational business processes, sup-

porting the integration of diverse users, applications, and systems. IEWSs focus

mainly on interactions at the business process layer. Their purpose is to automate

business processes that interconnect and manage communication among disparate

systems.

2.3.3 Distributed Workflow Systems

The emphasis in Distributed Workflow Systems (DWSs) is on partitioning the

overall workflow specification into several sub-workflows, each encompassing all

the activities that are to be executed by a given entity within an enterprise. DWSs

impose that each participating entity in a distributed workflow deploy a full-fledged

execution engine, capable of interpreting the workflow definition. The same work-

flow model must be adopted by each participant in the global workflow. This
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approach assumes that global and sub-business processes use the same process

definition and data exchange model. This is an overly restrictive assumption in

the context of Web-based applications where: (i) partners may use disparate data

and process representation models (e.g., AA uses EDI and HI uses RosettaNet),

and (ii) private business processes may require access to proprietary/legacy data

sources and applications (e.g., Oracle database for AA and SAP application for HI).

2.3.4 Collaborative Process Management

Inter-enterprise business processes management features the separation between

public and private processes. A public process defines an external message ex-

change of an organization with its partners according to a message exchange pro-

tocol such as EDI and RosettaNet. A private process describes internal executable

activities that support the activities of public processes. Public and private pro-

cesses interact through process wrappers. Process wrappers consist of pre-defined

activities that can be used in a private business process to send/receive messages

to/from public business processes. For example, if a public process uses xCBL to

represent business documents, and the private business process expects documents

in cXML, the conversion between these two formats is handled by a wrapper. Pri-

vate processes may also interact with back-end applications through application

adapters. In this approach there is no requirement that local process management

engines (e.g., engines which are responsible for managing private business pro-

cesses) be identical. It is possible for example, that one engine is based on IBM’s

MQSeries and another based on HP’s Process Manager.

2.3.5 Changes in Workflow-Based Enterprises

DWSs assume a tight coupling model among the distributed sub-workflows. Thus,

modifications to back-end applications, sub-workflows, and global workflow need

to be coordinated. The cost of establishing a new relationship may be significant
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as business processes must be modeled and deployed in concert across all partici-

pants. DWSs are appropriate for the development of a business process of a single

organization that needs to integrate multiple distributed sub-workflows.

The separation between back-end applications, public, and private processes

has the advantage that local changes (i.e, those that concern only private pro-

cesses) have no impact on public processes and back-end applications. However,

changes related to interactions (e.g., changing the formats of incoming and outgo-

ing messages) between a public process (or a back-end application) and a private

business process may require the modification of some wrappers. The separation

between components of a Web-based application (public processes, private pro-

cesses, business rules, and back-end systems) contributes to the scalability of this

approach. The support of a new interaction protocol (e.g., EDI) requires only the

creation of a new public process and process wrappers. The support of a new

back-end application requires the creation of new application adapters. The cre-

ation of a relationship with a new partner may require a few adjustments. If the

new partner does not comply to an already supported interaction protocol, a new

public process must be created to support the protocol used by the new partner.

The support of a new back-end application requires only the creation of a new

application adapter. The above discussion shows that the addition of interaction

protocols, back-end applications, or partners does not require the modification of

private business processes. The separation between public and private business

process provides for a greater degree of autonomy and bridging of heterogeneity.

With regard to security, IEWs may leverage techniques used in other frameworks

(i.e, document-based or component-based frameworks). External manageability

may be provided by adding specific activities in public processes.

Similar to it’s predecessors, workflow-based enterprises present a fairly static

form of organization. Business entities are integrated for long-term partnerships.

The methods of change management are usually ad hoc, and require significant hu-

man involvement. Most traditional and non-Web-based enterprises are integrated
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Figure 2.2: Document Exchange in a Workflow-based Enterprise

using workflows to tightly couple semi-autonomous components. The resulting

enterprise is a static system that is unable to cope with unpredictable and fre-

quent changes. Changes in workflow-based enterprises are usually in the context

of altering document routing paths (Figure 2.2). It may also encompass changing

the format or contents of the exchanged document. These types of changes are

typically handled by manual efforts such as business process re-engineering and

continuous process improvement [16]. Changes in these enterprises are usually

very rare. For example, the reorganization or addition of a new department in an

organization does not occur very frequently.

One method of change management in workflow-based enterprises is enterprise

change management (ECM). ECM is the discipline of managing change, and the

impact of change, across the organization, encompassing people, processes, and

assets, to provide insight and control. Changes are managed across functional and

departmental barriers. These changes are made visible to all interested entities for

appropriate management. This approach is restricted to the internal departments

of an organization. A typical ECM software, such as Sarena’s ChangeMan, essen-

tially deals with integrating different operating systems that may serve applications
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within an enterprise [124]. Another effort to manage changes in workflow-based

enterprises was to enable flexible supply chains. The idea is to dynamically select

suppliers that would prove to be the most profitable for the enterprise. However,

this concept could not be implemented because of inadequate infrastructure for

discovering and selecting partners.

2.4 Web-based Enterprises

Since the early 1990s, millions of businesses have shifted their operations to theWeb

in the form of e-business or e-commerce [91]. An increase in e-business volume has

prompted enterprises to outsource and provide value added services to consumers.

Examples of such businesses include Amazon and Dell.

Issues such as high cost and the internal focus of traditional enterprises moti-

vated research on inter-enterprise workflows. Inter-enterprise workflows propose

the management of business entities across “fluid” organizational boundaries [94].

The Web offers a unique opportunity to enable inter-enterprise workflows [64]. The

Web was introduced in the early 1990s to promote collaborations among distributed

scientific communities. The business community eventually adopted the Web as a

means to increase efficiency in their business process, promote visibility of their or-

ganization, and extend the marketing horizons for their products and services [50].

The Web has been the platform for introducing innovative means of collaborations

and interactions because of its accessibility, ubiquity, and affordability. With the

“universal” access provided by the Web, it was possible to link several distributed

and autonomous business entities. It also eliminates the practical limit to the

number of companies that could be linked by inter-enterprise workflows [64]. Any

business that was available on the Web could be interconnected. It also provided

a time and cost efficient means of collaboration [126]. Next, we present some of
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the technologies used to enable Web-based enterprises.

2.4.1 RosettaNet

With the introduction of the Web, several areas were identified as pre-requisites

for the successful application of inter-enterprise collaborations between enterprise

entities. One issue is the use of standard interfaces for business entities on the

Web. These interfaces are required to integrate components that are outside the

boundary of an enterprise, and hence, unknown to the enterprise. The RosettaNet

Consortium proposed the use of one such standard for business partners to enable

inter-enterprise business process integration [27]. The Consortium are developing

Partner Interface Processes (PIPs) for several integration scenarios. These PIPs

will be used by business partners to determine their interactions for interoperability.

However, PIPs do not focus on the integration of data. They only focus on the type

of data that is exchanged by partners. Moreover, they do not provide a framework

for supporting interactions. Standard interfaces are not sufficient for enabling

inter-enterprise workflows over the Web. Hence, RosettaNet focus solely on the

formats and protocols between businesses [82]. It does not provide a comprehensive

framework that is necessary for enabling inter-enterprise integration of enterprise

components.

2.4.2 Internet-based EDI Initiatives

EDI has been extended in many directions. For instance, business documents in

EDI standards have been mapped to XML documents (e.g., XML/EDI). More

specifically, the combination of EDI and Internet technologies seems to overcome

several shortcomings of the traditional EDI (e.g., VAN charges). Indeed, several

organizations are already using EDI for transacting over the Internet. For exam-

ple, EDI purchase orders and invoices are now routinely exchanged via the Internet

by NASA, Sun Microsystems, and Cisco Systems. Major Internet-based EDI ini-
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tiatives include EDIINT (EDI over the Internet) and OBI (Open Buying on the

Internet).

EDIINT is essentially the same as traditional EDI, but uses the Internet as

a communication medium instead of VANs. The aim is mainly to reduce EDI

communication charges incurred by the use of VANs. EDIINT was initiated by

the Uniform Code Council (UCC) to standardize the method to exchange EDI

documents over the Internet. EDIINT is similar to EDI in terms of interoperability

at the content and business process layers. At the communication layer, the first

EDIINT standard (2000) was EDIINT AS1 (Applicability Statement 1). EDIINT

AS1 set the rules to exchange EDI documents using SMTP protocol. The second

standard (2001) was EDIINT AS2 standard. It supported communication of EDI

documents using the HTTP protocol.

Initially, there was reluctance to use the Internet for exchanging critical business

information because of security concerns. To deal with this problem, EDIINT AS2

specifies standard mechanisms for securing documents using PGP (Pretty Good

Privacy) encryption and digital signatures. The standards referenced by EDIINT

AS2 include RFC1847 and MIME Security with PGP. EDIINT offers lower entry

cost than EDI since it is Internet-based. However, the quality of service (e.g., auto-

matic error detection and correction) associated with VANs is lost. EDIINT offers

similar characteristics as EDI with respect to the other dimensions (i.e, coupling,

heterogeneity, autonomy, external manageability, and adaptability).

OBI is a standard that leverages EDI to define an Internet-based procurement

framework. It is clearly stated that OBI aims to complement EDI standards, not

replace them. OBI is intended for high-volume, low-dollar amount transactions,

which account for 80% of the purchasing activities in most organizations. At the

communication level, OBI uses HTTP protocol for exchanging messages. OBI re-

lies on the ANSI X12 EDI standard to describe the content of order documents.

Order documents are encapsulated in OBI objects. OBI objects also encapsulate

other non-EDI messages such as buyer and seller digital signatures. OBI does
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not introduce a specific model for describing locally maintained information (e.g.,

product and price information). This information may be described in the part-

ner’s database. At the business process level, OBI uses a simple and pre-defined

operational protocol for Internet-based purchasing. This protocol consists of a

number of commonly agreed upon activities (e.g., select a supplier, create order)

for purchasing non-strategic material (e.g., office supplies, laboratory supplies).

In fact, this protocol only specifies the way partner OBI systems interact. It is

the responsibility of each partner to integrate its internal applications (catalogs,

inventory and order management systems, etc) with OBI servers.

2.4.3 Software Components

Software components (or components) are program modules that can be indepen-

dently developed and delivered. They may be newly developed or wrap existing

functionalities provided by databases, legacy systems, or packages. Although most

of the fundamental ideas that define object technology are applicable to compo-

nents, they are not necessarily created using object-oriented tools and languages.

For example, components may be realized using a functional language, an assembly

language, or any other programming language.

The development of component-based applications generally requires the inter-

connection of geographically distributed components. The availability of a middle-

ware that provides more effective ways of programming is important to the devel-

opment of distributed component-based applications. A component middleware is

an infrastructure that supports the creation, deployment, and interaction among

components. Assume that AA’s and HI’s applications are assembled from compo-

nents. Each component represents an independent unit of a business functionality

such as payment, purchasing, privacy, and security. The different components

work together to serve the needs of AA’s and HI’s business processes. They are

built on top of a set of basic services. Functions provided by these services include
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distributed communication, security, transactions, and naming schema.

Three major component middleware frameworks have been developed during

the past decade: CORBA, DCOM, and EJB. CORBA (Common Object Request

Broker Architecture) is the standard promoted by the OMG (Object Management

Group), an international industry consortium. It is part of a general architecture

called the Object Management Architecture (OMA). The backbone of CORBA is

the Object Request Broker (ORB) which allows communication between client and

server components. DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model) is Microsoft’s

technology for distributed components. It is an extension of COM, Microsoft’s

component software architecture. COM and its DCOM extension are merged into

a single runtime which provides both local and remote access. EJB (Enterprise Java

Beans) are part of Sun’s J2EE (Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition) specification.

EJBs provide a component model for the Java programming language. Using EJBs,

pieces of business logic or functions can be written in Java and encapsulated to

become components known as beans. The container is the core of EJB component

model. It provides a runtime environment that hosts and controls the beans.

The component-based approach is more appropriate for a small number of part-

ners within an enterprise. However, with companies being merged and acquired

at the current rate, there is a need to address interactions within an enterprise.

Components mainly cover interactions at the communication layer. They exhibit

limited capabilities dealing with interactions at the content layer. They focus

on the syntactic integration to wrap heterogeneous applications. At the business

process layer, applications (e.g., booking a flight by AA) may be assembled from in-

dependently developed components (e.g., payment, purchasing, privacy, security).

However, businesses generally would need to develop ad hoc solutions for defining

intra and inter-enterprise business processes.
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CORBA

At the communication layer, the use of ORBs in CORBA hides the underlying

complexity of network communications from application developers. When a client

issues a method invocation on a server component, the ORB intercepts the invoca-

tion and routes it across the network to the appropriate server. It is also possible

that components distributed on different ORBs communicate over the Internet

through the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP).

CORBA provides a trader service through which businesses can find each other

by assigning a set of properties to each component. However, these properties are

simply defined as (name, value) pairs. They do not provide support for semantic

description of components. Recent efforts have been made to add semantic fea-

tures to CORBA through the ECDTF (Electronic Commerce Domain Task Force)

reference model which includes a semantic data facility. However, the model is still

at its very early stage. Additionally, very little work has been done so far to define

a specification for the semantic data facility.

CORBA enable tightly coupled and long term business relationships between

components. Once interfaces are expressed in IDL (Interface Definition Language),

they are compiled by an IDL compiler into stubs and skeletons. The stub, used

on the client side, invokes remote operations via the ORB to the corresponding

skeleton on the server side. The skeleton gets the call parameters, invokes the

actual operation implementation, collects results, and returns values back to the

client through the ORB. Efforts are being made to add messaging capabilities to

CORBA. The new messaging specification defines a number of asynchronous and

time-independent invocation modes for CORBA. It allows both static and dynamic

invocations to use all modes. The use of message driven interactions among com-

ponents allows the support of loosely coupled relationships. CORBA components

are mostly based on static operation invocation. Although the Dynamic Invocation

Interface (DII) in CORBA allows components to learn about other components’
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operations at run time, the utility of DII is yet to be exploited.

Components shield application developers from implementation details. Inter-

faces are the only considerations businesses must make when interacting with each

other. Business partners have the latitude to implement their interfaces in ways

that best fit their internal needs and requirements. Each CORBA component has

an IDL that includes the name of the operations to be called by clients together

with the name and types of all parameters and return values. However, all partici-

pants in a certain market need to agree on a predefined interface. This means that

businesses are bound to interfaces published by their trading partners. In terms

of heterogeneity, CORBA was designed to be independent of implementation lan-

guages, operating systems, and other factors that normally affect interactions.

Components can be implemented using diverse programming language such Java,

C++, and Smalltalk.

DCOM

Similarly to CORBA, DCOM-based solutions mainly deal with interactions at the

communication layer. They present little or no support for interactions at the

content and business process layers. For a DCOM client to access an operation

of another component at the communication layer, it must use virtual lookup

tables to obtain a pointer to that operation. The DCOM runtime environment

ensures that the pointer is local to the invoking process by using proxies. In terms

of heterogeneity, current DCOM implementations are mostly based on Windows

platforms although some experimentation have been done to port DCOM to other

platforms (e.g., UNIX). Also, the languages that are mostly used to write DCOM

components are Microsoft J++ (Microsoft’s implementation of Java), C, C++, and

Visual Basic. Additionally, DCOM’s IDL is neither CORBA nor DCE (Distributed

Computing Environment) compliant. Security in DCOM relies on the Windows

NT security model. Although this allows developers to build secure applications
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on Windows platforms, it is not clear how security will be provided when DCOM

is used on other platforms. DCOM has similar characteristics as CORBA with

respect to autonomy, external manageability, adaptability, and scalability.

Enterprise Java Beans

At the communication layer, EJB uses the Java RMI to enable interactions among

beans. The use of RMI makes the location of the server transparent to the client.

Similar to CORBA and DCOM, EJB is fairly limited in terms of interactions at

the content and business process layers. Similar to CORBA and DCOM, EJB

caters for tightly coupled and long term business relationships. Developers must

define an RMI remote interface for each bean. The RMI compiler generates a stub

for each remote interface. The stub is installed on the client system and provides

a local proxy for the client. The stub implements all the remote interfaces and

transparently delegates all method calls across the network to the remote bean.

A new specification of EJB (EJB Version 2) has recently been made available.

It uses JMS (Java Messaging Service) to add support for message driven beans,

extending the EJB component model to support both tightly and loosely coupled

applications. Static operation invocation is found in most EJB implementations.

However, some implementations such as JBoss integrate more dynamic features.

In the EJB technology, each bean has a remote interface which defines the

methods that carry out the business logic of the bean. The EJB remote interface

provides functions that are similar to those provided by CORBA and DCOM IDL.

Hence, EJB is similar to CORBA and DCOM in terms of autonomy. EJB does

not support heterogeneous platforms although it is fully based on Java. Indeed,

most of the current EJB implementations do not offer direct interoperability with

non-Java platforms. In addition, communicating between components deployed on

heterogeneous application servers, such as invoking a BEA WebLogic component

from an IBM WebSphere server, requires operations in degraded mode.
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2.4.4 Changes in Web-Based Enterprises

Change management is partially addressed in CORBA through the event service.

The CORBA event service allows components to inform each other of the oc-

currence of specific events. It divides components into suppliers and consumers.

Suppliers generate notifications of events while consumers register to be notified

about the occurrence of events so that they can perform specific actions in response

of those events. CORBA provides little or no support for managing business level

changes. As mentioned before, businesses are tightly bound to interfaces published

by their trading partners. Hence, any change to a partner’s interface may need

the corresponding interface to be recompiled. To date, CORBA does not provide

mechanism to respond rapidly to changes in component interfaces.

DCOM components enable tightly coupled and long term business relationships.

Proxies need to be created at the client side to communicate with stubs on the

serving end. The operation invocation process is static in DCOM which prevents

establishing dynamic relationships among components.

Several implementations of an event service have also been provided for EJB

to support external manageability. An example of EJB’s event service is the Drala

Event Broker. EJB provides some support for adaptability by associating a de-

ployment descriptor to each bean. The descriptor presents the way in which a

bean interacts with its environment. Application developers declaratively define

contracts in their descriptors. This contract describes the type of services (such as

the form of transaction management to be used) required by the bean. It can be

changed independently of the business logic.

2.5 Service Oriented Enterprises

In the past, enterprises were optimized to serve the needs of the employees and to

streamline internal operations. Today, most organizations have redesigned at least
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some of their systems to accommodate the Web. Now the pressures are mounting

to extend the internal efficiency of the enterprise across the Web through inter-

enterprise interactions that are able to respond dynamically to changes in customer

demands and to market pressures. Furthermore, as the number of businesses in-

crease on the Web, enterprises can benefit from dynamically selecting business

partners available, and potentially form the optimal enterprise. For example, a

travel agency can dynamically select airlines that provide the lowest fare to a des-

tination. Businesses can come together for a short period of time, contribute their

services to the enterprise, and disband when their services are no longer needed.

These enterprises can be based on a temporary need, a newly identified opportu-

nity, or continued support for an ongoing business activity [108].

The current trend in service oriented computing and service outsourcing is fa-

cilitating yet another paradigm shift to the concept of enterprises [122]. Research

has shown that outsourcing non-core business components can add to a company’s

profit by reducing basic costs and start-up time [117]. Current trend in service

outsourcing and advances in service oriented computing are poised to make a pro-

found impact on enterprises. They are transforming enterprises from its traditional

representation as a workflow to a composition of Web services.

The proliferation of independent and often competing services on the Web has

motivated the need to alter enterprises representation. Enterprises are transform-

ing from the traditional static entity to a dynamic collaboration of Web accessible

services called Web services. A Web service is an interface that describes a collec-

tion of operations accessible using standard XML messaging [3]. A service oriented

enterprise SOE is a conglomeration of outsourced Web services, collaborating to

achieve a shared enterprise goal [90]. Within such enterprises, member services rep-

resent autonomous and self-describing entities that provide modularity, reuse, and

specialization of core businesses. Services are ideal enterprise components because

they support interoperability through standard messaging, and quick integration

through standard descriptions. These enterprises will populate the Web as the
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next generation of adaptive and on-demand businesses [65, 71].

Establishing a comprehensive enterprise framework is not applicable given the

current Web format. Although, the Web has served as a major enabling technology

for enterprises, it has, in its current form, gone far beyond its predicted utility [92].

Today’s Web hosts only human “understandable” information. It does not provide

semantics that are required for automatic processing of data. Such automation will

provide a framework for “intelligent” integration and management of enterprises.

The Semantic Web proposes a natural evolution of the current Web. It is an

extension of the current Web in which information is given well-defined meaning

to better enable computers and people to work in cooperation [10]. The goal of the

Semantic Web is to enable users to locate, select, employ, compose, and monitor

Web-based services automatically. The Semantic Web is poised to take the concept

of enterprises to a higher level through the deployment of Web services, agents,

and ontologies. These technologies provide the framework to enable inter-enterprise

interactions in service oriented enterprises.

The first major component of service oriented enterprises on the Semantic Web

is a Web service. A Web service is an interface that describes a collection of op-

erations accessible through the network using standard XML messaging [55]. Web

services are autonomous and self-describing entities that provide modularity, reuse,

and specialization of business components. They support interoperability through

standard messaging; thus, providing for rapid integration of enterprise components.

The support common descriptions and protocols that abstract the internal opera-

tion of the service from its external relationships [51]. Abstraction maintains the

autonomy of various service components of an enterprise while consuming them

collectively. With the wide spread support of Web service by major vendors, they

will be the natural choice to represent businesses on the Web. Their endorsement

by software vendors shows their potential in the future of business.

The second major component of the SOE is an ontology. An ontology, in its ba-

sic form, describes a ”specification of a conceptualization,” that is, it defines terms
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and relationships between entities, usually in some formal (preferably machine-

readable) manner. In the context of the Semantic Web, it is a coherent slice of

the service space [3]. Ontologies are used to organize and describe entities on the

Semantic Web. They are used for organization and efficient discovery of Web ser-

vices by using machine understandable data. They employ a set of basic classes

and properties for declaring and describing services. These ontologies will be used

to efficiently discover and manage Web services.

Finally, agents will use these ontologies to automate the SOE. An agent is a

software that acts autonomously based on the parameters provided by humans or

other “intelligent” entities (e.g., agents, robots). Collaboration and automation

in a service oriented enterprise will be facilitated by ontological descriptions that

represent a Web service. Agents will provide the intelligence for automation on

the Web using these semantics. They will reduce the amount of time for enterprise

integration and management by automation. In this section, we overview major

Semantic Web technologies, namely, ontologies, Web services, and agents that will

be utilized by SOEs.

2.5.1 Ontologies

The Web is evolving from a set of single isolated application systems into a world

wide network of disparate systems interacting with each other via information ex-

change. This requires means to represent the semantics of the exchanged informa-

tion so that it could be automatically understood. This is where ontologies would

play a crucial role, providing a machine processable semantics of the information

communicated between heterogeneous systems.

Ontologies were initially developed in Artificial Intelligence to facilitate knowl-

edge sharing and reuse. They have since then been recognized as a popular research

topic in various research communities such as knowledge engineering, e-commerce,

natural language processing, cooperative information systems, and information
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integration. In this section, we define the concept of ontology and give the moti-

vations behind it. We then overview major languages and standards for describing

ontologies on the Web.

An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualiza-

tion. “Conceptualization” refers to an abstraction of a domain that identifies the

relevant concepts in that domain. “Shared” means that an ontology captures con-

sensual knowledge. The development of ontologies is often a cooperative process

usually involving distributed entities (e.g., businesses, government agencies). All

entities that agree on using a given ontology commit themselves to the concepts

and definitions within that ontology. “Explicit” means that the concepts used

in an ontology and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. “Formal”

intends that the ontology should be machine understandable and described using

a well-defined model or language called ontology language. An ontology typically

consists of a hierarchical description of important concepts in a domain, along with

descriptions of the properties of each concepts. Formally, an ontology contains a

set of concepts (also called classes) {c1,...,cn}, which constitutes the core of the

ontology. The notion of concept in ontologies is similar to the notion of a class

in object-oriented programming. Each concept ci has a set of properties Pi =

{pi1,...pim} associated to it. This set describes the different features of the class.

Each property pik has a range Rik (also called type) indicating a restriction on the

values pik can take. An ontology relates classes to each other through ontology

relationships. Examples of relationships include “subclassof” and “superclassof”.

Properties are also related through similar relationships such as “subpropertyof”

and “suprepropertyof”.

Several ontology-based approaches have been developed for Web applications

during the past few years. A common claim for all these approaches is the need for

models and languages to specify ontologies. An obvious solution would be to use

XML for describing ontologies. However, XML provides a syntax to encode data.

It does not specify the data’s use and semantics. The parties that use XML for
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their data exchange must agree beforehand on the vocabulary, its use, and meaning.

Consequently, many Web ontology languages have been developed. We overview

a representative set of these languages: RDF, RDF Schema, and DAML+OIL.

RDF (Resource Description Framework) provides a domain-neutral framework

to model metadata about resources on the Web. It is recommended by the World

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) working groups. A resource is any “thing” on the

Web that has a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) such as Web pages and files.

Besides resources, RDF’s basic model includes properties and statements. A prop-

erty is a characteristic, attribute, or relation that describes a resource. A statement

consists of a specific resource with a named property plus that property’s value for

that resource. This value can be another resource or a literal value (free text). An

RDF description is a list of triples: (resource, property, value). It is syntactically

represented in XML. Below is an example of triple represented in XML. It states

that a specific Web page (resource) was created (property) by “John” (values).

We use XML namespaces “rdf” and “dc” to identify elements. Simply put, XML

namespaces provide a method for qualifying element and attribute names used in

XML documents by associating them with URI references:

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/DC/">

<rdf:Description about="http://www.w3.org/">

<dc:Creator> John </dc:Creator>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

RDF does not provide mechanisms for defining relationships between properties

and resources. This is the role of RDF Schema. RDF Schema is a type system for

RDF. It provides a mechanism to define domain-specific properties and classes of

resources to which we can apply those properties. Basic primitives of RDF include

class and subclass which together allow the definition of class hierarchy, property
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and subproperty to build property hierarchies, and domain and range to restrict

the possible combinations of properties and classes.

DAML+OIL is the result of a merger between DAML-ONT, a language devel-

oped as part of the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) and the Ontology

Inference Layer (OIL), developed by a group of mostly European researchers. It

builds on earlier Web ontology standards such as RDF and RDF Schema and ex-

tends those languages with richer modeling primitives, such as cardinality. DAML+OIL

adopts an object oriented approach, describing ontologies in terms of classes, prop-

erties, and axioms (e.g., subsumption relationships between classes or properties).

When a resource R is an instance of a class C, we say that R has type C. From a

formal point of view, DAML+OIL can be seen to be equivalent to description logic

(DL), with a DAML+OIL ontology corresponding to a DL terminology (Tbox). As

in a DL, DAML+OIL classes can be names (URIs) or expressions, and a variety of

constructors are provided for building class expressions. Example of DAML+OIL

constructors include intersectionOf, unionOf, complementOf, oneOf, minCardinal-

ityQ, and maxCardinalityQ. The meaning of the first three constructors (intersec-

tionOf, unionOf, and complementOf) is relatively self-explanatory: they are the

standard boolean operators that allow classes to be formed from the intersection,

union, and negation of other classes, respectively. The oneOf constructor allows

classes to be defined existentially, i.e., by enumerating their members. The min-

CardinalityQ, maxCardinalityQ, cardinalityQ constructors are known in DLs as

qualified number restrictions. The minCardinalityQ (maxCardinalityQ, cardinali-

tyQ) constructor gives the class whose instances are related via a given property to

at least (at most, exactly) n different resources of type C. The number n and class

C are specified in the constructor. The following DAML+OIL example defines

two classes “HomePage” and “Person”. These classes are related by the property

“belongsTo” with a cardinality 1. This means that each home page belongs to one

person:
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<daml:Class rdf:ID="HomePage"> </daml:Class>

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Person"> </daml:Class>

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="belongsTo">

<daml:domain rdf:resource="#HomePage"/>

<daml:range rdf:resource="#Person"/>

</daml:ObjectProperty>

<daml:Class rdf:about="#HomePage">

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<daml:Restriction daml:cardinality="1">

<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#belongsTo"/>

</daml:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</daml:Class>

Ontologies are mostly developed to support interactions at the content layer.

At the communication layer, they may rely on existing communication protocol

(e.g., HTTP). Ontologies may be used, at the business process layer, to provide a

set of pre-defined business documents to be exchanged among partners. Each doc-

ument would contain the actions that should take place during message exchange.

Participants in an ontology-based system are bound to the concepts and properties

defined within the ontology. This may impact their autonomy and heterogeneity.

Ontologies are often not stable definitions. Indeed, a shared conceptualization of

a domain has to be reached in a process of social communication. Changes in the

domain generally trigger the modification of the ontology. The evolution of ontolo-

gies causes operability problems, which hamper their effective reuse. Solutions are

still required to allow changes to ontologies without making current use invalid.

The cost of entry in an ontology-based system may be significant since participants

must describe their applications according to a given ontology.
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2.5.2 Web Services

The precise definition of Web services is still evolving. Therefore, several defini-

tions exist currently. One definition is that a Web service is a “business function

made available via the Internet by a service provider, and accessible by clients

that could be human users or software applications” [24]. It is also defined as

“loosely coupled applications using open, cross-platform standards, which inter-

operate across organizational and trust boundaries” [128]. The W3C defines a

Web service as a “software application identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier

(URI), whose interfaces and binding are capable of being defined, described and

discovered by XML artifacts and supports direct interactions with other software

applications using XML based messages via Internet-based protocols”. The afore-

mentioned definitions can be seen as complementary. Each definition emphasizes

some part of the Web service characteristics (discovery, invocation, etc.). We de-

fine Web services as business functionalities that are programmatically accessible

and loosely coupled. Web services are mainly designed to be invoked by other

Web services and applications. They are distributed over the Web and accessi-

ble via widely deployed protocols such as HTTP and SMTP. Web services must

describe their capabilities to other services including their operations, input and

output messages, and the way they can be invoked. Communication among Web

services is message-based. Web services generally communicate with each other by

exchanging XML documents. The use of a message-based communication model

caters for loosely coupled relationships among Web services.

The Web service model involves three types of participants (Figure 2.3): re-

quester, provider, and registry [55]. In a simple scenario, the service provider first

publishes its WSDL (Web Service Description Language) description in a UDDI

(Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration) [36]. A service requester then

searches the UDDI for a Web service that matches a given criteria. If the search

is successful (i.e. one or more service providers are located), the service requester
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Figure 2.3: The Web Service Model

invokes the service provider using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messag-

ing.

Three major standardization initiatives have been submitted to the W3C con-

sortium to support interactions among Web services:

• WSDL (Web Services Description Language): WSDL is an XML-based lan-

guage for describing operational features of Web services. WSDL descriptions

are composed of interface and implementation definitions. The interface is

an abstract and reusable service definition that can be referenced by mul-

tiple implementations. The implementation describes how the interface is

implemented by a given service provider.

• UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration): UDDI defines

a programmatic interface for publishing (publication API) and discovering

(inquiry API) Web services. The core component of UDDI is the busi-

ness registry, an XML repository where businesses advertise services so that

other businesses can find them. Conceptually, the information provided in a

UDDI business registration consists of white pages (contact information), yel-

low pages (industrial categorization), and green pages (technical information

about services).

• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol): SOAP is a lightweight messaging
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framework for exchanging XML formatted data among Web services. SOAP

can be used with a variety of transport protocols such as HTTP, SMTP, and

FTP. A SOAP message has a very simple structure: an XML element (called

envelope) with two child elements. The first element, the header includes

features such as security and transactions. The second element, the body

includes the actual exchanged data.

2.5.3 Software Agents

The concept of software (or intelligent) agent emerged as an important paradigm

for organizing many classes of distributed applications such as e-commerce, digital

libraries, information retrieval, and data mining. It is defined as a software capable

of acting exactingly to accomplish tasks on behalf of its consumers. Consumers

may be end-users, other agents, or applications using the agent.

A multi-agent system is a collaborating set of agents in which the membership

may change over time. Individual agents in the community view each other as

peers and are responsible for providing specific services according to their role. The

processing of a request in such an environment is distributed among the different

agents. The success of a multi-agent system relies on how the agents interact and

interoperate. This involves the ability of agents to communicate with each other via

an Agent communication language (ACL). An ACL consists of three major parts:

a vocabulary, an inner language called Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) and

an outer language called Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML).

An ACL message is a KQML expression in which the arguments are terms in KIF

formed from words in the ACL vocabulary.

Agents should share a common understanding of what is being communicated.

Ontologies facilitate agent communication by providing a common vocabulary. The

vocabulary is an open-ended dictionary or list of words appropriate to common

application areas. Each word has an English description for use by humans and
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formal annotations (written in KIF) for use by programs. The dictionary allows

for the addition of new words within both existing and new application areas.

KIF is a prefix version of first order predicate calculus, with various extensions to

enhance its expressiveness. It provides for the encoding of simple data, constraints,

negations, and quantified expressions. A KQML message is a piece of dialogue

between a sender and a receiver. Each message is a list of participants enclosed

in matching parentheses. The first word in the list indicates the type of dialogue

(ask, tell, recommend, bid, etc.). The subsequent entries are the arguments, that

is KIF expressions appropriate to that dialogue.

Below is an example of KQML message where a sender (Consumer) is asking

the receiver (AA) to send information regarding all flights on Tuesday by AA.

(ask

:sender Consumer

:receiver AA

:content "select * from flights where day = "Tuesday"

and airline = "AA"

:language "Oracle SQL"

:ontology "airline service"

)

Multi-agent systems cater for interactions at the communication layer by hav-

ing a standard communication language, namely ACL. This assumes that the un-

derlying communication and transport protocols are already established. At the

content layer, ontologies are used to facilitate communication between agents and

add semantics to their messages. Multi-agent systems lack support for specifying

complex business processes. A process is generally spread through the implementa-

tion code of every agent involved in the process. This ad hoc definition of business

processes does not scale because of the size of partners that may be involved in

business processes. One solution would be to have a separate control agent that
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handles the business process. However, the control agent’s design is time consum-

ing. Additionally, the business logic is embedded in the control agent, making it

hard to reuse for different business processes.

Multi-agent systems assume that relationships between different partners have

to be pre-established. Additionally, data to be interchanged among agents gener-

ally needs to be manually or semi-automatically mapped to a common ontology.

This makes agents suitable for long-term and tightly coupled relationships. Agents

may be added to existing applications to add new functions or customize the execu-

tion of existing functions with little impact on the autonomy of those applications.

However, they must adhere to the concepts and properties of a common ontology

which may limit their autonomy.

2.5.4 Changes in Service Oriented Enterprises

In the service oriented environment, the notion of predetermining changes and

then designing a strategy or an enterprise configuration based on this specification

cannot always be applied. First of all, it is difficult to accurately predict changes in

the enterprise environment. For example, it may not always be feasible to predict

the availability of an airline service that provides the lowest fare. Secondly, it is not

always possible to avoid changes. A Web service may become unavailable following

a local network failure. In this case, the enterprise must be able to manage the

change and continue offering its services to the users. Furthermore, the current

approach does not scale well when significant changes and uncertainty are involved,

which was not the case for traditional enterprises. A more complex and holistic

change management approach must be defined to meet the requirements of the

next generation of enterprises.

Service oriented enterprises will deploy change management techniques to stream-

line business efficiency, increase competitiveness, and deal with changes inherent to

the Web (e.g., unavailability, reliability). Businesses represented by Web services
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may come together for a short time and then disband. To take advantage of chang-

ing market conditions and evolving customer needs, an enterprise must be able to

respond rapidly and dynamically. Traditional enterprises were tightly coupled and

isolated from changes in the environment. Unlike today’s static enterprises, the

future online economy will strive on business collaborations that enable dynamic

partnerships to take advantage of changing conditions (e.g., economical, political,

business). Changes in the business process and an enterprise’s environment must

be automated to provide for such short term relationships. Service oriented enter-

prises must manage changes swiftly through automation. Enterprises consisting of

Web services, ontologies, and agents are poised to play a crucial role in establish-

ing fast and efficient methods of enterprise evolution through change management.

Indeed, it is easier to manage change in an enterprise consisting of autonomous

Web services than to change software coded from bottom-up [12].



Chapter 3

Enterprise Model

All things change; nothing perishes.

–Publius Ovidius Naso

Several enterprise models have been proposed, both in the scientific community,

and the industry [39, 75, 90, 51]. However, most of these enterprises lack the

ability to manage changes because they are based on static workflow technology.

In this chapter, we present a service-oriented enterprise model, which will serve as

the context for our change management model presented in Chapter 5. An SOE

consists of several outsourced Web services, but acts as a virtually coherent entity.

Each autonomous service specializes in a core competency, which promotes cost

reductions and increased quality and efficiency for the enterprise and its consumers.

Business entities, in the form of Web services, are often geographically distributed

and organizationally independent. These SOEs will promote entrepreneurship and

introduce new business opportunities through dynamic alliances.

63
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3.1 Types of Enterprises

Over the years, enterprises have been classified into various taxonomies. One

approach to enterprise classification is based on its internal organization. A hor-

izontal enterprise consists of entities that are all on the same level of operation.

Each of the Web service is from a different domain. For example, Web services

that provide stock exchange functionalities are considered as a horizontal enter-

prise because they all perform the same functionality, but subscribe to different

domains [3]. Let us consider the example where a set of remote Web services are

registered with a global service registry. Each Web service provides some stock

market functionality through its operations. In particular, it provides informa-

tion about the stocks available in that market and the ability to trade them.

These Web services provide access to stock markets. Each Web service special-

izes in one or more stock categories. Examples of categories include bookstore,

Internet service provider, and travel. Another category of enterprises is a vertical

enterprise. It consists of business components from the same domain of inter-

est. For example, an automobile manufacturing enterprise consists of business

partners that are a part of the automobile domain. For example, an automobile

enterprise may have the following partners: engineering, engineManufacturing,

bodyManufacturing, roadTesting, etc. Each of these partners are represented by

a corresponding Web service. A third type of classification considers the combi-

nation of the horizontal and vertical enterprises. We refer to such an enterprise

as a hybrid enterprise. We assume that ET is a simple enterprise, and it consists

of only simple services. Although ET is a simple enterprise, the enterprise model

we present in this Chapter is generic enough to be applicable to other types of

enterprises.

Another perspective of enterprise classification is based on the structure of their

business partners. For example, an enterprise may be a collaboration of various

information systems, or a cooperative information system. Alternatively, it may
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be a composition of Web services. In this thesis, we consider an enterprise to be

a composition of Web services that collaborate to achieve a common task. Such

a service oriented enterprise may exist in any form of structural organization at a

given time.

Finally, we would like to add that our enterprise model is generic and may ap-

ply to domains other than travel. Indeed, several other businesses can potentially

increase profitability, efficiency, and integrity through the concept of an enterprise.

Examples include the aircraft industry, tourism industry, computer industry, scien-

tific community, automobile industry, and many more [39, 75, 90, 51]. We present a

service oriented enterprise model with its basic definitions and environment, which

will enable us to present our change management approach.

Definition 3.1: Service Oriented Enterprise (SOE). A SOE is a temporary and

dynamic collaboration between autonomous Web services that collectively provide

a value added service to users in a frequently changing environment. It is the tuple

{Goal, Entities, Relations, Environment, LifeCycle} where:

• Goal: The goal of the enterprise represents the business target the enterprise

wants to achieve when it is orchestrated. It usually represents the services

that the enterprise must compose, the target the enterprise wants to achieve,

and any thresholds/criteria for service selection (e.g., cost, reputation).

• Entities: A set of components that comprise the SOE. Specifically, enter-

prise entities are the independent businesses in the form of Web services and

supporting infrastructure (e.g., agents, registries).

• Relations: A mapping of the functionalities and cardinalities of each entity

with respect to other entities within the enterprise.

• Environment: A set of entities that surround the enterprise and influence

its orchestration. For instance, the communication infrastructure, service
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registries, and the service providers are part of the SOE environment.

• LifeCycle: The phases that the enterprise traverses during its lifetime, which

includes planning, composition, orchestration, and dissolution. Planning oc-

curs when the enterprise goal is set by the entrepreneur. Member services

are identified and integrated during composition. A SOE composition de-

scribes its specification. Orchestration is the systematic execution of the

SOE. Finally, a SOE is terminated during the dissolution phase.

3.2 Entities

Enterprise entities consist of the internal infrastructure that supports the enter-

prise, such as the actual business participants. Specifically, we define entities as:

Definition 3.2: Entities. Enterprise entities are the set {Entrepreneur, Web

service, Agent, Consumer}. An entrepreneur conceives the goal of the enterprise.

The enterprise is then composed ofWeb services that represent the various business

components. Agents are required to manage changes dynamically in the enterprise.

Finally, an enterprise must have end users or consumers that eventually utilize its

services. These four entities are critical to the existence of the enterprise. Addi-

tional entities, such as, negotiation/bidding components, reputation management

systems, etc., may be involved in the enterprise. However, we exclude them from

our definition of enterprise entities to be able to present a generic model.

3.2.1 Entrepreneur

The entrepreneur performs the role of an initiator and administrator. The en-

trepreneur establishes a need for the enterprise, which is derived from a new busi-

ness opportunity. The entrepreneur then maintains the competitiveness of the

current business. Hence, the entrepreneur creates the enterprise and maintains its
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business policy. The business policy reflects an enterprise’s goals, and changes with

the business environment. For example, when the entrepreneur determines that

the enterprise is no longer profitable because of a change in the environment, she

may decide to change the business policy manually.

An entrepreneur is not necessarily a single individual. It may be an orga-

nization, a human, or an intelligent software system. The entrepreneur has the

authority to create, change, and dissolve the enterprise. In the case of our travel

agency example, we assume that a human provides the role of an entrepreneur.

In general, the roles of the entrepreneur are related to the top-down perspective

of change management. We assume that the entrepreneur is not involved in the

bottom-up management of changes, that are most efficiently handled using auto-

mated techniques. However, these changes may be over-rided by the entrepreneur.

3.2.2 Service Providers

Service providers owns and operate the Web services. They are responsible for of-

fering the Web service through service advertisement. In addition to Web services,

service providers also deploy the service agents.

3.2.2.1 Web Services

A Web service is a set of related functionalities that can be programmatically

invoked through the Web [128]. In our enterprise model, Web services provide the

interfaces for businesses. They represent the resources necessary to compose and

execute enterprises. Web services provide independent and self-describing business

components to the enterprise. They facilitate dynamic and efficient methods of

interactions on the Web.

Web services are in the form of business components that actively participate

in the SOE. Services can also play the role of both providers and consumers in the

enterprise. A service will contribute its core competency to the enterprise and it
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may consume information from the user or other services to fulfill its task. For

example, a carRentalWeb service consumes the airline service to obtain the the

airline code. Service registries are used as a reference by the SOE. Web services

are likely to change during their lifetime. For example, a service may be relocated,

its description may change, etc. Managing these bottom-up changes is the focus

of our work.

From a SOE perspective, Web services provide access to autonomous services.

In traditional enterprises, each component was semi-autonomous and dependent

on the others. Each component had to optimize its local goal, while being aware

of the enterprise’s goal. In most cases, both goals were conflicting. Web services,

on the other hand, are generally concerned with the local goal. The enterprise

selects member Web services if the local goal is in harmony with the goal of the

enterprise. Another advantage of Web services is their self-describing nature and

their support for common standards. These standards facilitate interoperability

among the enterprise entities [54].

A Web service may be of three types, namely primitive, simple, or complex. A

primitive Web service is inclusive of all its functionalities, i.e., it does not require

other Web service or services to complete its task. A simple Web service requires

at least one Web service to accomplish its task. For example, an airline Web

service may invoke a Web service to process all credit card transactions. Finally,

a complex or composite service involves more than one Web services that are

orchestrated together to perform a logically coherent task.

It is necessary to make a distinction between Web services and software com-

ponents. Web services are a natural evolution of software components. Currently,

they both are utilized in the industry. Both have advantages and disadvantages,

which promotes their use in certain circumstances. Software components have

traditionally been used for integration at the inter-enterprise level. Web services

enable integration across enterprise boundaries [91]. This integration is possible

because of the ubiquity of the Web and the utilization of standard protocols (e.g.,
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HTTP) by Web services. Furthermore, the loose coupling offered by Web services

help create flexible systems. Alternatively, the ability of Web services to cross or-

ganizational boundaries introduces a few limitations. Web services are less secure

and more prone to network failures. On the other hand, software components are

more reliable in terms of both security and availability.

Software modularity has been a popular initiative for the software engineering

community [105]. Modular software promotes the concept of information hiding,

which abstracts the functionality of the application from its description. Thus,

apart from the requirements of invoking an operation, no information passes be-

tween the client and the service. The usefulness of a service does not merely depend

upon the overt correctness of its representational structures and operations. It also

depends on how well such a service may represent and reason about its own struc-

tures and functionality. The ability of a system to represent itself, and to maintain

and act upon that representation, is known as reflection [46].

Service Levels

Virtual level consists of Web service-like operations typically ordered in a particular

application domain [102]. They determine, along with the relations, the kind

of queries that are supported by the query infrastructure. V is a set of virtual

operations defined at the virtual level. Examples of virtual operations in our ET

example includes airline. Concrete level represents the space of Web services

ordered on the Web. These are the potential candidates to answer queries. Web

services are a priori unknown. They need to be discovered and matched with the

virtual operations appearing at the time of enterprise orchestration. C is the set of

concrete operations from available Web services. For example, concrete operations

may come from the AA Web service.

A general scenario for the use of virtual operations would be of a entrepreneur

specifying an enterprise. Based on the enterprise, the entrepreneur starts by build-
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ing a set of virtual operations. Virtual operations represent basic operations that

an enterprise needs to deal with. For example, ET may specify virtual operations

relating to the four Web services. Each service is translated into concrete opera-

tions at the time of orchestration. An important feature of the virtual operations

is that they are not related priori to any existing Web service. This is crucial since

Web services are continuously evolving and the enterprise is always looking for the

“best” services to fulfill business requirements.

3.2.2.2 Service Agents

An agent is an autonomous software program that is able to act intelligently on

behalf of its client. Agents are crucial for the automation of change management

in enterprises. In the context of enterprises, agents may be of two types [56]. The

first type is the resource or service agent which is assigned to each Web service

that participates in the enterprise. These service agents monitor the assigned Web

service and propagate any changes. In addition to Web services, service agents may

also assigned to service registries that are accessed by the enterprise (e.g., UDDI,

OWL-S). Service agents are the primary means of detecting bottom-up changes.

The second type of agent is the enterprise agent. The enterprise agent en-

capsulates, monitors, and verifies the functioning of an enterprise. These agents

receive change information from the service agents, and subsequently react to those

changes. Each enterprise consists of at least one enterprise agent. The primary

purpose of enterprise agents is to assist in the reaction to bottom-up changes.

3.2.3 Consumers

Consumers are the individuals or organizations that use the services of the enter-

prise. A consumer may be an application, Web service, or any other requester of

service from the SOE. The role of the consumer is to execute the enterprise and

benefit from the optimal service(s) provided. In many instances, the consumers
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and entrepreneurs may represent the same entity. For example, in an automobile

manufacturing scenario, the manufacturer is the entrepreneur of the enterprise, and

at the same time, it is the consumer. However, the entrepreneur and the consumer

are usually distinct entities. For example, the ET entrepreneur creates the virtual

enterprise. ET’s consumers are individuals and businesses that benefit from the

reduced and high quality travel services provided by ET. Consumers are generally

external to the enterprise. However, they have a critical role in the management

of the enterprise. For instance, requirements to change the enterprise are based on

the satisfaction of these users.

3.3 Relationships

We present an entity relationship diagram as a model of enterprise entities and their

relationships. The diagram (Figure 3.1) consists of the enterprise, Web services,

agents, entrepreneur, and users. An enterprise consists of many Web services and

agents. The entrepreneur creates the enterprise. Finally, the users execute the

enterprise. A relation of manages exists between the Web services and agents.

Each Web service is assigned a single service agent that manages the service.

Another approach to modeling relationships between the enterprise and its

member entities is by mapping it to the Web service model. Typically, a transaction

in a Web service environment involves a service provider, service requester, and

the service registries. The service requester seeks a service that will fulfill a certain

task. In our case, the enterprise serves as the service requester. The service

provider offers a service requested by the requester. In our case, the member

services are the service providers for the enterprise. In an open environment, such

as the Web, the requester may not be cognizant of the service providers. Therefore,

the service requester relies on the registries to locate the appropriate provider. In

our case, we use the WSDL and OWL-S registries for locating Web services.
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Figure 3.1: Relationship Mappings Between Enterprise Entities

Enterprise relations refer to the various mapping of relationships between mem-

ber entities. In the case of ET, the hotel service has a relationship with the

airline service. This relationship is based on hotel’s dependence on the airline

service because it provides a discount to travelers flying certain airlines. Often the

relationships between member services are defined in the enterprise’s business pro-

cess.

3.4 Environment

An environment is the entire set of conditions under which the enterprise operates.

It includes all the entities that the enterprise interacts with during its lifetime. We

state that:

Definition 3.3: Environment. The environment of the enterprise is the universe
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of discourse that consists of the Web service space (WSs), the enterprise entities,

and the relationships between the enterprise entities.

The first significant component of the enterprise environment is the service

space. The service space (WSs) consists of all Web services that belong to a partic-

ipating Web service community. For example, the service space of ET (WSs(ET))

consists of all Web services from the travel domain. Changes to WSs include ad-

dition of service instances to the community, changes within the individual service

instances, and removal of service instances from the community.

Definition 3.4: Community. A community is a group of Web services that

provide services to a common domain (e.g., airline, travel). A community is a

participating community if and only if its domain matches one of the domains of

the participating Web service and if one of the member services belong to this

community. For example, all services that provide airline services belong to the

airline community. Since ET has a member service from the airline community,

this community is a member community for ET.

Enterprise entities refer to all entities defined in our enterprise model, including

member services, agents, etc. In our work, we consider changes only to member

services. Changes to member services may be initiated by the service providers. We

assume that an enterprise is not explicitly notified before a service provider makes

changes to the service. This assumption is based on maintaining the autonomy of

the member Web services, and loose coupling of the enterprise itself. Such changes

to member services is the prime focus of our work.
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3.5 Lifecycle

An enterprise lifecycle is the series of stages through which it passes from its

inception until its termination. Several phases of enterprise lifecycle have been

proposed [126]. Indeed, before defining the types of changes in an enterprise, we

must describe the phases of the enterprise lifecycle in terms of the traditional soft-

ware lifecycle. For a service oriented enterprise, we group the states into planning,

composition, orchestration, and dissolution phases. The transition of an enterprise

from one phase to another depends on the present state and the input event(s).

Figure 3.2 depicts the phases in an enterprise lifecycle. These phases are repre-

sented as a finite state machine.

3.5.1 Planning

The planning phase (Figure 3.2) is the first stage of the SOE lifecycle, where the

enterprise is described at a high level. Planning is initiated when the entrepreneur

establishes a need for a business objective [113]. Typically, an entrepreneur starts

with formulating the business strategy (or goal) of the enterprise. Second, the

entrepreneur generates the requirements for the enterprise business components.

This requirement is generally in the form of post conditions. In the case of ET, the

entrepreneur identifies the requirements for services for a travel agency. These re-

quirements are usually provided in a machine understandable format. The require-

ments define the categories (i.e., service domain) and thresholds (e.g., reputation,

cost, composability) of the services [92].

3.5.2 Composition

The composition phase deals with integrating the selected Web services [92, 90].

Web services in WSenterprise are analyzed for a possible integration policy. This

integration policy may be based on semantic, syntactic, and other criteria [92].
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Relationships are then established between the services. Finally, the Web services

are integrated into an enterprise through a Web service composition language, such

as BPEL4WS, OWL-S, BPML, etc., in the form of workflows [7, 6]. All of these

standards support modeling the flow specification of Web services as a process.

In BPEL4WS, the enterprise can be implemented as an executable process. It

takes the perspective of the entrepreneur to implement this process. The member

Web services (e.g., airline, hotel) are viewed as partners of this process that

are invoked by the process. This dependency is established using the service link

types. The basic activities of receive, reply, and invoke help in handling messages
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Figure 3.2: Enterprise Lifecycle
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among partner services. Each of the partner and the process take respective roles

defined by service link type that represents collaboration. This is achieved by ref-

erencing to port-types contained in the WSDL interface definition. A service that

implements this port-type interface definition can act as a partner to the process.

Different activities in BPEL4WS pass information among them using global data

variables. Furthermore, BPEL4WS also has constructs to handle transactions and

exceptions using its correlation set, or through the WS-Coordination and WS-

Transaction standards [35, 20]. This enables features like exception handling when

the destination airport is not services by airline. BPML has similar process flow

constructs. In BPML, the action activity performs or invokes a single operation

that involves the exchange of input and output messages. In the context of WSDL,

these operations are specified using port type and operation. The action tag also

supports representation of correlation features. BPML also supports transactions,

exception handling and recursive decomposition. BPML can be used to model a

sub-process as a part of the enterprise’s parent process.

In our work, we use OWL-S (formerly DAML-S) as the composition language

for enterprises. The OWL-S initiative for semantic web services provides a process

model to describe the operation of a web service. To achieve automatic service

operation and interoperation, OWL-S provides declarative specifications of the

prerequisites and consequences of individual services. For a detailed perspective

of services, they are viewed as processes and represented using a process model.

The process model conceives each program as either an atomic process or as a

composite process. A non-decomposable web service is described as an atomic

process and it can be executed in a single call. The entire enterprise process is

decomposable as it is made of subprocesses (other atomic or composite processes).

Hence the process model defines it as a composite process. The process ontology

that describes the process has Process (name of an OWL-class) as the primary

kind of entity. It can have any number of inputs and outputs that respectively

represent the information that is, under some conditions, required for the execu-
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tion of the process and the information that the process provides, conditionally,

after its execution. In the OWL-S process model, inputs to the processes can be

made either mandatory or optional and the outputs are generally conditional. For

example in the ET scenario, after processing the airline service, the enterprise’s

main process can either return a discount coupon for car rental or not return any

information. To describe the different types of output, OWL-S defines conditional

output class (ConditionalOutput). Since each activity in a process has its own

process model, every activity can have conditional outputs. An OWL-S process

can also have preconditions and effects. The process upper ontology of OWL-S has

a minimal set of control constructs to describe the process. The semantics of the

control constructs are similar to the semantics of the respective control constructs

in BPEL4WS, BPML, or any other process modeling standard. OWL-S process

model is meant to be agnostic of the process modeling formalisms like BPEL4WS

and BPML. Instead, it provides a general, canonical approach using vocabulary

and properties for a process model to remain compatible with any process-modeling

standard.

After composing the enterprise using OWL-S, it is then registered with one of

the service registries, where it can be effectively advertised and discovered [90].

This requires the generation of appropriate description information for the enter-

prise. Hence, enterprises may be considered as meta services after the completion

of the composition phase. It may be registered with service registries for reuse.

The enterprise is available for orchestration after it is composed. It should be noted

that most of the current work is focused on composition of Web services. Manag-

ing changes to these service becomes crucial once the composition is complete and

orchestration is initiated.
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3.5.3 Orchestration

After a SOE has been composed, it is orchestrated or executed to provide its value

added service. Orchestration and composition have key differences, which are often

a source of confusion. Therefore, we deal with this important issue before delving

into our change management approach for the orchestration phase. Composition

of an enterprise involves the linking of Web service operations. This linking is

performed by the entrepreneur in either manual or automated form. The internal

details of the enterprise are usually hidden from its consumers, and thus hiding the

secrets of their trade. Consumers may successfully execute the enterprise without

knowing the internal details.

Based on these requirements, appropriate Web services are located and se-

lected from the available service registries. The enterprise then engages in nego-

tiations with the Web services, which involves monetary costs, time, or a combi-

nation of desired factors. We represent the selected Web services as WSenterprise

= {WSi...WSn}, where WSi...WSn. The set WSenterprise of services will be orches-

trated to fulfill the enterprise goal. In our case, the search for appropriate services

will be performed on service registries (e.g., UDDI, OWL-S). Quality attributes

will later be used to verify service quality. Finally, WSenterprise will be executed.

The enterprise must deal with changes during its orchestration phase. Orches-

tration is the phase of an enterprise that deals with bottom-up changes in the

enterprise environment. We describe the core concepts of an enterprise that are

a prerequisite to change management definition. Web service orchestration and

choreography are two techniques of service interaction in an enterprise. Web ser-

vice orchestration enables Web services to be composed and executed in predefined

patterns. These patterns often map to the business process of the enterprise. Web

service choreography is a similar concept to orchestration. The difference between

service orchestration and choreography is that choreography involves and tracks

the sequence of message exchange between multiple parties, whereas orchestration
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Figure 3.3: Types of Control Flow in an Enterprise

defines the process flow between services that are controlled by a single party [107].

Defining and describing Web service orchestration is necessary to establish a

predicted pattern of enterprise behavior. Numerous workflow structures have been

proposed for the orchestration of Web services in an enterprise. These workflow

structures are grouped according to the level of control that each business compo-

nent maintains. The two primary structures for data and control flow in a SOE

are the cooperative model and the brokered model [111]. The cooperative model

provides distributed interaction between the Web services. This model requires the

services to be aware of each other. Awareness implies that the services are cog-

nizant of interaction protocols supported by each participating Web service [82, 27].

The brokered model proposes a broker or agent that acts as a single provider for

the various Web services in the enterprise. In this model, a service or an agent (or

a service agent [108]) interacts independently with each of the Web services in the

enterprise. This model provides distribution transparency in the enterprise [40].

Therefore, we utilize the brokered model of service orchestration for our enterprise

in the form of OWL-S. Figure 3.3 depicts the cooperative and brokered models.

Change management during orchestration is the prime area of our research.

Management includes detection, propagation, and a corresponding reaction to that
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change. Change detection listens for changes in Web services (e.g., the availability

of a service or operation). Changes are detected by the service agents in the enter-

prise. Reaction to changes vary according to the exact circumstance. Factors that

contribute to determining the exact reaction include the type of change, the SOE

state when the change occurs, and the availability of alternate services. For exam-

ple, if a service becomes unavailable before the orchestration of the enterprise, the

SOE would search for a replacement service. After selection, enterprise will return

to the orchestration phase. Indeed, very little work has been done to automate the

management of service oriented enterprises.

3.5.4 Dissolution

Dissolution is the terminating phase in the lifecycle of a SOE. Dissolution occurs

when the entrepreneur decides that the execution of the enterprise is no longer

required. For example, when ET decides to discontinue the provision of its travel

service, it will end the partnerships gracefully. Devolution may also be initiated if

no service is available to fulfill a task in the enterprise. Let us consider that the

airline service has become unavailable during the execution of the enterprise. The

enterprise may decide that an alternate airline service must be selected. However,

if no other service is available, the enterprise may be dissolved. In the dissolution

phase, the enterprise is removed from all service registries. Partnerships between

the various businesses is disbanded and the relationships are dissolved. After dis-

solution, the participant Web services maintain no implicit or explicit obligations

towards contribution of the enterprise goals. However, it may be necessary to wait

for the SOE to become idle before the resources (e.g., Web services) are disbanded.
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3.6 Enterprise Layers

We categorize the SOE into three layers: service, ontology, and business (Fig-

ure 3.4). The service layer consists of actual services, and the business layer rep-

resents the SOE business process. An important feature of the virtual services is

that they are not bound to any actual Web service. This is crucial since Web ser-

vices are continuously evolving and the enterprise is always looking for the “best”

services to fulfill business requirements.

3.6.1 Business Layer

The business layer consists of Web service-like operations typically ordered in a

particular application domain. They determine the domain of services that are

required by the SOE. We refer to these services as virtual services.

3.6.2 Ontological Layer

Each business layer change is mapped to the ontological layer. An ontology defines

a collection of Web services that share the same domain of interest. The onto-

logical layer consists of changes that are applied to the ontological organization of

the enterprise and its environment (Figure 3.4). We divide the ontological space

into communities and ontological operations. A community is a collection of Web

services that provide the same (or similar) functionalities. For example, all Web

services that provide functionalities to purchase airline tickets will be a member

of the airline community. The semantic description of a Web service determines

the type of services it provides and the community it belongs to. A Web service

may belong to more than one community at a given instance. We organize the

Web service space into various communities. Business partners in an enterprise

are dynamically selected from the respective communities (Figure 3.4). In turn,

the enterprise itself is a member of a community. In this case, ET is a member of
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Figure 3.4: Enterprise Layers

the community TravelAgency (C2 in Figure 3.4).

Business layer changes are mapped to the ontological layer. An ontology rep-

resents the semantic organization of an enterprise and its member services. Thus,

the ontological layer translates changes that can be applied to the organizational

structure of the enterprise. This organizational structure, represented by a schema
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or workflow will be altered to reflect changes in the business layer. Ontological

operations used to execute ontological changes to an enterprise. These operations

are of five types: select service, add service, replace service, freeze service, and re-

move service. By manipulating changes through these ontological operations, the

enterprise manages changes at the ontological layer. For each of the ontological

change, one or more of the five operations are selected. For example, if ET deter-

mines that it needs a holidayPackage service, the service must be added to the

enterprise using an add service operation. Likewise, if a service (e.g., train) is not

performing well, the ontological operation of remove service will be initiated. Fi-

nally, if a participant service is not optimal, it may be replaced by a better service

through the remove service operation.

3.6.3 Service Layer

The service layer represents the Web service space. It consists of the potential

member services. These potential services are a priori unknown, and need to be

discovered and matched with the virtual services at the time of SOE orchestration.

We refer to the selected services as member services. The service layer is the one

that is physically present in the enterprise environment. Hence, the SOE must

propagate changes to this layer for execution. For example, if a service is removed

from the SOE, the appropriate registries in the web service space must be updated

to reflect the change. Service layer changes are, thus, concerned with updating the

appropriate registries (e.g., service registry, ontology).
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3.7 Service Oriented Enterprises: A Bottom-up

Example

In this section, we refer to our ET scenario to present a bottom-up perspective of

service oriented enterprises. We describe the AA Web service at the service and

ontological levels, and the enterprise at the ontological and business levels. These

correspond to WSDL, OWL-S, and BPEL4WS, respectively. Here, we only provide

excerpts from the service descriptions.

3.7.1 Service Level Description

At the service level, the Web service is represented by its WSDL (v1.1) descrip-

tion. WSDL is an XML grammar for describing network services as collections of

communication endpoints capable of exchanging messages [30]. This description

consists of the following properties:

• Namespace: The WSDL version determines the technology of the existing

framework. The Namespace attribute points to the URIs that support the

preferred namespaces that the Web service will reference. It includes all

relevant information necessary for detecting changes in technology.

• type: The Type keyword declares the data types that are used by the

Web service in its messages and operations.

• message: The message keyword declares a single request or response from

the Web service to another entity.

• operation: Operations are a combination of one or more messages used

by the Web service to fulfill its tasks.

• portType: portType declares the value of the ports and its types that will

be used by the Web service as the point to send and receive messages.
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• binding: Provides the actual SOAP instructions for the transfer of mes-

sages from a Web service to another entity.

• service: Presents a high level description of a Web service by describing

the ports and binding that the service utilizes.

Following is an example of WSDL from ET Airline’s description. It describes

the GetDesiredFlightDetails message, which is invoked by a service requester to

acquire details about flights matching a given criteria (date, airport, etc.).

<!-- Messages for GetDesiredFlightDetails -->1

<message name="GetDesiredFlightDetails_Input">2

<part name="departureAirport" />3

<part name="arrivalAirport" />4

<part name="outboundDate" />5

<part name="inboundDate" />6

<part name="roundTrip" />7

</message>8

3.7.2 Ontological Level Description

As part of the DARPA Agent Markup Language program, the OWL Services

Coalition is developing an ontology of services, called OWL-S. OWL-S consists

of three main parts: the service profile for advertising and discovering services;

the process model, which gives a detailed description of a service’s operation; and

the grounding, which provides details on how to interoperate with a service, via

messages [31]. An atomic process is a description of a service that expects one

message and returns one message in response. These messages may be simple or

complex. A composite process is one that maintains some state; each message the

client sends advances it through the process [31].
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We use OWL-S for the ontological description of Web services. OWL-S provides

the ability to organize services into ontologies [7]. It builds on top of XML and

RDF and provides for a richer description of Web services. It provides service

description in three parts: service profile, service model, and service grounding.

Service profile provides the information needed for an agent to discover a service.

Service model and service grounding provide information for an agent to orchestrate

the service. Specifically, a service profile tells “what a service does.” It gives the

types of information needed by a service-seeking agent to determine whether the

service meets its needs [31]. In addition to representing the capabilities of a service,

the service profile can be used to express the needs of the agent. The service model

tells “how a service works.” It describes what happens when the service is invoked.

For complex services, this description may be used by an agent (1) to further

verify the service’s capabilities, (2) to compose service descriptions from multiple

services, (3) to coordinate the activities of the member services, and (4) to monitor

the execution of the services. In our case of AA, we assume that it is simple, not

complex. Therefore, the service model is not used to describe the services. A service

grounding specifies the details of how an agent can access a service. Typically, a

service grounding will specify a communication protocol, message formats, and

other service-specific details such as port numbers. For our scenario, we define

the service grounding based on our usage of a Web service. For example, we only

model the communication of a Web service through the operations that are used

by the enterprise. Operations that are not needed by ET are not described.

OWL-S has yet not provided a mechanism for managing changes to Web ser-

vices. Automatic web service execution monitoring is one of the main agenda of

the OWL-S committee. However, little work has been done in this area so far [31].

In this section, we provide an example of OWL-S.
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3.7.2.1 Service Instance of AA Airline Service

Following is an excerpt of the OWL-S (v1.0) service instance description of our AA

Airline service. Lines 1 and 8 describe the start and end of the service instance

description. Lines 2 and 3 link the service instance description with the service

profile description. Similarly, lines 4 and 5 link the instance with the process model

and lines 6 and 7 link the instance with the grounding.

<service:Service rdf:ID=‘‘AAAirlineReservationAgent">1

<!-- Reference to the AAAirline Profile -->2

<service:presents rdf:resource=3

‘‘&eta_profile;#Profile_AAAirlineReservationAgent"/>4

<!-- Reference to the AAAirline Process Model -->5

<service:describedBy rdf:resource=6

‘‘&eta_process;#AAAirlineReservationAgent_ProcessModel"/>7

<!-- Reference to the AAAirline Grounding -->8

<service:supports rdf:resource=9

‘‘&eta_grounding;#Grounding_AAAirlineReservationAgent"/>10

</service:Service>11

3.7.2.2 Service Profile

OWL-S provides the class profile to describe a service profile. This class is used

to describe a service as a function of three basic types of information: what orga-

nization provides the service, what function the service computes, and a host of

features that specify the characteristics of the service. The first information con-

sists of the contact information that refers to the entity that provides the service.

For instance, the contact information of the AA service may refer to American

Airlines. Alternatively, it may refer to the administrators who maintain the AA

service. The functional description of the service specifies the inputs required by

the service and the outputs generated. It also describes the preconditions and
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postconditions associated with the orchestration of the Web service. For example,

the AA service may require a precondition from the service requester to have a valid

credit card. A postcondition may be that the AA service mails out the paper ticket

to the requester. Finally, the service profile enables the description of other service

properties. The profile also includes the category or domain of the Web service,

the quality rating of the Web service, and an unbounded list of service parameters

that can contain any information. Based on version 1.0 of the OWL-S language,

the service profile is divided into [31]:

• Profile: The profile links the service name with the service profile and

the service profile to the service name. These relations are expressed by

presents and presentedBy:

– presents: Describes a relation between an instance of Web service

and an instance of the profile that describes that Web service. A Web

service may have more than one service profile that describes it, each

representing a distinct Web service.

– presentedBy: Specifies the relation between an instance of the profile

and the instance of a Web service. A service profile description may only

point to one Web service.

• Human Description: Service description gives the service name, textual

description, and contact information. This information is human-readable

only, and is not intended to be used for automation.

– serviceName: Refers to the name of the service. Each Web service

may have only one serviceName.

– textDescription: Provides a brief textual human-understandable de-

scription of a service. A Web service may have only one textDescription.
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– contactInformation: Provides contact information for humans who

own or are responsible for the Web service. Multiple contactInformation

may be provided for a single Web service.

• Functional Description: This part of the service profile describes what

functionality the service offers, and what conditions must be satisfied for a

successful result. It also declares what results will be available after the execu-

tion of the Web service. The functional description is further divided into two

logical aspects. The first is information transformation, which represents the

processing of input information and returning the output information. The

second is a change in the Web service external state, which is a transition

from a precondition to a postcondition.

– hasParameter: This property ranges over a Parameter instance of

the Process ontology. This class is not expected to be instantiated, but

its role is to make domain knowledge explicit.

– hasInput: The hasInput parameter of a service profile lists the inputs

required by the service. This input may be received from the invoker of

the enterprise or it may be the output from a previously executed Web

service.

– hasOutput: The hasOutput parameter defines the optional and

mandatory outputs returned by a Web service.

– hasPrecondition: This attribute declares the conditions that must

exist before the service can be invoked. For example, a buyer must have

a credit card number before an airline ticket may be purchased online.

– hasEffect: hasEffect declares the output and effect of executing the

Web service. An example is where an airline service provides the con-

firmation number and the electronic ticket. The hasEffect property
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declares both mandatory and optional effects of executing the Web ser-

vice.

• Profile Attributes: Profile attributes consist of the information used to

select a service. This includes the service’s category, and other attributes

used to describe the service.

– serviceCategory: This defines the ontological domain of the Web

service.

∗ categoryName: This is the name of the actual category repre-

sented by a literal name or a reference to a name.

∗ taxonomy: The taxonomy parameter stores a reference to the

parent taxonomy scheme that is referenced by the categoryName.

∗ value: This is a reference to a value in the taxonomy parameter.

More than one value may be associated with each taxonomy.

∗ code: Stores the code associated with the taxonomy.

– serviceParameter: The serviceParameter attribute represents an

extensible list of parameters that may be used to augment the service

profile description. Examples include price of the service, the response

time, security, etc.

∗ serviceParameterName: A literal or a reference (URI) of the

parameter name. reference to a name.

∗ sParameter: Points to the value of the parameter within the

OWL ontology.

The following text describes the service profile of the AA airline service.

<profileHierarchy:AirlineTicketing rdf:ID="Profile_AAAirlineReservationAgent">1

<!-- reference to the service specification -->2
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<service:presentedBy rdf:resource="&eta_service;#AAAirlineReservationAgent"/>3

<!-- reference to the process model specification -->4

<profile:has_process rdf:resource="&eta_process;#AAAirline_Process"/>5

6

<profile:serviceName>AAAirlineReservationAgent</profile:serviceName>7

<profile:textDescription>8

This service provides flight reservations based on the specification of a9

flight request. This typically involves a departure airport, an arrival10

airport, a departure date, and if a return trip is required, a return date.11

If the desired flight is available, an itinerary and reservation number12

will be returned.13

</profile:textDescription>14

15

<!-- specification of contact information. -->16

<profile:contactInformation>17

<actor:Actor rdf:ID="AAAirline-reservation">18

<actor:name>AAAirline Reservation department</actor:name>19

<actor:title>Reservation Representative</actor:title>20

<actor:phone>703 538 8343 </actor:phone>21

<actor:fax>703 538 8348 </actor:fax>22

<actor:email>agent@AAAirline.com</actor:email>23

<actor:physicalAddress>24

Aviation Boulevard,25

Sterling, Virginia 22043,26

USA27

</actor:physicalAddress>28

<actor:webURL>29

http://www.nvc.cs.vt.edu/~salman/public_html/AAAirline.html30
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</actor:webURL>31

</actor:Actor>32

</profile:contactInformation>33

34

<!-- description of Geographic radius as a service parameter. -->35

<profile:serviceParameter>36

<addParam:GeographicRadius rdf:ID="AAAirline-geographicRadius">37

<profile:serviceParameterName>38

AAAirline Geographic Radius39

</profile:serviceParameterName>40

<profile:sParameter rdf:resource="&country;#UnitedStates"/>41

</addParam:GeographicRadius>42

</profile:serviceParameter>43

44

<!-- Specification of the service category using NAICS -->45

<profile:serviceCategory>46

<addParam:NAICS rdf:ID="NAICS-category">47

<profile:value>Airline reservation services</profile:value>48

<profile:code>561599</profile:code>49

</addParam:NAICS>50

</profile:serviceCategory>51

52

<!-- Descriptions of IOPEs -->53

<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="&eta_process;#DepartureAirport_In"/>54

<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="&eta_process;#ArrivalAirport_In"/>55

<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="&eta_process;#OutboundDate_In"/>56

<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="&eta_process;#InboundDate_In"/>57

<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="&eta_process;#RoundTrip_In"/>58

<..........>59
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</profileHierarchy:AirlineTicketing>60

3.7.2.3 Service Model

The service model describes the execution of the Web service. A subclass of the

service model, called the service process models a Web service as a process. As a

process, the Web service either performs a data transformation or a state transfor-

mation. In general, the process model identifies three types of processes: atomic,

simple, and composite. For our thesis, we assume that all processes are atomic.

These processes are directly invocable by the enterprise and execute in a single

step, that is, they accept input, process the input, and return the result to the

invoker. Therefore, we do not consider the hasParticipant property of the pro-

cess model. Furthermore, we ignore complex compositions of Web service through

iterative and conditional service model statements.

The process class has the properties hasParameter, hasInput, hasOutput,

hasPrecondition, and hasEffect. These properties are similar in definition to

the ones provided for the service profile. In fact, these properties are usually

described in the service model and then referenced by the service profile. The

hasParameter property, along with the hasInput and (conditional) hasOutput

properties define data transformations of a Web service. The hasPrecondition

and (optional) hasEffect properties define the external state transformations in-

voked by the Web service. Note that their is a fundamental difference between

inputs and precondition (output and effect). The former deals with data transfor-

mations, while the latter emphasized changes in the world, or external changes.

The following is an excerpt of ET’s process model. This description shows the

process where a users enters the flight information and inquires for the available

flights.

<process:AtomicProcess rdf:ID="GetDesiredFlightDetails">1

<process:hasInput rdf:resource="#DepartureAirport_In"/>2
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<process:hasInput rdf:resource="#ArrivalAirport_In"/>3

<process:hasInput rdf:resource="#OutboundDate_In"/>4

<process:hasInput rdf:resource="#InboundDate_In"/>5

<process:hasInput rdf:resource="#RoundTrip_In"/>6

</process:AtomicProcess>7

8

<process:Input rdf:ID="DepartureAirport_In">9

<process:parameterType rdf:resource="&concepts;#Airport"/>10

</process:Input>11

<..........>12

3.7.2.4 Service Grounding

The grounding of a service is a mapping of the abstract OWL-S description to

a concrete WSDL specification. Specifically, the service profile and model are

represented as abstract descriptions, to be used for selecting a service. Therefore,

one function of the grounding is to show how abstract representations of the input

and output parameters of a service are mapped as messages, which carry those

input and output parameters.

OWL-S is mapped onto WSDL in three layers. (1) Each OWL-S process cor-

responds to a WSDL operation. Different type of operations (request-response,

one-way, notification, solicit-response) are represented through the ordering of the

input and output parameters of an OWL-S process. (2) The set of inputs and the

set of outputs of an OWL-S process correspond to WSDL’s concept of message.

For example, the input message of WSDL is mapped to OWL-S Input and the

output message is mapped to OWL-S output. (3) The types of input and outputs

of OWL-S corresponds to WSDL’s abstract type.

<grounding:WsdlAtomicProcessGrounding rdf:ID=1

"WsdlGrounding_GetDesiredFlightDetails">2
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<!-- Grounding for the Atomic Process GetDesiredFlightDetails -->3

<grounding:owlsProcess rdf:resource=4

"&eta_process;#GetDesiredFlightDetails"/>5

<!-- Reference to the corresponding WSDL operation -->6

<grounding:wsdlOperation rdf:resource=7

"#GetDesiredFlightDetails_operation"/>8

9

<!-- Reference to the WSDL input message -->10

<grounding:wsdlInputMessage>11

<xsd:anyURI rdf:value=12

"&AAAirlineGroundingWSDL;#GetDesiredFlightDetails_Input"/>13

</grounding:wsdlInputMessage>14

15

<!-- Mapping of OWL-S inputs to WSDL message parts -->16

<grounding:wsdlInputs rdf:parseType="Collection">17

<grounding:WsdlInputMessageMap>18

<grounding:owlsParameter rdf:resource=19

"&eta_process;#departureAirport_In"/>20

<grounding:wsdlMessagePart>21

<xsd:anyURI rdf:value=22

"&AAAirlineGroundingWSDL;#departureAirport"/>23

</grounding:wsdlMessagePart>24

</grounding:WsdlInputMessageMap>25

<..........>26

27

<grounding:WsdlOperationRef rdf:ID="GetDesiredFlightDetails_operation">28

<rdfs:comment>29

A pointer to the WSDL operation used for GetDesiredFlightDetails30
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</rdfs:comment>31

<!-- locate port type to be used -->32

<grounding:portType>33

<xsd:anyURI rdf:value=34

"&AAAirlineGroundingWSDL;#GetDesiredFlightDetails_PortType"/>35

</grounding:portType>36

<!-- locate operation to be used -->37

<grounding:operation>38

<xsd:anyURI rdf:value=39

"&AAAirlineGroundingWSDL;#GetDesiredFlightDetails_operation"/>40

</grounding:operation>41

</grounding:WsdlOperationRef>42

3.7.3 Business Level Description

We use BPEL4WS to present the business level description of a Web service.

BPEL4WS is a workflow-based composition language for Web services [77].

<!-- define the partners involved in the orchestration -->1

<partners>2

<!-- the customer who invokes this orchestration as a Web service -->3

<partner name="customer"4

serviceLinkType="lns:AirlineCustomerLinkType"5

myRole="traveler"/>6

<!-- the ET Airline service that provides the flight details -->7

<partner name="AAAirlineService"8

serviceLinkType="lns:AirlineServiceLinkType"9

partnerRole="AirlineService"/>10

</partners>11



Chapter 4

Change Specification

It is not the progress I mind, it’s the change I don’t like.

–Mark Twain

Our bottom-up approach for managing changes is highly dependent on the

services that compose the enterprise. Therefore, it is necessary to first define the

changes that occur to Web services, and then map them onto the enterprise or

business level. In this chapter, we describe the types of changes that are present in

traditional enterprises. We then define the concept of service centric dimensions

of these changes. We categorize the types of service centric changes that must be

managed in service oriented enterprises. These changes include triggering changes

that occur at the service level and reactive changes that are executed at the business

level. Finally, we provide rules for mapping triggering changes to their respective

reactive changes.

4.1 Traditional Changes

Changes are currently presented in only a human understandable form, and there-

fore, change management techniques are ad hoc and highly manual. Furthermore,

97
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present changes deal with the way a traditional enterprise is composed and or-

ganized. For example, the following bullets represent a few examples of current

types of changes and their comparison to service oriented change management

requirements:

• Physical Changes: In traditional enterprises, physical changes deal with

the employees of an organization. Typically changes include modifications

to the work place, such as accommodating more employees, fewer employees,

or perhaps just different employees with new and different skill sets. These

changes are not applicable to a service oriented enterprise. Service oriented

enterprises treat Web services as their first class objects, and are not con-

cerned with changes to employees. For example, the AA service may add or

remove employees that manage and maintain the service. Changes to these

employees are explicitly handled by the AA service provider, and isolated from

the enterprise itself.

• Organizational Changes: Changes to organizational processes or

methodology include adaptation for facilitating a quicker pace for product

and service delivery. These changes modify the internal functioning of a

business component, which is a highly manual task (e.g., business process

reengineering). Current business components (i.e., Web services) are pre-

sented as autonomous entities, and any such changes are isolated from the

enterprise. For instance, changes to the AA service’s internal business process

does not necessarily change the functioning of ET.

• Infrastructural Changes: Changes to the infrastructure occur when the

supporting network is augmented to provide support for a growing, and per-

haps geographically dispersed workforce. Since Web services use the Web

as its medium of interaction, traditional infrastructural changes are not rele-

vant. The Web works well with eliminating geographical limitations (at least
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theoretically). In the context of enterprises, changes to infrastructure are

handled by the service providers and not the enterprise itself. For example,

the carRental service may decide to provide its services to only a specific

geographical location (e.g., Europe). Alternatively, it may offer its services

to world-wide customers. This decision is maintained by the service provider,

and is not constrained by the virtual enterprise infrastructure.

• System Changes: Organizational system applications change to utilize

existing data in a different manner, or to consume more or different types

of data. System changes in an enterprise can be mapped to changes in

Web services. However, traditional system applications are fundamentally

different from Web services, and therefore, require different mechanisms to

deal with changes. This difference is maintained by utilizing Web services

as the first class objects for enterprise consumption, as opposed to data in

traditional enterprises. For example, traditional enterprises receive, process,

store, and send data during their execution. In the case of ET, this data is

managed by the autonomous member Web services.

• Structural Changes: In traditional enterprises, the type and structure

of data may change, requiring modifications to the underlying database

schemata to accommodate the new data. We assume that the database

schemata in an enterprise is maintained by the member services. Since Web

services are autonomous applications, they do not require external entities,

such as an enterprise, to manage changes to internal structures, such as

database schema. In an enterprise, the structural changes map to changes

in the structure of the member Web services. For example, the types of

data input and output required by the AA service must be monitored by the

enterprise for successful orchestration. Beyond the input and output param-

eters of AA, ET is not concerned with the internal manipulation, storage, or

consumption of this data.
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Current changes are based on a traditional approach, which is essentially ap-

plicable to non-Web based enterprises. More recently, some research on change

management has focused on managing changes on the Web [25, 28, 52]. This ap-

proach, however, relies heavily on a single dimensional view of the Web. These

changes do not account for the behavioral aspects present in a service oriented

paradigm. Therefore, the first step towards managing changes is to define changes

that may occur in service oriented enterprises. For example, a Web service op-

eration may become unavailable during execution. This type of change requires

prompt reaction for the enterprise to maintain consistency. Indeed, this type of

change can not be precisely mapped to traditional enterprises. Another example

is that a Web service may change the number of inputs it requires to fulfill a cer-

tain operation. In the traditional sense, this change requires the reconfiguration of

the enterprise workflow, which is a complex and manual process. Service oriented

computing offer the benefit of automating the management of such changes, and

enabling truly adaptive enterprises. In the next section, we describe service-centric

changes.

4.2 Service Centric Changes

It has become apparent in recent years that the success of enterprises on the

Web relies heavily on a more relevant and applicable approach to change man-

agement [26, 124]. The current trend in service oriented enterprises demands a

reconfiguration of the change management perspective from the traditional orga-

nizational view to a service centric perspective. This perspective defines changes

at the Web service level, as opposed to the traditional approach of change manage-

ment that is focused on the enterprise workflow. Web services are considered as the

first class objects. Changes to Web services are then translated into business level

changes in a causal manner. Our approach is to first define changes applicable to
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Web services. This definition of changes includes a hierarchy of change types that

are subject to appear in an enterprise and the preconditions and postconditions

of those changes. The definition of “changes” is a prerequisite for modeling and

formalizing a machine-understandable mechanism of change management.

We identify the possible change types that affect the enterprise and organize

them into a hierarchy. An example of a change type is a change to the Web

service structure. The hierarchy consists of changes that are necessary to manage

by an enterprise. This hierarchy serves as the basis for our service centric changes.

To derive the change type hierarchy, we analyze the properties of a Web service.

For example, WSDL is one of the more prominent properties of a Web service.

Another example of a property is a Web service’s cost. Any change to these

properties is considered a bottom-up change, and will have an impact on the

composition and orchestration of the enterprise. Recall that bottom-up changes

are initiated by member services. The process by which enterprises are composed

and orchestration is performed requires the interaction of member services. Any

changes to these services will lead to an alteration of the enterprise itself. In

turn, the altered composition may lead to the enterprise that no longer functions

properly. Even changing a single operation of a Web service may lead to a

completely non-functional enterprise.

Definition 4.1: Change Type (Ctype). A change type is an attribute that describes

a class of changes to a Web service. Change types are documented in the change

as a hierarchy consisting of all types of bottom-up changes in our specification. An

example of change type is service rename.

Identification of change types in an enterprise is a “cautious” process. Changes

must be selected only if they qualify as “reasonable.” Let us make an analogy with

our travel enterprise. It is reasonable for ET to expect changes in the input types of

airline services (e.g., String, Integer). However, changing the internal structure of
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the airline service from sequential request processing to parallel request processing

is not reasonable. Hence, some factors are variable and acceptable as change types,

while other factors are not. While identifying reasonable changes, we classify the

change types into two broad categories of functional and non-functional changes

(Figure 4.1).

4.3 Taxonomy of Changes

We distinguish between service and business layer changes as triggering and reactive

changes, respectively. A triggering bottom-up change occurs at the service level,

such as a change to service availability. A reactive change occurs at the business

level in response to the triggering change, such as the selection of an alternative

service. In this section, we define a taxonomy of bottom-up changes that we

consider in an enterprise. We first describe the triggering changes, followed by the

reactive changes. Finally, we present a mapping between these two changes.

4.3.1 Triggering Changes

In our work, we assume that triggering changes occur asynchronously. For in-

stance, the AA service may not change its data types while the triggering change of

unavailability is being managed. Another assumption we make is that the service

is associated with a set of states. We associate each change with a transition be-

tween two states: precondition and postcondition. For example, a precondition for

AA’s unavailability is that it was previously available and the postcondition is that

it has become unavailable. Triggering changes and their respective preconditions

and postconditions will later be used to model changes using Petri nets.

Our classification of triggering changes is derived from the perspective of a single

member service. Let us take the example of AA’s operation being unavailable. The

operation may become unavailable because of request overload, rename, etc. In
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Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of Triggering Changes

this case, we declare that the entire AA service is unavailable. We also assume

that the inverse condition holds. For example, if AA becomes unavailable because

of a network failure, we assume that all of its operations are also unavailable.

Furthermore, we assume that services that trigger changes are simple services.

In this thesis, we do not consider changes triggered by composite services. Recall

that our focus in this thesis is on explicit bottom-up changes. Therefore, we do not

taxonomize cascading or implicit changes. For example HZ may change its input

parameter and require an airline code from the airline service. In this case, AA will

need to change its output parameters to comply with HZ. We do not identify these

types of changes in our work. Based on these assumptions, we divide triggering

changes into two broad categories: non-functional and functional (Figure 4.1).

4.3.1.1 Non-Functional Changes

Non-functional changes represent the dependability, usability, and trust associated

with a member service. This information may be stored by a third party, the

enterprise, or member services. We assume the information is stored as attributes

that are maintained by an independent third party service provider. Changes to the
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trustworthiness of a Web service relate to the security, reputation, and privacy of a

Web service. Changes in usability are dependent on the responsiveness and service

cost. Finally, changes to dependability are associated with the availability and

reliability of the Web service. Changes to service dependability are binary, because

they represent two distinct states. For example, a service may either be available or

unavailable. Alternatively, changes to service trust and usability are non-binary.

For instance, service cost may assume more than two values during a member

service’s lifetime. Therefore, we assume that a threshold is set and maintained by

the enterprise. This threshold declares the minimum and maximum intervals of a

value accepted by the enterprise. For example, ET has the threshold of minimum

$5 and maximum $10 for any airline service cost. Every time a change occurs

to the cost of a member AA service, it is compared with the threshold. Only if the

change exceeds the threshold, we consider that a triggering change has occurred.

In the following sections, we consider non-functional changes to a member ser-

vice, which is denoted by M. Note that the changes we have defined, such as

changes to availability, are applicable to member services only. Once a member

service is replaced, it is no longer part of the change management mechanism. For

example, the airline member service AA may become unavailable, and prompt ET

to select an alternate airline service BA. After some time, AA may become available.

However, since it is no longer a part of ET, ET does not manage the change in AA.

Table 4.3.1.1 summarizes the non-functional changes in Web services.

Changes to Service Dependability

Availability is the probability thatM is accessible. It is measured by the expression
UpT ime(M)

TotalT ime(M)
, where UpTime(M) is the timeM was accessible for the duration of

the measurement, TotalTime(M). M may become unavailable during or prior to

enterprise orchestration. This unavailability can be caused by network, server, or

other failures. For example, the server hosting the AA service may go down before
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or during service consumption. The precondition for changeAvailability is that the

service is available and the postcondition is that it becomes unavailable:

• Available: A service is assumed to be available when an enterprise is com-

posed. Hence, availability is the initial state of a Web service. The availability

of a service is expected to change throughout the execution of the enterprise.

For example, when the AA service is selected, it is assumed to be available.

However, it may become unavailable during its consumption.

• Unavailable: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service or its

required operations may become unavailable. This unavailability may be

permanent or temporary. A service may become unavailable during, before,

or after execution. This unavailability may be caused by network, server, or

other failures. For example, the server offering the AA service may go down

before or during the consumption of the service.

The reliability ofM is the ability of the service to be executed within the max-

imum expected time frame. Reliability is computed based on historical data about

invocations of the operation using the expression Success(M)
Invoked(M)

, where Success(M) is

the number of times that the service has been successfully executed within max-

imum expected time frame and Invoked(M) is the total number of invocations.

The precondition for changeReliability is that the service must be reliable and the

postcondition is its becoming unreliable:

• Reliable: A service is assumed to be reliable when an enterprise is composed.

Hence, reliability is the initial state of a Web service. The reliability of a

service is expected to change throughout the orchestration of the enterprise.

For example, a service may start to decrease its reliability in the presence of

increased service request.
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Change Attribute δ Pre Post

changeAvailability WSA δA WSA WS’A

changeReliability WSL δL WSL WS’L

changePrivacy WSP δP WSP WS’P

changeSecurity WSS δS WSS WS’S

changeReputation WSN δN WSN WS’N

changeCost WSC δC WSC WS’C

changeResponsiveness WSR δR WSR WS’R

Table 4.1: Summary of Non-Functional Changes

• Unreliable: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service or its re-

quired operations may become unreliable. This unreliability may be perma-

nent or temporary. A service may become unreliable during, before, or after

its execution. This unreliability may be caused by increased load, faulty

programming at the server side, etc. For example, the server offering the

airline service may not respond to every invocation call it receives.

Changes to Service Trust

Privacy is defined as the confidentiality maintained byM. The privacy attribute

indicates which parties are authorized to access the service’s input and output

parameters. It is set to one if M’s input and output parameters should not be

divulged to external entities (i.e., other than the service provider). If the access

ofM’s operational parameters is not restricted by confidentiality, it is set to zero.

The precondition for changePrivacy is private and the postcondition is non-private:

• Private: A service is assumed to be private when an enterprise is com-

posed. This assumption may be based on a minimum level represented by
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Privacy(WSi). For example, ET may only consider doing business that has

the privacy attribute set to 1. Alternatively, ET may not place any privacy

restrictions on its member services. In this case, Web services with both zero

or one privacy ratings may qualify as being “privacy preservice.”

• Non-Private: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service’s privacy

may decrease. This decrease may be permanent or temporary, and may occur

only if ET sets its privacy requirement to one. A service may not become

unPrivate if ET’s requirement is set to zero, as going below that number is

not possible in our privacy representation method.

The security attribute describes whetherM is compliant with security require-

ments. Indeed, service providers collect, store, process, and share information

about millions of users who have different preferences regarding the security of

their information. We identify three properties related to security: encryption, au-

thentication, and non-repudiation. Encryption is a boolean that indicates whether

M’s messages are encrypted during transmission between requesters and providers.

Authentication is a boolean that states whether M’s consumers (users and other

services) are authenticated (e.g., through passwords). Non-repudiation is a boolean

that specifies whether participants (consumers and providers) can deny requesting

or delivering the service after the fact. The security attribute Security(M) has a

range between zero and three. The precondition for changeSecurity is secure and

the postcondition is unsecure:

• Secure: A service is assumed to be secure when an enterprise is com-

posed. This assumption may be based on a minimum level represented by

the range Security(WSi). For example, ET may consider a service with the

Security(WSi) attribute being 2 or above to be secure.

• UnSecure: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service’s security

may decrease. This decrease may be permanent or temporary, and may
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occur during, before, or after its execution. This decrease causes the service

to become nonsecure.

The reputation ofM is a measure of the service’s trustworthiness. It refers to

the perception that an entity has about another entity (e.g., intentions, norms).

In our case, it mainly depends on user experiences on invoking M. Users are

given a range to rank Web services (e.g., between 1 and 10). The lowest value

refers to the best ranking. Different users may have different opinions on the same

service. The reputation of M is defined by the average ranking given by users

to the service. Reputation is computed by the expression
∑n

u=1
Rankingu(M)

n
, where

Rankingu is the ranking by user u and n is the number of the timesM has been

ranked. The precondition for changeReputation is reputable and the postcondition

is non-reputable:

• Reputable: A service is assumed to have a positive reputation when an

enterprise is composed. However, over time the reputation of the service

may decrease below the minimum level required by the enterprise. Let us

assume that ET requires an airline service to have a minimum reputation

of 5. If the number increases, i.e., the reputation gets worse, the service is

considered to have a negative repuation. However, if the number decreasing

below 5, the service is considered to be reputable, as it meets the enterprise’s

minimum requirements.

• Non-Reputable: A positive reputation indicates that a service is trustworthy.

A service is maintained as having a positive reputation as long as it meets

a “minimum” rating. During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service’s

reputation may fluctuate. A service may acquire negative reputation during,

before, or after its execution.
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Changes to Service Usability

The cost attribute gives the amount required to consume M. We assume that

the amount is represented in dollars, and the currency remains constant. Also, we

assume that the method of calculating cost is absolute, i.e., the cost is represented

in exact dollar amount and is not based on a percentage/commission of transaction.

We determine the cost of a service based on the enterprise requirements. If the

cost ofM increases beyond the enterprise’s threshold, we determine that the cost

has changed. The precondition for changeCost is affordable and the postcondition

is unaffordable:

• Affordable: A service is assumed to be affordable when an enterprise is

composed. However, the service provider may decide to change the cost of

the Web service after it has been composed by an enterprise. For example,

ET may incorporate the AA Web service at a time when it’s cost was two

dollars. At a later stage, the airline service may decide reduce its cost to one

dollar. In this case the Web service still remains affordable, as it is clearly

in ET’s range of cost.

• Unaffordable: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service may

increase its cost. required operations may become expensive. For example,

ET may incorporate the AA Web service at a time when it’s cost was two

dollars. At a later stage, the airline service may decide to double its cost.

Depending on the requirement of ET, this cost may exceed the maximum

cost acceptable by ET. If ET set the maximum cost to three dollars, then,

clearly, ET must consider utilizing services of a cheaper airline service.

Responsiveness measures the expected delay in seconds between the instance

when M is initiated and the instance when it sends the results. Time(M) is

computed using the expression Timeprocess(M) + Timeresults(M). This means

that the response time includes the time to process a service (Timeprocess) and
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the time to transmit or receive the results (Timeresults). If a service does not

respond within a “reasonable” time, we assume that the service’s responsiveness

has changed. The precondition for changeResponsiveness is responsive and the

postcondition is unresponsive:

• Responsive: A Web service remains responsive as long as it meets the

minimum requirements of the enterprise. For example, if ET’s requirement

for the airline service’s responsiveness is five seconds, the airline service

is expected to conform to this requirement. If the reposiveness increases, the

service is still considered to be responsive.

• Unresponsive: During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service may

decrease its responsiveness. For example, as soon as the airline service

increases it’s response time to more than five seconds, it is considered as

unresponsive.

4.3.1.2 Functional Changes

Unlike non-functional changes, which are based on attributes, functional changes

deal with changes to a service’s WSDL description [30]. We represent functional

changes as a combined execution of a remove followed by an add. We further

classify functional changes into structural and behavioral changes (Figure 4.1).

Structural changes refer to the operational aspects of a Web service. For example,

a structural change in an airline service can be caused by changing the operations

offered to a consumer. Changes to the behavior of a Web service are indicated

by changing its interaction with external entities. Functional changes to a mem-

ber Web service occur when its WSDL description is modified. We assume these

changes are initiated by the service provider. Table 4.3.1.2 gives a summary of

functional changes to aM and are defined in the next sections.
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Change Attribute δ Pre Post

removeNameSpace WSN δ−N WSN WS−N

addNameSpace WSN δ+N WSN WS+N

removeType WST δ−T WST WS−T

addType WST δ+T WST WS+T

removeMessage WSM δ−M WSM WS−M

addMessage WSM δ+M WSM WS+M

removeOperation WSO δ−O WSO WS−O

addOperation WSO δ+O WSO WS+O

removePortType WSP δ−P WSP WS−P

addPortType WSP δ+P WSP WS+P

removeBinding WSB δ−B WSB WS−B

addBinding WSB δ+B WSB WS+B

removeLocation WSD δ−D WSD WS−D

changeLocation WSD δ+D WSD WS+D

Table 4.2: Summary of Functional Changes

Changes to Service Structure

The structure of a Web service includes high-level syntactic description of a Web

service that defines its name, URI, and other necessary information to access the

Web service. It is used to syntactically identify a Web service. We determine the

following change types that are necessary for determining structural changes.

The namespace attribute points to the URIs that support the preferred names-

paces thatM will reference. Changes to namespace occur if a version of existing

framework is upgraded. For example, if the WSDL version is upgraded byM’s ser-

vice provider and a newer version needs to be utilized, the enterprise must update

its interaction with M accordingly. At the time of orchestration, M is assumed
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to have a namespace. If a service discontinues support for older versions of the

namespace, it removes the namespace description in its WSDL. The precondition

forchangeNamespace is the existing version of the Namespace, WSN . The postcon-

dition is a new version of the Namespace WS−N and WS
+
N , for remove and add,

respectively:

• WS+N : Over a period of time, the Web service provider may decide to add

a namespace description to the existing description. This new namespace

may reflect an upgrade in technology, or the use of variables from additional

sources. The addition of a namespace results in a NamespaceAdded state.

• WS−N : A Web service provider may decide to remove a namespace. This

change may be motivated by the need to discontinue supporting older versions

of WSDL. For example, a service provide may add a namespace initially to

upgrade the WSDL version. After all its consumers have upgraded to the

newer version, the service provider can remove the older version.

Data types that are used byM in its messages and operations must be known

prior to service invocation. This syntactic description of data types is required to

provide an input to M and receive the output. A data type maybe removed or

added from the list of service parameters at the service provider’s discretion. The

precondition for changeDataType is WST , which is the existing set of data types.

The postconditions are WS−T and WS
+
T :

• WS+T : During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service may add to

its data types. This change may be initiated by the service’s requirement

or mandated by regulation. For example, the airline service AA may add

a numerical data type for accepting the customer’s social security number.

This change may be motivated by government regulations.
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• WS−T : A service may decide to remove a data type requirement. For

example, AA may no longer require a customer’s first name while executing

the getFlightInfo operation.

Messages to and from M determine its structural model. Message are of

four types: notification, request, response, and solicit response. The service

provider may change the message type during M’s lifecycle. The precondition

for changeMessage is WSM and the postconditions are for WS−M and WS+M :

• WS+M : During the orchestration of the enterprise, a service may add a

required message. This change may be initiated by the service’s requirement

or mandated by regulation. For example, the airline service AA may add

a notification message that presents the customer with a disclaimer. This

change may be motivated by government regulations.

• WS−M : A service may decide to remove a message requirement. For exam-

ple, AA may remove the disclaimer notification message based on government

regulations.

Messages are grouped together to form operations. These operations reflect

the functionality provided by M. M may change its functionality by changing

operations. For example, the AA service may no longer offer an operation for making

reservations. Instead, all reservations will be made through the “purchase ticket”

operation. The precondition for changeOperation is WSO and the postconditions

are WS−O and WS
+
O:

• WS+O: A service may add a required operation. This change may be initi-

ated by the service’s requirement or mandated by regulation. For example,

the airline service AA may add an operation to solicit customer social security

information. This change may be motivated by government regulations.

• WS−O: A service may decide to remove an operation requirement. For ex-

ample, AAmay decide to discontinue providing flight timings to its customers.
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Changes to Service Behavior

The behavior of a Web service describes how a service interacts with other entities

in the enterprise. This includes the communication protocols and the endpoints

that are used for communication. We determine the following types that are nec-

essary for determining behavioral changes.

Messages are exchanged throughM’s ports. The formats and ports associated

with a message describe its interactions. M may add new ports for interaction,

remove obsolete ports, or change existing ports. The precondition for changePort-

Type is WSP and the postconditions are WS
−
P and WS

+
P :

• WS+P : Ports are the communication medium for Web services. A service

may increase the number of ports that it offers for interaction. This increase

may be based on an increased demand, addition to service functionality, or

for scalability reasons.

• WS−P : A service may remove port descriptions from its WSDL. This re-

moval may be initiated to prune inactive ports, to reduce the functionality

provided by the service, or to improve performance of the service.

A binding determines the port and protocols through whichM interacts. The

precondition for changeBinding is WSB and the postconditions are WS
−
B and

WS+B:

• WS+B: This postcondition represents the addition of binding information

for the Web service. For example, the AA service may decide to offer binding

via SMTP in addition to the HTTP binding.

• WS−B: A service may remove binding descriptions from its WSDL. This

removal may be initiated for security and scalability reasons. For example,

AA may have a robust security mechanism for the HTTP binding, but not for

the SMTP protocol. Therefore, it may remove SMTP binding options.
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The location is a high level description ofM. The precondition for changeLo-

cation is WSD and the postconditions are WS
−
D and WS

+
D:

• WS−D : This postcondition represents the addition of location information

for the Web service. For example, the AA service may decide to offer services

from multiple locations.

• WS+D: A service may remove location descriptions from its WSDL. This

removal may be initiated for security and scalability reasons. For example,

AA may have a robust security mechanism for one location, but not the other.

To increase security, it may remove the less secure location.

4.3.2 Reactive Changes

Each triggering change will initiate a reactive change at the business layer. Reactive

changes may occur at the composition and orchestration levels of an enterprise. For

instance, a δT change in the AA service may trigger inconsistencies in the enterprise

composition, such as incorrect parameter data types. Alternatively, a δA change

may disrupt enterprise orchestration. We split the taxonomy of reactive changes

into composition and orchestration (Figure 4.2). A third type of reactive change

is referred to as userAction. We assume that each reaction may be overrided

by the enterprenuer (or user). The user always has precedence over the default

changes to the business layer, and may explicitly execute a reactive change. For

example, if AA becomes unavailable, the user may decide to replace the service, or

to execute ET without AA. We only define composition and orchestration changes

in our specification.

4.3.2.1 Composition Changes

We first define changes to enterprise composition. Often a change such as δA

will require the enterprise to alter its composition. For example, the consistent
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Figure 4.2: Taxonomy of Reactive Changes

unavailability of a marketing service may trigger ET to remove the service from

its composition. We specify the following changes to enterprise composition:

• changeMember: A changeMember consists of removeMember and/or

addMember changes. A Web service is removed from the enterprise by mod-

ifying its specification. For example, if a marketing service is no longer

required, it is removed from the enterprise composition by the entrepreneur.

Services are added into the enterprise when their need is determined. A

service is added in the initial composition of the enterprise, and if a change

occurs in a Web service. For example, the AA service may become less re-

sponsive. In this case, another Web service may be added to the enterprise

to replace the existing service. However, if the newly added service also has a

low response rate, both the new and the old airline services may be retained

and the requests can be distributed between them.

• changeParameter: Bottom-up changes may sometimes require more than

just the removal and/or addition of Web services. For example, a change in

AA’s input/output data type may be managed by changing the parameters

in ET’s interface with AA. It is not necessary to replace the entire service

based on this slight change. Therefore, this reconfiguration process updates

the composition of an enterprise to reflect changes in member services.
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Change Attribute ∆ Pre Post

removeMember VEM ∆−M VEM VE−M

addMember VEM ∆+M VEM VE+M

removeParameter VEP ∆−P VEP VE−P

addParameter VEP ∆+P VEP VE+P

removeInstance VEP ∆−C VEC VE−P

addInstance VEC ∆+C VEC VE’C

changeState VES ∆S VES VE’S

changeServiceInstance VEI ∆I VEI VE’I

changeOrder VEO ∆O VEO VE’O

Table 4.3: Summary of Reactive Changes

• changeCompositionInstance: The order in which an enterprise is com-

posed may be changed. For example a triggering change of AA service unavail-

ability may cause ET to orchestrate other services first. This change in order

may override the current enterprise composition temporarily or permanently,

or exist in parallel with the original enterprise specification.

4.3.2.2 Orchestration Changes

Unlike changes to enterprise composition, orchestration changes deal with the en-

terprise execution. For example, when ET is interrupted by a δA change in AA, it

must suspend execution and react to the change. This may be accomplished by

declaring a fault, compensating for the change at the composition layer, and invok-

ing the alternate service. The following changes occur to enterprise orchestration:

• changeState: Changes to enterprise state are defined by the various stages

of its execution. Enterprise execution has the following states: halt, compen-
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sate, resume, and terminate. Halt stops service execution in cases such as ser-

vice unavailability. Compensate executes reactive changes in the enterprise,

such as selection of an alternate service. Resume restarts the enterprise.

Finally, terminate dissolves the enterprise.

• changeServiceInstance: Changes to services may require the enterprise

to change the actual instances of member services. For example, following a

change in availability, ET may change the instance of AA service and replace

it with BA service.

• changeOrder: The order of service orchestration may be modified tem-

porarily by a triggering change. For instance, if AA becomes unavailable, ET

may change its execution order and invoke the hotel service before the airline

service.

4.4 Mapping of Changes

A Mapping specifies how change instances in one layer corresponds to changes in

another layer [133]. These mappings must remain consistant in the presence of

frequent changes. When a change occurs at the service level, the business layer

must react to manage the changes. Triggering changes have a reactive impact on

the business layer of the enterprise. In this section, we discuss the impact of δ

changes to an enterprise’s business layer.

Changes in business layer are sympatric and translated with respect to the

service layer changes. For example, a δ change in availability maps to a ∆ change

of changeInstance. Figure 4.3 maps each service level change to the corresponding

business change. A dot at the intersection of service and business level changes

indicates a relation between the δ and ∆ changes. Each δ change is also mapped

directly to userAction. In the next Section, we describe the rules for mapping

triggering (δ) changes to reactive (∆) changes.
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Figure 4.3: Change Mapping Matrix

4.4.1 Mapping Rules

Our approach of mapping changes is based on mapping rules. These rules are

based on the triggering changes and their corresponding reactive changes. Some

changes may have more than one rule associated with them. For example, if

a Web service cost increases, the enterprise may continue to use the service or

decide to select an alternate service because the current service has become too

expensive. Other changes may not cause any reaction. For example, if a Web
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service’s cost decreases, the enterprise will ignore this change, because it does

not conflict with the service’s goals. Still other changes may be ambiguous and

require user interaction to be managed. An example is where a service may become

available after a temporary unavailability. In this case, the Web service may again

be integrated into the enterprise, or the enterprise may decide to continue using an

alternate service. This decision is purely based on user discretion. Furthermore,

the user has the option of overriding any of the rules. In this Section, we provide

change mapping rules, where each rule is associated with a triggering change. We

define the following rules for managing non-functional changes:

• Rule 1: If a changeAvailability change occurs, and the Web service is not

executing, the enterprise must remove this service and select an alternate

service. If this change occurs while the enterprise is executing, the enterprise

wait for a bounded time, which may be defined by the user. If the service does

not become available within that time, the enterprise will select an alternate

service and start execution of the alternate service. If this change occurs

after the service is executed, the enterprise will replace the service with an

alternate service. If an alternate service does not exist, the enterprise will

be terminated. Alternatively, the user may continue the execution of the

enterprise without the unavailable Web service.

• Rule 2: If a service becomes unreliable, it may cause unexpected errors in

enterprise execution. If the service becomes unreliable before the execution of

the enterprise, it will be replaced by an alternate service. If the change occurs

during enterprise execution, the enterprise will continue using the service and

replace it after its execution. Finally, if the service becomes unreliable after

execution of the enterprise, it will be replaced by an alternate service. If an

alternate service does not exist, the user must define whether to continue

using the unreliable service or to terminate the enterprise.
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• Rule 3: The changePrivacy change will cause the enterprise to abandon the

service. We believe that privacy is an important criteria for selecting a ser-

vice. If the service no longer qualifies the enterprise’s privacy requirements,

it will be removed immediately from the enterprise. This reaction is valid if

the change occurs before, during, or after execution of the Web service.

• Rule 4: Similar to changes in service privacy, the changeSecurity change

is very critical to the enterprise. When this change occurs, the service is

immediately removed from the enterprise and an alternate service is selected.

If no alternate service the enterprise will be terminated or orchestrate without

the unsecure service.

• Rule 5: If a changeReputation change occurs, the service will be immedi-

ately removed from the enterprise composition. The reputation of the service

describes its trustworthyness. Therefore, if the service is not trustworthy, the

enterprise must terminate all relationships with the service. The enterprise

will then select an alternate service, if one exists. If an alternate service does

not exist, it will either terminate or execute without the service.

• Rule 6: If a changeCost change occurs, the Web service will be removed

from the enterprise composition, and an alternate service will be selected.

This rule applies for a service before and after execution. However, if the

service cost is increased during the execution, the enterprise continues to

use the service. Alternatively, the user may decide to continue using this

service. For example, if an alternate service does not exist, or if the current

service provides exceptionally good quality, the user can voluntarily decide

to pay more for the current service instead of removing it from the current

composition.

• Rule 7: If a changeResponsiveness change occurs before or after service

execution, the unresponsive service will be replaced by an alternate service.
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If this change occurs during service execution, the enterprise will continue

to use the service and replace it after the execution is completed. However,

in case of severe unresponsiveness, the user may decide to stop using the

service even if it is currently executing and choose an alternate service. This

decision may be based on a certain allowable “threshold.”

We define the following rules for managing functional changes:

• Rule 8: If a addNamespace change occurs, it is ignored because the pre-

viously existing Namespace is still valid. Therefore, it does not affect the

execution of the Web service.

• Rule 9: If the changeNamespace change occurs, the new version of the

Namespace is cashed within the enterprise. The new Namespace is compared

for its compliance with the enterprise. Finally, the enterprise is reconfigured

to represent changes to the Namespace.

• Rule 10: If a removeNamespace change occurs, the enterprise must re-cache

the Web service description. Based on the new Namespace, the enterprise

must be reconfigured. If the enterprise cannot be reconfigured, it must select

an alternate service.

• Rule 11: If an addType change occurs, the enterprise must be reconfigured

to reflect the addition of the type. Consider the example where the airline

service adds a required input parameter of telephone number. In this case,

the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to support

the required parameter.

• Rule 12: If a changeType change occurs, the enterprise must be reconfigured

to reflect the changes in the type. Consider the example where the airline

service changes the type of telephone number from number to string. In
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this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to

support the required change in parameter type.

• Rule 13: If a removeType change occurs, the enterprise must be reconfigured

to reflect the removal of the type. Consider the example where the airline

service removes a required input parameter of telephone number. In this case,

the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to eliminate

the use of the removed parameter.

• Rule 14: If an addMessage change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to incorporate the new message. Consider the example where the

airline service adds a notification message if the reservation was successful.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

to accept the notification.

• Rule 15: If a changeMessage change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the message. For example, if the message

includes new parameters, the enterprise must deal with them appropriately.

• Rule 16: If a removeMessage change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the service messages. Consider the example

where the airline service removes a notification message. In this case, the

enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service so that it does

not expect a notification message.

• Rule 17: If an addOperation change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. Consider the example where

the airline service adds a required operation for validating the user. In

this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to

support the required validation.
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• Rule 18: If a changeOperation change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. For example, if the structure

of the operation changes (i.e., the types of messages or parameters), the

enterprise must deal with them by changing its configuration.

• Rule 19: If a removeOperation change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the service operation. Consider the example

where the airline service removes an operation being used by the enterprise.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

so that it does not use the removed operation. Alternatively, the user may

decide to select an alternate service, if the removed operation was critical to

the functionality of the enterprise.

• Rule 20: If an addPortType change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. Consider the example where

the airline service adds a required portType for certain service requestors.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

to interact through the new portType.

• Rule 21: If a changePortType change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. For example, if the portType

changes from HTTP to SMPT, the enterprise must deal with them by chang-

ing its configuration.

• Rule 22: If a removePortType change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the service portType. Consider the example

where the airline service removes a portType being used by the enterprise.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

so that it does not use the portType. Alternatively, the user may decide

to select an alternate service, if the removed portType was critical to the

functionality of the enterprise.
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• Rule 23: If an addBinding change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the binding. Consider the example where

the AA service adds a required binding for certain users. In this case, the

enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to support the

required validation.

• Rule 24: If a changeBinding change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. For example, if the structure

of the operation changes (i.e., the types of messages or parameters), the

enterprise must deal with them by changing its configuration.

• Rule 25: If a removeBinding change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the service binding. Consider the example

where the airline service removes an operation being used by the enterprise.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

so that it does not use the removed operation. Alternatively, the user may

decide to select an alternate service, if the removed operation was critical to

the functionality of the enterprise.

• Rule 26: If an addLocation change occurs, the enterprise must be reconfig-

ured to reflect the changes in the operation. Consider the example where

the airline service adds a required operation for validating the user. In

this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service to

support the required validation.

• Rule 27: If a changeLocation change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the operation. For example, if the structure

of the operation changes (i.e., the types of messages or parameters), the

enterprise must deal with them by changing its configuration.
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• Rule 28: If a removeLocation change occurs, the enterprise must be recon-

figured to reflect the changes in the service location. Consider the example

where the airline service removes an operation being used by the enterprise.

In this case, the enterprise must modify its interaction with the Web service

so that it does not use the removed operation. Alternatively, the user may

decide to select an alternate service, if the removed operation was critical to

the functionality of the enterprise.

We classify changes as critical and non-critical. Critical changes require imme-

diate action. For example, if a service removes a required operation, the enterprise

must immediately replace the service. Non-critical changes can be managed once

the enterprise has orchestrated the concerned service. For example, if the cost of

AA increases during its orchestration, ET may complete its orchestrate before man-

aging the change. In this case, ET will select an alternate service when it needs to

invoke an airline service again. In our work, we classify all non-functional changes

except change in availability as non-critical changes. All functional changes and

change in availability are classified as critical changes.

4.4.2 Mapping Semantics

In the previous sections, we have defined the “syntax” of changes at the service and

the business layers. This syntax describes what changes we expect and document

in enterprises. Below, we define the meaning of these changes with respect to the

enterprise.

• Profitability: Web services may change their service fees over time. This

will directly affect the profitability of the enterprise. For example, if the

marketing service increases its fee, the enterprise’s profitability will auto-

matically decrease. In this case, the enterprise may either increase it usage

fee from the user, select an alternate marketing service with a lower service

charge, or ignore the change and continue with a reduced profit.
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• Development: Attraction and retention are the two integral parts of

business development. Attraction is the addition of a Web service that may

attract more users to the enterprise. Retention is the reconfiguration of the

enterprise that results in more users being retained by the enterprise. For

example, an enterprise may react to a decrease in member service privacy

by replacing the partner service. In this case, the enterprise provides an

incentive to potential and existing customers.

• Expansion: Expansion is the increase in the enterprise membership. For

example, ET may decide to integrate more than one airline Web service,

because of the service level change of low reponsiveness. The addition of this

service expands the enterprise from the exisiting four member services to five

services.

• Reduction: Contrary to expansion, a service level change may cause the

enterprise to reduce the number of member services. For example, if all hotel

services become unavailable, ET may decide to stop offering hotel services to

its customers. In this case, enterprise reduction will be executed by removing

the hotel service.

• Efficiency: A Web service may become a performance bottleneck for the

enterprise. For example, the current airline service may incur frequent

request overloads. This will reduce the performance of ET collectively. In this

case, ET may decide to replace the airline service with a better performing

service.

• Regulatory: Regulatory changes deal with changes imposed to the en-

terprise by a law-making agency, by the entrepreneur, or by the service

providers. In the context of bottom-up changes, provider initiated regu-

latory changes are the focus for ET. For example, the WSDL version used

by the hotel service can be upgraded to reflect newer specifications. This
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change must be managed by ET to reconfigure its composition based on the

new standards.

• Compatibility: Changes to Web service description may lead to com-

patibility issues. For example, the airline service’s reservation operation

may change its input parameter from a “real” to “real from one to one mil-

lion.” This change may be initiated by the service to increase its robustness.

Regardless of the motivation of this service level change, it will raise com-

patibility issues for the enterprise. In this cause the enterprise must either

reconfigure its composition or select an alternate service that is compatible.

• Competence: The enterprise’s competence depends on its ability to com-

plete a user request successfully. Frequent unavailability of a member service

may decrease an enterprise’s competence. For example, if the airline ser-

vice is unavailable for long intervals, the enterprise may decide to replace the

service with a more reliable alternative to maintain its competence.

• Integrity: A enterprise’s integrity is maintained by the security, privacy,

and reputation attributes of its member services. Any change to these at-

tributes have a direct consequence on the enterprise’s integrity.



Chapter 5

Change Model

If you want to truly understand something, try to change it.

–Kurt Lewin

Modeling provides a systematic means for managing an enterprise. Models are

used to accurately identify the types of changes that may occur in an enterprise,

and to verify that the changes have been managed effectively. In this Chapter, we

discuss the theoretical basis of our change modeling technique. In particular, we

discuss Lewin’s model and describe how it is applicable to modeling changes to ser-

vice oriented enterprises. Lewin’s model has been applied successfully in the past,

and we describe how it forms a solid basis for modeling changes to enterprises. We

then model triggering and reactive changes using Petri nets. Triggering changes

are modeled using ordinary Petri nets. Reactive changes are modeled using recon-

figurable Petri nets. Because of the complexity of changes in enterprises and their

management, formal modeling is a useful method to improve the understanding

of the problem and the solution. Petri net theory provides algorithms and meth-

ods, which are directly applicable to the change modeling. Other modeling and

specification techniques have been proposed, but lack easy formalization features

required by change management [131, 47, 114, 66].

129
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5.1 Lewin’s Change Model

The work of Kurt Lewin dominated the theory and practice of change management

for over forty years [17]. Lewin’s most cited work is his contribution to organiza-

tional change referred to as the 3 step model. This model describes the change

process as: unfreeze, moving, and refreeze [17, 119]. Unfreeze refers to creating

a motivation and readiness to change in an enterprise. Lewin describes that this

step is initiated when an “equilibrium” of an organization is destabilized. Moving

is the process of evaluating the change and determining the appropriate propaga-

tion mechanism. Refreezing is the final step in Lewin’s three step model, which

refers to integrating the change into the enterprise and resuming its orchestration.

It consists of the actions an enterprise takes to regain its equilibrium. In our work,

unfreeze refers to the detection of a triggering change. Moving is the propagation

of triggering changes. Refreeze is the reaction to the triggering change, and the

subsequent safe state of the enterprise.

Critics of Lewin point the limitation of his change model in the presence

of organizational politics and conflicts. However, these issues do not affect the

bottom-up management of changes in enterprise. Our assumption is that bottom-

up changes are not driven by political agenda. Another critical approach to change

management states that changes cut across different functions, time periods,

hierarchical divisions, without the “neat” starting or finishing points defined by

Lewin. This processual approach declares change as an “untidy” and complex

process in an organization [17]. One of the main focus of our work is to organize

and define a clear taxonomy of bottom-up changes in enterprises, and make change

management a neat and systematic process, which would enable the automation

of change management. Therefore, the processual approach does not fit well

into our current research. More recent approaches tend to take a holistic view

of the organizations and their environments and challenge the notion of change

as an ordered, rational, and linear process. There is an emphasis that change is
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heavily influenced by culture, power, and politics [17]. We define change manage-

ment as an ordered process, and therefore, build on Kurt Lewin’s three step model.

Definition 5.1: Change Management. Change management is the establishment

of automated processes in an enterprise that allow the enterprise to dynamically

adapt to changes in its environment. We follow Kurt Lewin’s concept of homeosta-

sis or dynamic stability, which establishes a set of states for a changing system [17].

We consider the occurrence and subsequent detection of a change as the destabi-

lizing factor. When a change occurs, the enterprise is no longer in an equilibrium.

Moving requires the changes to be propagated in the system. Finally, refreeze is

the reaction to the changes.

The states of an enterprise are classified into a set of safe (STs) and unsafe

(STu) states. When an enterprise transitions from a safe to an unsafe state, it

invokes the process of change management. Once the change is managed, the

enterprise moves into a safe state.

Definition 5.2: Safe State (STs). A state is safe if and only if: (i) the execution

of an enterprise has not been interrupted by a triggering change, or (ii) if a trig-

gering change has occurred it is (a) documented in the taxonomy and (b) has been

managed successfully. Every time an enterprise moves from a safe to an unsafe

state, a change has occurred. These changes are predefined in our taxonomy. A

safe state ensures that the enterprise is compliant with its member services. With

reference to Lewin’s model, a safe state is present before the unfreeze and after

the refreeze steps. An example of a safe state is the state of the enterprise when

it is first composed. In this case, the execution of the enterprise has not been

interrupted by a change, and there are no pending changes to be managed.

Definition 5.3: Unsafe State (STu). A state is unsafe if it does not meet the
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requirements of a safe state. Specifically, an unsafe state is achieved if the (i)

enterprise has been interrupted by an undocumented change, or (ii) the enterprise

has been interrupted by a documented change, but change management has not

been completed. An unsafe state indicates that the enterprise is not in compliance

with its member services. In this case, executing the enterprise may result in

unexpected or undesired results. Therefore, if the enterprise enters this state, either

the corresponding change must be managed, or the enterprise must be terminated.

In Lewin’s model, this state occurs between the unfreeze and refreeze steps.

In broad terms, the changes of enterprise states describes its behavior [68].

The notion of a state depends on the topic of research. For example, a state

may be the (i) internal execution of an enterprise’s Web services, (ii) a “part”

of the state that is relevant to the enterprise, or (iii) the state of the external

world from the enterprise’s perspective. These states are changes based on some

action. This action may be represented by the (i) messages exchanged between

Web services, (ii) activities within a Web service, or (iii) events in an enterprise.

We use all three to describe changes in Web service states. Each of this activity is

grouped into a change type. In our work, Web service change types are represented

by a safe/unsafe state pair. Examples of Web service states are available and

unavailable. In this case, the available state is the safe state and unavailability

results in an unsafe state. The enterprise also has distinct states corresponding to

the states of the member services. If a member service is not in a safe state, the

enterprise is also in an unsafe state. For example, if a service becomes unavailable,

the enterprise state is unsafe. This mapping of changes presents how Lewin’s model

fits in our approach of defining, modeling, and managing changes.

The goal of change management is to provide efficient automated methods of

detection, propagation, and reaction to changes in the enterprise environment.

When a change is successfully detected, it must be propagated to all entities that

are affected by the change. Finally, the enterprise must react to the change and
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transition towards a safe state. Essentially, we need a mechanism to maintain state

of the enterprise over a long period of time, without sharing it across multiple

instances of the enterprise. Also, we need to manage the metadata about the Web

service instances in the enterprise.

5.2 Petri Nets as a Modeling Tool

Modeling of systems is essential to represent them and study their behavior before

they are deployed. They are useful in studying the effect of varying certain param-

eters of the system and to study the interaction between various parameters that

characterize the system. Often modeling is used to abstract the system to a level

of complexity that is required to study certain characteristics. In our work, we use

Petri nets to model triggering and reactive changes in service oriented enterprises.

5.2.1 Motivation

Petri nets have been used to model a variety of concurrent and discrete event

distributed systems [84, 80, 57, 58, 62, 74]. We model changes using Petri nets

because of their applicability to enterprise modeling. The behavior of an enterprise

is described by the evolution of its Petri net model. As the Petri net evolves, the

system attains different safe and unsafe states that can be completely defined by

the marking of a Petri net model. For example, Petri nets readily model the

states when ET is unsafe because of a triggering change, and the subsequent safe

state achieved after managing the triggering change. Furthermore, Petri nets map

directly to our change specification. Therefore, Petri nets preserves all the details of

our change specification while modeling the changes accurately. For example, Petri

nets can easily represent the safe an unsafe states of Web service and the enterprise.

They represent changes between these states as transitions. Furthermore, the use

of reconfigurable Petri nets allows us to incorporate our mapping rules into the
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Petri net model. This allows us to completely model our change specification,

without the need to use additional modeling tools.

The use of visual modeling techniques such as Petri nets in the design of complex

service oriented enterprises is justified by many reasons [62]. Petri nets provide

attractive properties for modeling such as formal semantics, graphical represen-

tation, powerful expressiveness, and abundant analysis methods [57]. Petri nets

are based on solid mathematical fundamentals. They can represent system mod-

els graphically as net diagrams, and therefore, provide an easy communication

between different parties. Petri nets have the ability to deal with asynchronous

concurrent systems. Finally, they provide multiple analysis methods, such as cov-

erability tree, incidence matrix, and state equation. These methods help identify

system properties readily. Because of the complexity of changes in enterprises,

formal modeling is a useful method to improve the understanding of the problem

and the solution. An essential step in change modeling is to validate the model.

Petri net theory provides algorithms and methods, which can be applied directly

to the model and its analysis to validate the model.

Other modeling and specification techniques have been proposed, but lack easy

formalization features required by change management in enterprises [131, 47].

Changes have been modeled using various tools and technologies [131]. The Z

language has been used to reflect changes in database schema [47]. However,

changes to Web services are fundamentally different from changes in databases.

Web services consist of behavioral aspects that are not relevant to data.

5.2.2 Fundamentals of Petri Nets

A Petri net is a special type of graph. While many Petri nets are multigraphs, we

consider only ordinary Petri nets for this brief introduction. In many applications,

parallel edges are very useful and the multigraph properties of Petri nets can be

used to an advantage. However, they introduce notational and other complexities
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Figure 5.1: Symbols Used to Denote Petri Net Entities

that are best addressed when extensions to ordinary Petri nets are considered (e.g.,

colored Petri nets). A second characteristic of Petri nets as graphs is that they are

bipartite graphs. This means that they have two types of nodes. Different symbols

are used to distinguish the two types of nodes. By convention, the first type of node

is called a place and is denoted by a circle or ellipse. The second type is called a

transition and is denoted by a solid bar or a rectangle. The edges of a Petri net are

called arcs and are always directed. Our representation of these symbols is shown

in Figure 5.1. An edge can connect only two nodes that belong to different types

(bipartite graph). Therefore, there can be an arc from a place to a transition, from

a transition to a place, but not from a place to a place or a transition to a transition.

Definition 5.4: Petri Net. A Petri net (PN) is a bipartite directed graph repre-

sented by a quadruple PN = (P, T, I, O) where:

• P = {p1,...,pn} is a finite set of places

• T = {t1,...,tm} is a finite set of transitions

• I(p,t) is a mapping P × T corresponding to the set of directed arcs from

places to transitions

• O(t,p) is a mapping T × P corresponding to the set of directed arcs from

transitions to places

Ordinary Petri nets consist of functions I and O that take the values of 0 or 1.

Other types of Petri nets (e.g., fuzzy nets) may use values from a non-boolean or
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“fuzzy” set. An example of an ordinary Petri net is depicted in Figure 5.2, denoted

by PN1. Places are represented by circles and transitions by rectangles. This is

the convention that will be adopted for Petri nets in our work. The quadruple that

defines PN1 is represented as follows:

P = {P1, P2}

T = {T1}

I = {P1}

O = {P2}

The set of all input places of a transition t are denoted by ¯t, also called the

preset of t. t¯ denotes the set of all output places of transition t, called the postset

of t. Similarly, the preset for place p is denoted by ¯p, and its postset is denoted

by p¯. For the Petri net PN1, the following relations hold:

¯p1 = φ

t2¯ = p2

By defining the set of places, transitions, and the presets and postsets either

of all places or of all transitions, we obtain an equivalent representation of the

structure of a Petri net. The concepts of preset and postset become very useful

in describing algorithms for the analysis of Petri nets. Furthermore, these presets

and postsets are applicable in modeling preconditions and postconditions of

service changes, respectively.

������ ���

Figure 5.2: Petri net PN1
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Definition 5.5: Subnet. A subnet of a Petri net PN = (P, T, I, O) is a Petri

net PNs = (Ps, Ts, Is, Os) such that Ps ⊆ P and Ts ⊆ T, and Is and Os are the

restrictions of I and O to P × T and T × P, respectively.

Definition 5.6: Path. A path is a set of k nodes and k-1 arcs, for some integer

k, such that the i-th arc either connects the i-th node to the i+1-th node, or the

i+1-th node to the i-th node. The path is directed, if for all i = 1, 2, ..., k, the i-th

arc connects the i-th node to the i+1-th node. A path in which no arc is traversed

more than once is called a simple path. A path in which no node is traversed more

than once is an elementary path.

Petri nets would not be very useful, if all we could do is draw a diagram

describing the relationships among the objects represented by the nodes. There

are other established techniques to do this that are easy to use, and have supporting

software. An essential feature of Petri nets is that they can be executed. One can

observe the interactions between the components and study the dynamics of the

system modeled by a Petri net. We introduce the marking of a Petri net and the

firing of transitions. This will lead us to further characterization of the properties

of ordinary Petri nets.

In addition to the two types of nodes (places and transitions) and the arcs, a

fourth object is introduced to describe the dynamics of a Petri net. This object is

the token, denoted by a solid dot •, and residing inside the circles representing the

places. In ordinary Petri nets, the tokens do not represent specific information and

are not distinguishable. They are only markers, indicating the presence or absence

of whatever they represent (condition, signal, piece of data to be consumed, etc).

Places can hold an arbitrary number of tokens, or they can be restricted as to

the number they can hold (capacitated places). A simple arc from a place to a

transition indicates that the transition requires one token in that place as one

of the conditions for it to be enabled. In a multigraph, the multiplicity of the
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arc denotes the number of tokens from that place that the transition requires to

be enabled. In this introduction, we will assume no restriction in the number of

tokens a place may hold, and we will assume that the arc multiplicity is one.

Definition 5.7: Marking. A marking of a Petri net, denoted by M, is a mapping

P × 0,1,2,..., which assigns a non-negative integer number of tokens to each place

of the net. A marking can be represented by an n-dimensional integer vector whose

components correspond to the places of the net.

The marking vector represents the state of the Petri net, i.e., the distribution

of tokens in the places of the net defines its state. The service state changes when

the distribution of tokens changes. It should be apparent that the number of

states of a Petri net is usually very large. Consider, for example, a net in which

the places are allowed to hold at most one token. If there are n places in the net,

then the possible number of states of that Petri net is 2n. The process by which

the distribution of tokens changes is the firing of transitions.

Definition 5.8: Firing. A transition t is enabled by a given marking M if and

only if there is at least one token in each input place of t. When a transition is

enabled, it can fire. A token is removed from each of the input places of t (the

preset of t) and a token is generated in each of the output places of t (the postset

of t). The marking M of the Petri net is replaced by a new marking M’.

These definitions complete the required background on Petri nets. We use these

basic definitions for Petri net modeling in our work. Several extensions to Petri

nets have been described, which are described in the related work section.

In our work, we use ordinary Petri nets to model triggering changes. Each

change is represented by a transition and the precondition and postconditions

of the respective changes are represented by Petri net places. Reactive changes
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are modeled using Reconfigurable Petri nets. Transitions represent changes to

the enterprise, and places represent the pre and post conditions. For reactive

changes to enterprise composition, the places represent the state of the enterprise

composition. Places in the orchestration change Petri nets represent the state of

the enterprise orchestration.

5.3 Modeling Triggering Changes with Ordinary

PNs

Ordinary Petri nets or OPN are a well-founded process modeling technique that

have formal semantics. They have been used to model and analyze several types

of processes including protocols, manufacturing systems, and business processes.

Visual representations provide a high-level, yet precise language, which allows

expression and reasoning about concepts at their natural level of abstraction.

Services are basically a partially ordered set of changes. Therefore, it is a natural

choice to map it into a Petri net. For instance, changes are modeled by transitions

and the state of the service modeled by places. The arrows between places

and transitions are used to specify causal relations between preconditions and

postconditions.

Definition 5.9: T -Change. T -Change is a Petri net {W, δ, S, i, o, l}, where:

• W is a finite set of places representing the states of a Web service

• δ is a finite set of transitions representing changes to Web service

• S ⊆ (W × δ) ∪ (δ × W) is a set of directed arcs representing a precondition

and postcondition of changes in service state

• i is the input place, or starting state of the Web service
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Figure 5.3: Ordinary Petri Nets for Triggering Changes

• o is the output place, or the ending state of the Web service

Figure 5.3 (PNn) models non-functional changes to Web services. It consists

of eight places and seven transitions. WS is the initial place of PNn. It represents

the initial state of the Web service (when the enterprise is composed). WS consist

of seven tokens, each representing one of the seven non-functional changes. Every

time a change occurs, the corresponding token is fired. If more than one change

occurs, the corresponding token for each change type is fired. For example, if a

member service becomes unavailable, the transition δA will be enabled and the

corresponding token will be fired.

The subnet representing dependability changes is PNd = (Wd, δd, Id, Od), where

Wd = {WS, WS’L, WS’A}, δd = {δA, δL}, Id = Wd × δd, and Od = δd × Wd.

The place WS indicates that the service is both available and reliable. It contains

two tokens (one for availability and the other for reliability). WS’A represents a

service that has become unavailable. When a service becomes unavailable, the

availability token is moved from WS to WS’A. Similarly, WS’L represents a service
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that has become unreliable, and the token is moved to WS’L. If a service becomes

both unreliable and unavailable, both the tokens are fired. The subnet PNd also

consists of two transitions. δA represents the change changeAvailability, and

δR represents changeReliability. Similar to changes in the dependability of a

service, changes to usability and trust are also represented by a subnet of PNn.

Figure 5.3 (PNf ) models functional changes to Web services. Changes to a

service structure are modeled by the subnet PNs = (Ws, δs, Is, Os), where Ws =

{WS, WS−N , WS
+
N , WS

−
T , WS

+
T , WS

−
M , WS

+
M , WS

−
O, WS

+
O,}, δs = {δ

−
N ,

δ+N , δ
−
T , δ

+
T , δ

−
M , δ

+
M , δ

−
O, δ

+
O}, Is = Ws × δs, and Os = δs ×Ws. Similarly,

changes to service behavior are represented by the subnet PNb = (Wb, δb, Ib, Ob),

where Wb = {WS, WS
−
R, WS

+
R, WS

−
P , WS

+
P , WS

−
B, WS

+
B}, δb = {δ

−
R, δ

+
R,

δ−P , δ
+
P , δ

−
B, δ

+
B}, Ib = Wb × δb, and Ob = δb × Wb.

5.4 Modeling Reactive Changes with Reconfig-

urable PNs

A enterprise can practically be modeled as a composition of Web services. This

composition can be based on BPEL or another language. However, to maintain a

generic and expressive model of an enterprise, we use Petri nets to visualize the

composition of Web services. We model each service as a place. The invocation

of member services is represented by a Petri net transition. A transition also

represents the return of control and data from the member service to the enterprise.

The execution of Web services can be modeled as a sequential, parallel, iterative,

and conditional execution [57]. We assume that the execution of Web services in

our enterprise is sequential. For example, ET first invokes an AA service, receives

the output, then invokes a HI service, and so on.

We have surveyed several extensions of Petri nets for modeling reactive

changes. However, they lack the ability to model dynamic changes. For example,
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a change in the configuration of the enterprise is not readily modeled by a colored

PN. Reconfigurable PNs provide a formalism for modeling these changes. They

support internal and incremental description of changes over an external and

uniform description. Therefore, this type of Petri net is a natural choice for

modeling reactive changes. Reconfigurable petri nets are an extension of Petri

nets and a subclass of net rewriting systems. They merge Petri nets with graph

grammars and are best represented by Valk’s Self-Modifying Nets [84]:

Definition 5.10: Reconfigurable Petri net (RPN). A reconfigurable Petri net is a

structure N = (P, T, R, γ0), where P = {p1,...,pn} is a nonempty and finite set of

places, T = {t1,...,tm} is a nonempty and finite set of transitions disjoint from P(P

∩ T = ∅), R = {r1,...,rh} is a finite set of rewriting rules, and γ0 is the initial state.

Net rewriting systems have states represented by Petri nets. Arcs of Petri

nets are either the (i) firing of a transition, or (ii) change of system configuration.

While the firing of a transition is basic, and previously discussed, change in system

configuration is more complex. Change in configuration is based on a (i) net

rewriting rule r ∈ R, where r = {L, R, T, •T, T•}, and (ii) restriction Γ = (P,

T, F) ⊆ Γ’ = (P’, T’, F’) if Γ ⊆ Γ0’ and Rr ⊆ Rr’. Using a RPN, we can model

changes by representing a change in enterprise orchestration via transitions, and a

change in its composition using a rewriting rule.

We define γ0 as the initial state when the enterprise is composed, since change

management will be initiated some time after the initial composition. Therefore, we

say that the domain of γ0 is VE0, or DOM(γ0) = VE0, where VE0 is the initial state.

In our scenario, we group the places VE as VEU , VEV , and VEW . VEU is the set of

places {VE1, VE2, VE3, VE4}, where U represents changeMember. VEV is the set

of places {VE5, VE6, VE7, VE8}, where VEV represents changeParameter. VEW is

the set of places {P9, P10, P11, P12}, where VEW is changeOrder. We distinguish

the roles A, B, and C between transitions T. A is the set of transitions {T1, T2, T3,
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Figure 5.4: RPN for Reactive Composition Changes

T4}, that indicate removal of a Web service, B is the set of transitions {T5, T6, T7,

T8} that indicate addition of a service, and C is the set of transitions {T9, T10, T11,

T12}. Figure 5.4 presents an RPN representing changes to service composition. It

presents the initial state of the VE (top), change in service composition (left),

removal of service (center), and addition of service (right).

� � "!$# %!  %!"& '  "!"(

 "!")* '

Figure 5.5: Petri Net Representing Concurrent Changes
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5.5 Concurrent Changes

Every triggering change corresponds to a reactive change, as described by our

specification. In this Section, we describe how concurrent changes are mapped.

Assume that the AA service triggers a change in dataTypes and a change in cost.

Recall that changes in dataTypes are critical changes, and must be managed im-

mediately. Alternatively, changes in cost are non-critical and may be managed

after the service has completed orchestration. Figure 5.5 represents the mapping

of these changes. The change in dataTypes causes the enterprise to halt orchestra-

tion and then manage changes. However, change to service cost does not require

the enterprise to be halted.

5.6 Petri Net Representation

The Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) is a proposal of an XML-based inter-

change format for Petri nets. Originally, the PNML was intended to serve as a

file format for the Java version of the Petri Net Kernel, but it turned out that

currently several other groups are developing an XML-based interchange format

too. Therefore, the PNML is only one contribution to the ongoing discussion and

to the standardization efforts of an XML-based format. The specific feature of

the PNML is its openness: It distinguishes between general features of all types of

Petri nets and specific features of a specific Petri net type. The specific features

are defined in a separate Petri Net Type Definition (PNTD) for each Petri net

type. Furthermore, several specific features are used in more than only one Petri

net type. Therefore, there is a Conventions Document containing specific Petri net

features. Thus, a concrete PNTD adds its its type specific features to PNML by

referring to the Conventions Document. The standardization efforts have mainly

an effect on this Conventions Document [11].

Petri Nets are traditionally represented as an incidence matrix. M is a i × j
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matrix whose j columns correspond to the transitions and whose i rows correspond

to the places of the net. M is generated by using the following equation:

Mij = output(tj,pi) - input(pi,tj) for 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m.

Change Petri Net

δ−N [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+N [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−T [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+T [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−M [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+M [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−O [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+O [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−P [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+P [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−B [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+B [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ−D [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δ+D [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δA [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]

δL [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0]

δP [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]

δR [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]

δN [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0]

δC [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0]

δS [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1]

Table 5.1: Triggering Petri Nets
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Change Petri Net

∆−M [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

∆+M [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

∆−P [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]

∆+P [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0]

∆−C [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]

∆+C [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]

∆S [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0]

∆I [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0]

∆O [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1]

Table 5.2: Reactive Petri Nets

Since there are no self-loops in the triggering Petri net, we may safely create

this matrix. Note that self loops in a Petri net cancel each other to yield a zero

in the matrix, thus losing track of the existence of the self-loop. Since the Petri

nets defined for changes are sparce, we have compressed them and use arrays as a

representation. We define the Petri nets that represent each functional and non-

functional triggering changes in Table 5.5. Table 5.6 represents reactive changes

as Petri nets. We define that for every Petri net in Table 5.5, the reactive Petri

net generated by the enterprise agent is present in Table 5.4.



Chapter 6

Change Management

They say that time changes things, but you actually have to change them yourself.

–Andy Warhol

One of the most important requirements for managing changes is to guarantee

consistency and correctness of an enterprise in the presence of frequent changes.

The enterprise is likely to undergo significant functional and non-functional changes

during its lifetime. Therefore, it is necessary for the enterprise to automatically

check for and safeguard its consistency. In this chapter, we present an approach

to automatic management of bottom-up changes using Petri nets. The automatic

management of changes is slated to play a major role in service oriented enterprises.

Change management requires a systematic approach that is specifically defined and

executed automatically. We use our Petri net change specification as the basis for

managing changes in enterprises. We divide the process of change management

into three distinct steps: detection, propagation, and reaction(Figure 6.1).

After the change specification is defined, we initiate the automatic management

of the enterprise. Detecting the respective changes is the first step of change

management. All changes identified in the triggering changes taxonomy are subject

to detection. Detection involves a service agent that monitors the member Web

147
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Figure 6.1: Change Management Process

service. Each change type has an associated set of rules for detection. For example,

an airline service may change its input parameters. When this change occurs, the

enterprise must detect the change using some predefined detection rules. We define

these detection rules in the first step of our change management policy.

Communicating changes in the enterprise is necessary for managing changes.

Each change that is successfully detected by the service agent must be promptly

and accurately communicated to the enterprise agent. We take the example where

a service agent detects a change in service parameters. Recall that this change

requires the enterprise to modify its composition. For the enterprise to effec-

tively change its composition based on the new parameters, the service agent must

communicate the changes to the enterprise agent. The most effective method of

communication between two distributed entities is defined by a communication

protocol. We define this communication protocol as the second step in managing

changes.
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Every change that is communicated to the enterprise agent initiates a reactive

process. This process is based on a set of reaction rules, which consume the in-

formation communicated from the service agents. The reaction rules specify the

course of action for the enterprise to manage the change. For example, assume

that the marketing service increases its price. The enterprise agent derives that

this specific increase in price is not acceptable to the enterprise, and therefore,

reacts to the change. The reaction to this change can be to select an alternate

marketing service or to orchestrate ET without any marketing service.

6.1 Detecting Triggering Changes

Change detection is the awareness that a change has occurred and the subsequent

identification of its cause. Our approach to detecting changes is based on using

agents that play the role of monitors and notifiers [86, 90]. These agents are Web

services that monitor the participant Web services for relevant changes (e.g. func-

tional and non-functional) and notify enterprise agents about the change. Change

may be detected by a periodic pull or push [100]. In a periodic push, the Web ser-

vice itself propagates changes to the service agents in regular intervals, sometimes

in large batches. Alternatively periodic pulling requires that the service agents

accesses remote Web services periodically to read current descriptions and update

local replicas as necessary. One motivation for performing periodic pushing is that

one-way messages can be used in place of more expensive, round-trip ones. Also,

services can control the amount of local resources devoted to replica synchroniza-

tion. Periodic pulling, on the other hand, has the advantage that services are not

required to be active participants in the replica synchronization protocol. Instead,

they need only respond to description read requests from the enterprise, a standard

operation in most environments.

We assume that changes to Web services are detected through a push-based
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strategy using soft states [112]. Soft states is a method used to maintain member-

ship of entities in a loosely coupled system, such as the service oriented enterprise.

This method requires that a member periodically send “refresh” messages to renew

its membership. These messages are sent to a node that maintains the membership

information. In our case, the provider Web services are members or participants in

the enterprise. The membership information is stored in the enterprise schema. A

schema is a publish/subscribe mechanism generated for each enterprise orchestra-

tion instance and maintained in the enterprise ontology. Enterprise agents act as

intermediaries between the schema and the service agents. They are also respon-

sible for the maintenance of the schema by updating it at the time of change. A

participating Web service is assigned to each service agent that monitors changes

in the status of that service. This agent periodically verifies the state of the ser-

vice and its operations [41]. To verify changes in the state of a service, the agent

will send “alive” messages to the Web service within a chronon. A chronon is the

the minimum granuality of time for our system [48]. Let us assume that for our

example, the chronon is set to the duration between invocation of two consecutive

Web services. If the Web service responds, it is assumed to be alive and its state

is updated in the schema. However, if a response message is not received from the

Web service within an acceptable time limit, the service is considered as unavail-

able. Any change to a service description (e.g., rename, change of parameters, etc.)

implies that the change was made explicitly by the Web service programmers. This

justifies our assumption that the Web service description in the UDDI and OWL-S

registries will be appropriately updated after an operation change. We assume that

these changes will further be propagated to the service agents. To detect changes

in the description of a Web service, we implement one of the various algorithms

available [26, 33, 135].
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6.1.1 Push Based Detection Techniques

In this section, we survey of selected push based change detection methods.

The first major push based detection we discuss is RSS feeds or Really Simple

Syndication. It is a way of keeping automatically aware of Web site updates. The

way people find Web sites, blogs, and other content they like on the net is changing.

While the majority still seek out sites of interest through search engines and keep

addresses bookmarked, others increasingly use RSS. It delivers content to people

that is of interest to them. Millions of news, Weblogs, and ordinary Web sites

carry RSS feeds which alert people when a site has been updated [129]. Internet

service providers and web portals, like BT Yahoo, are also realizing its potential

and are making RSS an integral part of how the portals work. BT Yahoo’s portal

for its net customers has used RSS before, but it was not made explicit to people.

As part of a revamp last month, it makes it clearly accessible for all, with a button

to ”add content”. In the first few days after the overhauled portal was launched,

20,000 people used the ”add content” button. We use a similar approach to push-

ing changes to service agents. We assume that all changes that a service agent is

concerned with are pushed to it by an RSS feed by the service provider.

WS-Event is a research effort by HP to introduce a publish/subscribe frame-

work for event notification [44]. It is a part of HP’s Web Service Management

Framework. An event is a change in the state of a resource or request for process-

ing. We assume that each event is from the domain of changes we have specified.

An event producer is an entity which generates notifications. In our case, this

would be the member Web service. An event consumer is a receiver of notifica-

tions. The service agent represents the event consumer in our enterprise model. A

notification is an XML element representing an event. One or more notifications

are emitted by an event producer and received or retrieved by one or more event

consumers. To achieve scalability, WS-Event uses a subscription mechanism by

which an service agent informs the member service that it is interested in receiving
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notifications. Subscriptions allow the service to plan and allocate resources de-

pending on the number of subscribers, event notification types and access modes

and length of subscriptions. Subscriptions have a limited duration in time. For

instance, it might last for an hour. This ensures that if the enterprise was dissolved

without cancelling its subscription, resources would not be held indefinitely and

recovered by the member service. Subscription can be renewed before it expires.

WS-Eventing is a standard proposed by BEA, CA, IBM, Microsoft, Sun, and

TIBCO [14]. This specification defines a protocol for one Web service (called

an “event sink”) to register interest (called a “subscription”) with another Web

service (called an “event source”) in receiving messages about events (called “no-

tifications”). We use this standard for detecting triggering changes. WS-Eventing

provides a push-based delivery of notifications. We assume that the event notifi-

cation sends the updated version of the changed attribute. For example, if the AA

service’s operation has changed, the notification will consist of the type of change

(Operation) and the updated attribute (new operation signature).

6.1.2 Petri Net Mapping Rule for Detection

We use the Petri net based model of changes to represent the detection of

triggering changes. The changes are detected at the service layer and represented

as a matrix at the ontology layer. We identify the following rules for detecting

functional and non-functional changes. If a non-functional attribute is updated,

the existing and updated values are compared. For example, if the cost attribute

is updated, we compare both the values. If the updated value is greater than the

threshold for that value, we identify the change in cost. If the value is less, we

ignore the change. For the functional changes, we compare the WSDL description

of Web services. If the WSDL description of a Web service is modified, the

existing and updated descriptions are compared. For example, if the operation is

updated, we compare both the operational descriptions. In this case, the number
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of input/output parameters may be different, the operation name may have

changed, or the operation may no longer be offered by the service. Once changes

have been detected by the service agent, we define the rules for mapping the

changes onto a Petri net. These rules may be defined in plain text, or represented

by a formal language, such as the Rule Markup Language (RuleML) or Extensible

Rule Markup Language (XRML) [72]. We use the former to define the following

mapping rule for change detection:

Rule 1: Map the current service state as a set of precondition places in the trig-

gering Petri net. Map the updated service state as the set of postcondition places

in the triggering Petri net. Compare the values precondition and postcondition

places of the Petri net. If there is a difference between any precondition and post-

condition place, we place a token in the respective precondition place. This token

will enable the change transition.

Consider the example where the AA service changes its availability, while all

other attributes remain constant. This change may be cause by AA’s scheduled

maintenance. In this case, we map the change onto the non-functional Petri net
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Figure 6.2: Non-functional Petri Net for AA
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δA δN δR δP δS δC δL

AA’A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA’L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AA -1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 6.1: Matrix for AA Non-functional Changes

(Figure 6.2). The figure consists of one token that represents change in the service

availability. This enables transition δA, while all other transitions are disabled.

This Petri net indicates the detection of a δA change in AA.

We define the matrix in Table 6.1.2 for representing the Petri net for AA, where

j = { δL, δA, δN , δR, δP , δS, δC} and i = {WS, WS’L, WS’A, WS’N , WS’R, WS’P ,

WS’S, WS’C}. The Matrix will be generated by the service agent responsible for

monitoring the AA service.

6.1.3 Detection Algorithm

(01) ChangeDetection (Input: oldDesc, newDesc)

(02) Begin

(03) While (newDesc)

(04) Begin

(05) Compare (oldDesc[Functional], newDesc[Functional])

(06) If (oldDesc[Functional] 6= newDesc[Functional])

(07) GeneratePetriNet (FunctionalPetriNet)

(08) EndIf
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(09) Compare (oldDesc[NonFunctional], newDesc[NonFunctional])

(10) If (oldDesc[NonFunctional] 6= newDesc[NonFunctional])

(11) Threshold = CheckThreshold (oldDesc, newDesc)

(12) If (Threshold)

(13) GeneratePetriNet (NonFunctionalPetriNet)

(14) EndIf

(15) EndIf

(16) EndWhile

(17) ChangeReaction (FunctionalPetriNet, NonFunctionalPetriNet)

(18) End

The change detection algorithm above takes two inputs: composition and de-

scription. The composition input consists of the composition details of the en-

terprise. For example, it consists of all the member Web services, their inputs

and outputs, relationship with other entities, etc. We assume that this compo-

sition information is defined in BPEL. The semantic description consists of the

ontological markup for the member Web service. We assume that this informa-

tion is presented in OWL-S. For detection purposes, we only utilize the extensible

list of attributes defining non-functional properties of a Web service. Finally, the

syntactic description of a service is presented in a WSDL format. The detection al-

gorithm continuously checks for triggering changes. It initiates a loop for checking

semantic and syntactic descriptions of each Web service. This loop is executed for

each member service extracted from the composition. When a change is detected,

the algorithm generates an incidence matrix for the Web service.

6.2 Propagating Changes

Change propagation is required when a change in one Web service affects other

entities in the enterprise. In this case, all affected parties must be informed of the

changes. All these changes must be managed before the enterprise can arrive at
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a safe state. We consider two methods of change propagation in our work: strict

and lazy. Strict propagation uses a brute-force method of conveying changes to

the CAe. For example, changes to a Web service description may be immediately

propagated to CAe by CAs. This implies that every change that occurs in the Web

service will cause the service agent to propagate the changes before the Web service

is orchestrated. If the enterprise finds that the service has changed, it will dump

the contents of its local schema and refresh it using the latest information from the

service provider. This can have some very significant performance implications,

especially when the service resides on a distant network. Therefore, this method

of propagation should be used only when it is absolutely necessary that the service

being orchestrated is always up-to-date at the time its invokation. It also tends

to completely defeat the local caching done by the enterprise if there are several

updates taking place concurrently on member services. Strict change propagation

does not guarantee that the member service is in its most current form. It only

indicates that the next time the service is executed, the enterprise will see the

latest description. In our approach, we do not perform polling or background

operations to constantly propagate changes. We only perform propagation when

the enterprise must execute the service.

6.2.1 Lazy Propagation of Changes

Lazy change propagation is the default policy and is the most desirable in terms of

efficiency and performance. Lazy change propagation works by only propagating

changes when the enterprise cannot locate the desired Web service. At this point,

the enterprise must physically recache the service data. Eventually, the enterprise

will dump its cache and retry the orchestration that it was in the process of exe-

cuting when it found that the service had changed. We assume that the enterprise

can cache a fairly large amount of service data for that meets its requirements.

This policy tends to be very efficient and will provide the best performance over-
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all. However, it does leave the job of requesting change propagation up to the

enterprise agent. The amount of memory used for buffering service data can af-

fect how often the enterprise agent requests change propagation using lazy change

propagation.

We use a publish-subscribe mechanism to propagate changes in the system.

For example, the enterprise composition contains references to all member services

that are composed into the enterprise (i.e. that are part of the system). Enterprise

agents update the composition in case of any change. The update involves the

removal of the service reference stored in the composition. Since a service reference

must be present in the composition before it can be invoked, the removal of service

reference terminates the membership of that service.

6.2.2 Propagation Algorithm

Typically, technical specifications for the Web specify a language or a protocol. A

protocol is a language for messages, plus a set of constraints on the sequence of

messages. A language is a set of symbols, the syntactic constraints on the way

they are combined, and the semantics of what they mean at a certain level [9]. We

define the Change Agent Protocol (CAP) for communication between the service

and enterprise agents. The CAP defines the message sent by or on behalf of a

service agent to an enterprise agent. The service agent is identified by CAs, and

the enterprise agent is identified by CAe.

CAP presents an asynchronous form of communication between CAs and CAe.

The following is an overview of the communication process. CAs detects a change in

the associated Web service. It identifies the type of change and communicates the

appropriate Petri net to CAe through a publish/subscribe method. Upon receiving

the information from CAs, CAe determines the reaction that must be taken to

manage the change occurring at the Web service. CAs may send messages to CAe

as often as a change occurs, and is not required to wait for the previous message
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to be processed by CAe. This constitutes an asynchronous form of communication

between the two change agents. Each change is detected by CAs based on our

change management model. These changes are propagated to CAe. CAe determines

the course of action to manage the change at CAs based on the change rules.

6.3 Reacting to Triggering Changes

In this section, we define how we execute reactive changes based on the information

propagated by the service agents. First, the enterprise agent receives a matrix

indicating the change that has occurred. It then maps the triggering change to

the appropriate reactive change. We use our mapping matrix for this conversion.

Finally, the reactive change is executed by the enterprise agent.

6.3.1 Reaction Techniques

We consider the following types of reactive changes:

• RemoveMember: A Web service is removed from the enterprise by mak-

ing its operations unavailable to the enterprise. For example, if a Web service

becomes permanently unavailable, it is removed from the enterprise compo-

sition. A remove partner operation followed by an add partner operation

constitutes a “replace” or “change” partner operation.

• AddMember: Services are added into the enterprise when their need is

determined by the entrepreneur. A service is added in the initial composition

of the enterprise, and if a change occurs in a Web service. For example, the

airline service may become less responsive. In this case, another Web ser-

vice may be added to the enterprise to replace the existing service. However,

if the newly added service also has a low response rate, both the new and
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the old airline services may be retained and the requests can be distributed

between them.

– SelectPartner: Whenever a need for a service is determine (e.g.,

adding a service), the select operation identifies the required Web ser-

vice. After this service is selected, it is added to the enterprise.

– ComposeEnterprise: The operations of the newly addedWeb service

are plugged into the enterprise. For example, if an airline service is

added, the reservation and purchase ticket operations are integrated

into ET.

• changeOrchestration: Often bottom-up changes require more than just

the removal and/or addition of Web services. For example, a change in

the Web service’s input data type may be managed by reconfiguring the

enterprise input/output parameters. It is not necessary to replace the entire

service based on this slight change. Therefore, the reconfigure operation

updates its composition to reflect changes in member Web services.

– RecacheDescription: If a service description changes, it must be

reflected in the enterprise composition. This will ensure successful or-

chestration of a member service.

– RemovePartner: A Web service is removed from the enterprise by

making its operations unavailable to the enterprise. For example, if a

Web service becomes permanently unavailable, it is removed from the

enterprise composition. A remove partner operation followed by an add

partner operation constitutes a “replace” or “change” partner operation.

– ComposeEnterprise: The operations of the newly cashed service

description are plugged into the enterprise. For example, if an airline

service is added, the reservation and purchase ticket operations are in-

tegrated into ET.
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• changeOrchestration: When a VE is interrupted by a stimulating change,

it must change its execution phase to react to the change. For example, if

a member service becomes unavailable, the VE must pause it’s execution by

declaring a fault, compensate the change by selecting an alternate service,

and invoke the alternate service.

– Fault: If a service is not required for the enterprise, the enterprise may

continue its orchestration. For example, if the marketing service state

changes from available to unavailable, the service is frozen but the VE

remains operational. However, if a critical service becomes available,

the enterprise orchestration must be temporarily paused.

– Compensate: After a change has been detected and a fault executed,

the enterprise can proceed with performing a compensation function.

This compensation function involves either a composition or orchestra-

tion change.

– Invoke: A paused enterprise is resumed by the unfreeze operation.

For example, if an alternate service is selected to replace an unavailable

service, the enterprise is immediately resumed.

– Terminate: If an enterprise is unable to function because of missing

critical services, the VE is terminated or dissolved.

Reaction to change depends on the (i) type of change and (ii) availability of

alternate services. In case of a functional change, an alternate service must be

selected to fulfill the user request. The service selection stage is initiated and

provided with the description of the required service. At this point, the quick and

dynamic discovery of alternate services is crucial to the successful execution of the

enterprise. If an appropriate service does not exist (or cannot be located), the user

request must be canceled. However, if an alternate service is selected successfully,

it is registered with the participant list and request processing is resumed. In the
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event of an internal service level change (e.g. change in stock prices), the previous

data must be replaced with the current response. In the following sections, we

first describe the details of selecting an alternate service. We then present the

algorithm for maintaining consistency in the data returned by a Web service.

6.3.1.1 Selecting an Alternate Service

The problem of discovering and selecting the Web services necessary to construct

virtual enterprises is particularly challenging in the dynamic Web context [42].

Discovering appropriate services dynamically is essential to fulfilling the goals of

an enterprise. Our approach to the problem is based on the idea of organizing

Web services into ontologies. An ontology describes a coherent slice of the service

space [103]. In our case, an ontology defines a collection of Web services that share

the same domain in the service space. In our scenario, the ontological description

of a Web service defines the type of travel services it provides. For example, Web

services that offer airline services belong to an airline ontology.

Organization of Web Services

We organize Web services into communities. A community is a collection of Web

services that provide similar functionalities and are represented by the same do-

main [92, 90]. Formally, a community is a set of Web services WSt such that (i)

WSt ⊂ { Ss } where “Ss” is the Web service space and (ii) WSt ⊂ {domain(d)}

where “domain(d)” is a single instance of a Web service domain. Communities are

useful because they help organize various services with similar functionalities. For

a enterprise, it is necessary to be able to locate all services within a community in

order to provide the “best” service to the users.

The UDDI registry included in the standard Web service framework does not

suffice in dynamically discovering appropriate Web services. The UDDI registry

uses tModels to categorize a service into a reusable taxonomy [37]. These tax-
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onomies are predefined and it is necessary to have a prior knowledge of a tModel

in order to search for a specific service. Furthermore, tModels do not provide a

framework to establish relationships with other tModels.

To make up for the short-comings of UDDI, we augment the description of

Web services by using OWL-S. OWL-S provides the ability to organize services

into ontologies [7]. It builds on top of XML and RDF and provides for a richer

description of Web services. OWL-S divides service descriptions into the service

profile, model, and grounding. The service profile provides a high level description

of a Web service. It expresses the required input of the service and the output the

service will provide to the requester. The service model defines the operations and

their execution flow in the service. Service grounding provides a mapping between

OWL-S and the WSDL standard and describes how the service may physically be

invoked.

The service profile provides sufficient information for discovery and selection

of a Web service. A service profile is divided into a description of the service,

the functionalities, and the functional attributes. The description provides human

understandable information about the Web service. For example, a description

includes the name of the service and its textual description. A functionality in

OWL-S describes properties like input, output, precondition, effect, etc. The func-

tional attributes provide information such as response time and costs [106, 7].

To understand how OWL-S may be used in our solution, let us refer to our

example. Enterprises typically involve several categories of Web services (e.g.,

airline, carRental). Each member service may belong to one or more categories.

For example, the AA service may belong to the airline, and travel categories. We

define these different categories for our participant services using OWL-S. Following

is the OWL-S excerpt of a service profile description for ET.

(01) <daml:Class rdf:ID="Travel">

(02) <rdfs:label>ET</rdfs:label>
(03) <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&service;"/>
(04) <daml:Class>
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(05) <rdf:Property rdf:ID="Airline">

(06) <rdfs:label>Airline</rdfs:label>
(07) <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&profile;serviceCategory"/>
(08) <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&service;serviceProfile"/>
(09) <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&daml;#Thing"/>
(10) </rdf:Property>
(11) <rdf:Property rdf:ID="Car">

(12) <rdfs:label>Car</rdfs:label>
(13) <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&profile;serviceCategory"/>
(14) <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&service;serviceProfile"/>
(15) <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&daml;#Thing"/>
(16) </rdf:Property>
(17) <rdf:Property rdf:ID="Hotel">

(18) <rdfs:label>Hotel</rdfs:label>
(19) <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&profile;serviceCategory"/>
(20) <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&service;serviceProfile"/>
(21) <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&daml;#Thing"/>
(22) </rdf:Property>

This description is for the Web service that provides travel service. Lines 1-4

present the human understandable description of the service profile. It defines the

class name (Travel) and also indicates that the class is a service. The remaining

lines define categories of the service. In this case, the Web service belongs to

three categories. Lines 5-10 define a service property that implies the Web service

deals with the airline industry. Lines 11-16 indicate the service belongs to the

car ontology. Finally, lines 17-22 describe the Web service’s membership in the

hotel category. This particular service description indicates that the Web service

provides travel services related to the airline, car, and hotel industries.

Web services needed for an enterprise are discovered using descriptions

provided in OWL-S, and UDDI. The selection criteria for the service is first

extracted from the schema. Let us take the example of an enterprise that requires

Web services from the airline category. In this case, a search is initiated in

the OWL-S registry for a service description that matches “airline”. If such a

service is located, the search will continue to check other relevant properties of

the Web service. An example of a relevant property is that the service must
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provide functionality for the “travel” domain. The fulfillment of these steps

indicate that a Web service has been located successfully. After a service has

been located, it is verified for composability. Below is an excerpt from the

service profile description of a Web service that defines the input and output

parameters of the airline and hotelWeb services. Finally, the Web services may

be invoked by using the service grounding in OWL-S and its mapping to WSDL [7].

AA OutputProfile

(01) <profile:output>

(02) <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="AADescription">
(03) <profile:parameterName>
(04) AA Description </profile:parameterName>
(04) <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&string"/>
(05) <profile:refersTo rdf:resource=
(04) "&Airline;#AADescription Out"/>
(06) </profile:ParameterDescription>
(07) </profile:output>

HI InputProfile

(08) <profile:input>

(09) <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HIDescription">
(10) <profile:parameterName>
(04) HI Description </profile:parameterName>
(11) <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&string">
(12) <profile:refersTo rdf:resource=
(04) "&Hotel;#HIDescription In"/>
(13) </profile:ParameterDescription>
(14) </profile:input>

Lines 1-7 describe an output profile for the airlineWeb service. The descrip-

tion of the parameter is AirlineDescription. This parameter is restricted to the

string type. The airline Web service generates a string output (line 4). Lines

8-14 describe an input profile for the hotel Web service. The description of the

input parameter is HotelDesign and it is restricted to a string type. It signifies

that the input of Hotel is of type string (line 11). This information is critical for

validate the composability of the Web services.
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Individual services may join or leave the formed ontologies at their own dis-

cretion. An overlap of two ontologies implies that a service provides functionality

from all both ontological domains. For example, the intersection between the two

ontologies Travel and Marketing contains services that are involved in both types

of domains.

Taxonomy of Web Services

The Web service space identified by an ontology may consist of more than one

service that satisfies the enterprise goal. From the enterprise point of view, a

community may consist of several candidate services.

Definition 6.2: Candidate Service. A candidate service is a Web service that is

capable of providing the services required by a enterprise but is not currently a

part of the enterprise. It may also be referred to as an alternate service.

Formally, a Web service is a candidate serviceWSc such that (i) WSc ⊂ {WSt}

and (ii) WSc ⇒ goal(VE) where “⇒” represents “satisfies” and “goal(VE)” is the

goal of the enterprise determined by the entrepreneur. In other words, a candidate

service can be selected and integrated by an enterprise in order to fulfill its goals.

However, the enterprise selects a single service out of these candidate services. We

refer to this service as the primary service.

Definition 6.3: Primary Service. A primary service is the optimal service for the

enterprise among all the available candidate Web services and is chosen to be part

of the enterprise.

A primary service is, thus, a Web serviceWSp such that (i) WSp ⊂ {WSc} and

(ii) |WSp| = 1.
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6.3.1.2 Dissolving a Virtual Enterprise

If an alternate service cannot be selected from any community, the enterprise

must abort all requests and terminate its services. Dissolution of a enterprise will

require the enterprise to be “unregistered” from all service registries. Any pending

or executing requests will be cancelled. Finally, all implicit and explicit obligations

of the enterprise will be dissolved.

6.3.2 Reaction Algorithm

(01) ChangeReaction (Input: FunctionalPetriNet,

NonFunctionalPetriNet)

(02) Begin

(03) ReactivePetriNet = φ

(04) While (FunctionalPetriNet)

(05) Begin

(06) ReactivePetriNet = Map (FunctionalPetriNet,

ReactivePetriNet)

(07) EndWhile

(08) While (NonFunctionalPetriNet)

(09) Begin

(10) ReactivePetriNet = Map (NonFunctionalPetriNet,

ReactivePetriNet)

(11) EndWhile

(12) While (NonFunctionalPetriNet)

(13) Begin

(14) If (ReactivePetriNet)

(15) Begin

(16) Execute (ReactivePetriNet)

(17) EndIf

(18) EndWhile

(19) End
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Figure 6.3: The Flow Diagram for Change Management Algorithm

6.4 Extended Example

In this section, we select a change in service availability and execute the change

management process in the enterprise. Let us assume that the AA service becomes
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unavailable. We assume that this change is pushed to the service agent in the form

of an OWL-S attribute. When the service agent receives the set of attributes, it

compares these attributes with the previous set, which is stored in the local cache.

This comparison is based on our Petri net model. Specifically, the service agent

compares the new availability attribute with the availability attribute in its cache.

The service agent then determines that a valid transition must be enabled. Recall

that a valid change transition for service availability is for the attribute to change

from available to unavailable. If this transition is detected, we declare that a change

has occurred. The service agent detects that the availability attribute has changed,

indicating that the respective (AA) service has become unavailable. The second step

in managing this change is to propagate the information to the enterprise agent.

We use the mapping between triggering and reactive changes to determine the

propagation of change. The mapping indicates that service availability must be

reacted to by selecting an alternate service. Using a publish/subscribe method of

change propagation, the service agent will remove the reference of AA service from

the enterprise schema. This update of schema indicates that the AA service is no

longer part of the enterprise orchestration. Recall that the schema is referenced

before any service invocation. Based on this rule, the enterprise agent will check for

AA’s reference before invoking it. When the agent does not find a service reference,

it initiates a reaction to the change. In this case, the reaction is to select an

alternate service for orchestration. Hence, a new orchestration schema is created

for the ET enterprise.



Chapter 7

Implementation and Simulation

The art of progress is to preserve order amid change

and to preserve change amid order.

–Andrew North Whitehead

In this Chapter, we present the implementation and simulation of our change

management approach. The implementation is conducted in the context of Web-

BIS (Web Based Integration of Services), a prototype for composing and managing

e-business Web services [90]. We use Web services from our travel agency scenario

to simulate the changes. In the first Section, we present the architecture and design

of WebBIS. We then present our change management framework. In the next Sec-

tion, we describe the simulations and their results. We have chosen to perform a

simulation study instead of an experimental study because it is difficult to perform

change management experiments in a “real” service environment. First, the avail-

ability of a large service space can not be guaranteed currently [89]. Second, our

aim is to test the feasibility of our change management approach without dealing

with other factors (e.g., composition, querying) that may be present in real Web

service environments.

169
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7.1 WebBIS

Our research is an extension to our work on WebBIS. WebBIS aims at providing

a Web service middleware that enables dynamic and flexible compositions of Web

services [90]. The design and development of WebBIS considers two important

factors: the use of Web service standards for enabling e-business, and the ability

to extend functionalities of the system. We, therefore, have extended the WebBIS

architecture with our proposed change management framework. We have also

deployed services from the travel domain that have been referenced in this thesis.

In the following Section, we present the WebBIS architecture. We then focus on

the components that are involved in the process of managing changes. Finally, we

present the services that are part of WebBIS service space.

7.1.1 Architecture

Figure 7.1 depicts the parts of the WebBIS architecture that are relevant to our

work. The architecture is organized into five distinct layers: data, Web services,

service registries, communication, and change management framework. The data

layer consists of a set of Oracle databases that store travel information. The sec-

ond layer consists of Web services that represent the various travel businesses. The

third layer contains the UDDI and OWL-S registries. These registries store service

descriptions needed to access our services. The fourth layer represents the com-

munication infrastructure in WebBIS. This layer essentially relies on the SOAP

standard for message exchange. Finally, the change management framework layer

presents the components required to manage change. It includes components that

detect, propagate, and react to changes in the enterprise. Specifically, it consists of

the service agent, service locator, service selector, change management engine, en-

terprise agent, and the Petri net mapping rules. The service agent detects changes

to Web services. The service locator looks up services in the UDDI and OWL-S
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Figure 7.1: WebBIS Architecture

registries. In the change management framework, the task of the service locator

is to search for additional/replacement services. The service selector chooses the

service that best meets the criteria of the enterprise from a pool of “similar” ser-

vices. The change management engine processes the change determined by the

enterprise agent. The enterprise agent determines the change to be executed based

on the information provided by the service agent. Finally, the Petri net mapping

rules are used to propagate and manage changes. A GUI allows users to monitor

the enterprise through the change management framework and override changes

manually.

The remainder of the architecture displays the communities of Web services

and their interactions. There are currently three communities in our architecture:

airline, carRental, Hotel. These communities are registered with the UDDI and

OWL-S registries. Each member Web service has a local proprietary application
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that it offers to the users. Interaction in the system uses the SOAP protocol.

Change Management Framework

Our focus is to implement the change management component in WebBIS. This

framework must enable the detection of significant triggering changes that occur

in member Web services by utilizing the service agents. The change must then

be analyzed and mapped into a representative triggering Petri net. Changes are

subsequently mapped to the business layer by selecting and executing one of the

mapping rules. Finally, the enterprise agent must react to the triggering changes.

For example, enterprise agent may update local ontology in the event of a change.

When reacting to changes, the enterprise agent may abort a pending orchestration

of service request (i.e., submitted but not committed or aborted yet) and re-submit

it to an alternate member service. This alternate service may have been selected as

a reaction to change. We use a change simulator to trigger changes in the service

environment. Figure 7.2 depicts the change management framework and change

simulator in the context of WebBIS.

The simulator is a multi-thread Java application. It has two threads used
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Figure 7.2: Change Simulator
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for triggering functional and non-functional changes, respectively. Each thread

pushes a change in a member services to the service agent. The agent updates the

functional and non-functional attributes of member services when it receives the

notification. The simulator selects the services and the change attribute based on

previously known models, such as Poisson and Zipf. To make the simulation more

realistic, Java threads are used to synchronize the changes in Web services. The

simulator sends a notification message to the service agent. This message consists

of a list of change attributes, where the service agent must analyze.

7.1.2 WebBIS Services

The WebBIS prototype consists of several Web services from multiple domains.

For example, it consists of services from the computer hardware domain (e.g.,

Intel, IBM) and the bookstore domain (e.g., Amazon, Aracron). We have im-

plemented several additional Web services in WebBIS to reflect our travel sce-

nario. These include three airline services: AA (American Airways), UA (United

Airways), and BA (British Airlines). These services provide the functionality

of getFlightQuote and reserveFlight. We have implemented the hotel ser-

vice HI (Happy Inn), SH (Sleepy Hotel), and MT (Marot), which provide the

getHotelQuote and reserveHotel functionalities. Finally, we have implemented

the following car rental services HZ (MegaHertz), AL (Alabamo), and EN (Enter-

man). These services provide the getCarQuote and reserveCar functionalities.

Each service is described using WSDL and OWL-S. While we provide the com-

plete description of Web services in WSDL, we limit the OWL-S description to the

service profile and the extensible list of attributes. The service profile provides suf-

ficient description for service selection [3]. The extensible attributes represent the

state of the the service. They present the functional and non-functional description

of a service for managing changes (e.g., availability, reliability).
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7.1.3 Implementation

The implementation uses state-of-the-art database technologies including Oracle,

Informix, and DB2. It also uses Web service technologies, RMI, and database

API (JDBC). Agents (implemented using IBM Aglets) are used to detect changes

in the system. Web services are described using WSDL and OWL-S. Each service

accesses a back-end database to provide the requested service. We generate WSDL

descriptions using Axis’s Java2WSDL utility provided in the IBM Web Services

Toolkit. These descriptions are published in a UDDI. We implement the UDDI with

Systinet’s WASP UDDI Standard 3.1. Cloudscape 4.0 database is used to create

the registry for the UDDI. Communication between Web services are encapsulated

in SOAP envelopes. Apache SOAP provides the tools necessary for deploying

SOAP messaging. Users access the system through a GUI, which was developed

using Java 2/Swing. It consists of two panels. The left panel displays the requests

input by the user. The right panel displays all the information returned by the

system (e.g., execution results, registration and authorization information). Users

may access the system from any Internet host. All information transfers between

the GUI and Web services use secure TCP connections.

7.2 Simulation

We have chosen to perform a simulation study instead of an experimental study

because it is difficult to perform change management experiments in a “real” service

environment. First, the availability of a large service space can not be guaranteed

currently [89]. Second, our aim is to test the feasibility of our change management

approach without dealing with other factors (e.g., composition, querying) that may

be present in real Web service environments.

The purpose of our simulation is to prove the feasibility and analyze the per-

formance of our change management approach. The most important factor in our
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simulations is the accuracy of change management. Accuracy (AT ) is defined as

the conformity of the reaction to the triggering Petri net generated after change

detection. For example, if a change in service availability is pushed by the change

simulator, the service agent will generate the appropriate triggering Petri net. This

Petri net will be mapped to a corresponding reactive reconfigurable Petri net. The

reactive net will reflect the selection of an alternate service, which is the defined

in our change mapping rules.

We measure the accuracy of changes in the presence of a Poisson frequency.

The Poisson distribution is ideal for simulating changes in the Web environment.

We use a Zipf distribution to select member services that trigger the change. The

Zipf distribution is a widely used model to represent the selection of a service from

a pool of available services.

We assume that ET is represented as a composition of Web services before

changes are triggered. For example, we assume that ET initially consists of the AA,

HI, and HZ services. These services will then be orchestrated within WebBIS. This

composite service is managed once changes are triggered. For example, ET consists

of the AA, HI, and HZ member services. These services consist of a getQuote and

purchaseTicket operation in the airline service, getQuote and reserveRoom in

the hotel service, and getQuote and reserveCar in the car service. These services

will be composed and the enterprise will be ready to orchestrate. Any changes

to ET after this phase will be managed. Therefore, our fundamental assumption

is that ET is represented as a composite service that will be managed during

orchestration.

7.2.1 Simulation Setup

We run our simulations on a SUN Enterprise Ultra 10 system with a 440 MHz

UltraSPARC-IIi processor, and 1 GB of RAM in the SOLARIS operating system

environment. We utilize only services that offer airline, hotel, and car functionali-
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Parameter Setting

Web Services (Nws) 1000

Service Ops (Nop) 2000

Triggering Changes (δ(t)) 100 - 2000

Reactive Changes (∆(t)) 100 - 2000

Enterprises (Nsoe) 2

Member Services (Nms) 1-12

Table 7.1: Simulation Settings

ties. We assume that the Web service space consists of 100 services. Each service

has two operations, therefore, a total of 200 operations are present in the services

space. Furthermore, each service is utilized by one or more enterprises concur-

rently. The system consists of two enterprises, ET1 and ET2. In our work, we

have defined a total of 21 triggering changes. These changes are triggered by the

change simulator on behalf of the member services using a Poisson distribution.

Each round of simulation triggers triggers all 21 changes at least once. The to-

tal number of changes that are triggered in each simulation are 100. Since each

triggering change has a respective reactive change, the total number of reactive

changes is also 100. Services that trigger a particular change are selected based on

a Zipf distribution. Table 7.2.1 displays these common settings for all simulations.

Changes are simulated by the change simulator. The change simulator modi-

fies the functional and non-functional attributes of the member services and pushes

the changes to the service agent. Note that we implement a push-based approach

for triggering changes. The changes are pushed by the change simulator to the

service agent. Also, changes to Web services are represented by changes to service

attributes. For example, if service availability change occurs, the change simula-

tor will change the availability OWL-S attribute from 0 to 1. When the service
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agent receives the new set of service attributes, it compares the new values with

the previous values. This comparison represents the change detection phase. A

change in any attribute represents a change in the respective member service. The

service agent then generates a Petri net to represent the triggering changes. This

triggering Petri net is generated by following the rules we have defined in this the-

sis. For example, if the service agent detects that AA’s availability attribute has

been changed from 0 to 1, it will generate a Petri net representing a change in

service availability. The rules are referenced from the change management engine.

After the triggering Petri net is generated, it is then propagated to the enterprise

agent. The enterprise agent maps the triggering net to a reactive net, also using

the change management engine. This reactive Petri net defines all the reactions

that the enterprise must execute to transition to a safe state. Once the reactive

Petri net is generated, the changes are executed in the enterprise by the change

management engine. During the reaction phase, we assume that virtual services

are already mapped to the concrete services. We select an alternate service ran-

domly without querying for the “optimal” service. For example, the airline virtual

service is matched to the concrete AA, US, and DA services. We do not consider

any binding constraints for the services. For example, if an alternate service UA

is selected, we assume that it can be bound to the enterprise and invoked. After

reacting to the change, the control is transfered back to the change simulator. This

process is repeated several times during each simulation.

The main focus of our simulations is to verify the feasibility of our approach.

Feasibility is defined as the execution of change management processes with a

minimum accuracy. Given N sample results S1, S2,...SN , the minimum accuracy

is defined by the constant c. This constant is computed by O/S, where O is the

confidence interval half-width and S is the sample mean of the results. Specifically,

S is S1 + S2 +
... + SN , and O is the probability that the absolute value of the

difference between S and µ is equal to or less than O. In this case, µ is the true

mean of the sample results.
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We first measure the accuracy of the change that is detected by the service

agent. This detection accuracy AD is determined by
∑δ(t)

d=1
Ad

δ(t)
, where δ(t) is the

number of changes triggered and Ad represents the presence of the triggering change

Petri net in the triggering set. Each Ad instance is either a 0 or 1. It is 0 if the

generated Petri net was in the triggering set and 1 if it was not present in the

triggering set. Second, we measure the accuracy of the change that is generated

in reaction to the triggering change. The reaction accuracy AR is determined by
∑∆(t)

r=1
Ar

∆(t)
. Each Ar instance is either a 0 or 1. It is 0 if the generated Petri net

was in the reactive set and 1 if it was not present in the reactive set. In our

simulation, we use the Zipf to select the service that triggers a particular change.

Zipf distribution is well suited for representing words in a text document, book

checkout pattern in libraries, incoming Web page requests, outgoing Web page

requests, document size on the Web, etc.

δ(m)

Simulation 1 1:1

Simulation 2 1:m

Simulation 3 m:1

Simulation 4 m:n

Table 7.2: Mapping Accuracy Simulations

In our thesis, we assume that services change by the Poisson process. A Poisson

process is often used to model a sequence of random events that happen indepen-

dently with a fixed rate over time [29]. The Poisson process is used to model several

random events, including the occurrences of fatal auto accidents and arrivals of cus-

tomers at a service center. Research has shown that content on the Web follows a

Poisson process for change [28, 15]. Therefore, we select each triggering change out

of δ(t) from the triggering set based on this distribution. Table 7.2.1 represents

the settings for triggering and reactive change accuracy. Each set of simulation
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consists of 100 changes in the member services. The number of member services

for the enterprise is set to 3.

The first simulation considers the accuracy of change management when a sin-

gle change is triggered and only one reactive change is required to manage this

change. The second simulation tests the accuracy of change detection and reaction

when multiple triggering changes occur and require a single reactive change. Sim-

ilarly, simulation three tests for the accuracy when one triggering change requires

the execution of multiple reactive changes. Finally, simulation four tests the accu-

racy in the presence of multiple triggering changes that require multiple reactive

changes. Figure 7.3 depicts the results of these simulations.
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Figure 7.3: Accuracy for Change Mappings

The results for the first four simulations indicate that the accuracy of change

detection and reaction is 100% if there is exactly one triggering change and one

corresponding reactive change. This means that when there is one-to-one or many-

to-one mapping between the triggering and reactive changes, our approach results

in a perfect accuracy. However, when there is a one-to-many or many-to-many re-
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lationship between the triggering and reactive changes, the accuracy drops to 82%.

The reason for reduced accuracy is that the change management framework always

executes the first reactive change indicated by the reactive net. Since 82% of the

one-to-many and many-to-many changes require a selection of alternate service,

their reaction is executed accurately. For others, the reaction is invalid and does

not comply with our change mapping rules. For example, if a triggering change of

availability occurs, the reaction is to either select an alternate service, or to execute

the enterprise without the service. Since selecting an alternate service is hierar-

chically above the service deletion reaction, the reaction to service unavailability

is always to select an alternate service. In our future work, we plan to prioritize

changes and determine a reaction that will result in the optimal enterprise.

The second set of simulations measure the accuracy of change management

when the number of triggering changes increases from 100 to 2000. The first sim-

ulation in this set measures the accuracy when 100 triggering changes occur. The

second simulation tests the accuracy of change management when 500 changes oc-

cur. Similarly, simulations three and four test the accuracy of change management

when 1000 and 2000 changes occur, respectively. We assume that all changes trig-

gered in these set of simulation have a one-to-one mapping of changes. Table 7.2.1

presents the settings for these simulations. Figure 7.4 depicts the results of these

simulations.

δ(t)

Simulation 1 100

Simulation 2 500

Simulation 3 1000

Simulation 4 2000

Table 7.3: Accuracy Simulations for Increasing Number of Changes
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Figure 7.4: Accuracy for Increasing Number of Changes

The results of these simulations indicate a slight drop in accuracy as the num-

ber of changes increase. For example, when the number of changes are 100, the

accuracy of change management is 100%. As the number of changes approaches to

500, the accuracy drops to 98%. At 2000 changes, the accuracy of our approach is

measured at 81%. This drop in accuracy is attributed to the highly volatile nature

of ET during change management. First, ET and it’s member services’ attributes

are constantly changing. Because changes occur simultaneously, it is possible that

the state of the service retrieved by the service agent is not accurate. Second, ET’s

membership will change over time. For example, if AA becomes unavailable and no

alternate service exists, ET will orchestrate without AA. In this case, any change

generated by the change simulator that references to an airline service is inherently

inaccurate.

The third set of simulations measure the accuracy of our change management

approach as the number of member service increases. We start the simulation with

one member service. We then increase the number of member services to three and
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Nms

Simulation 1 1

Simulation 2 3

Simulation 3 6

Simulation 4 12

Table 7.4: Accuracy Simulations for Increasing Member Services

measure the accuracy. We again measure the accuracy of change management when

the number of member services is six. The maximum number of member services

we consider are 12. We consider the number of changes to remain constant at

100. Also, the mapping of changes is set as one-to-one. Table 7.2.1 presents the

settings for these simulations. Figure 7.5 depicts the results of these simulations.

The simulations indicate that the accuracy of change management remains optimal

when the number of member services is between 1 and 3. However, the accuracy
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Figure 7.5: Accuracy for Increasing Member Services
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drops to slightly below optimal when Nms is 6. The accuracy further decreases

when Nms is 12.



Chapter 8

Related Work

Change in all things is sweet.

–Aristotle

Enterprises have been an active area of research in the early 1990s. However,

the concept of establishing enterprises was mainly based on manual programming

and integration. Recent trends in outsourcing and a quicker time to market have

reintroduced enterprise research. In the following subsections, we discuss the re-

search and efforts that are closely related to our thesis. Specifically, this Chapter

deals with work related to Web services, workflows, change management, and Petri

nets.

8.1 Workflow

Workflows are the popular means of composing enterprises. They provide the abil-

ity to execute business processes that span multiple organizations [126]. Traditional

workflows do not provide methods for dynamic change management. Workflows

are geared towards static integration of components. This characteristic inhibits

the profitability, adaptability, utility, and creativity in an enterprise. Furthermore,

184
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workflows do not cater for the behavioral aspects of Web services. For exam-

ple, they do not distinguish between the internal and external processes of a Web

service [19].

Workflows have supported document-oriented exchange of information in an en-

terprise. In a document-oriented workflow system, participants access a document

and update the part that they are concerned with [120]. This document is then

circulated to all interested parties. Another type of workflow is based on business-

component scripting. Flow in such systems is represented as business component

interfaces. Each business component encapsulates its internal business operations.

Access to these operations are provided through the invocation of operations. It

contrasts with the document-oriented system because the “document” or actual

data in a business component system is modified by the encapsulating entity. Fur-

thermore, the workflow in such systems is managed as a process model [120]. An-

other form of workflows is based on messaging. In message-oriented systems, the

individual business entities collaborate by sending and receiving messages from

other member entities. These messages may be conveyed directly, or through a

publish/subscribe methodology. Interactions among businesses were managed by

workflow management systems. A workflow management system (WfMS) is a

system that completely defines, manages, and executes workflows through the exe-

cution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation

of the workflow logic [32].

Several new workflow structures have been proposed for the execution of inde-

pendent business processes in an enterprise. These workflow structures are grouped

according to the level of control that each business component maintains. In this

subsection, we focus on the two main types of workflow structures that have been

proposed for enterprises.

The two primary structures for data and control flow in a VE are the cooperative

model and the brokered model [111]. The cooperative model provides distributed

interaction between the Web services. This model requires the services to be aware
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of each other. Awareness implies that the services are cognizant of interaction

protocols supported by each participating Web service [82, 27]. The brokered

model proposes a broker or agent that acts as a single provider for the various

Web services in the enterprise. In this model, a service or an agent (or a service

agent [108]) interacts independently with each of the Web services in the enterprise.

This model provides distribution transparency in the enterprise [40]. Figure 8.1

depicts the cooperative and brokered models.
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Figure 8.1: Control Flow Methods

There are two data flow paths that can be used by the Agent model. In both

cases, the user will pass all requests to the agent and then the Agent will forward

them to the appropriate Web service. The difference is the flow of the Web service’s

response to the user. In the first case, the Web service will send its response

directly to the user. In the second case, the Web service will send the response to

the Agent and the Agent will then forward it to the user. In the first case, the

user is responsible for dealing with any failure or exception. In the second case,

the Agent handles all exceptions and failures so that the user does not have to deal

with them.

Traditional workflows have been static and change resistant. Furthermore,

most workflows focused on integrating inter-enterprise components. The structure
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of the enterprise must support loose coupling of heterogeneous and independent

services [126]. Loose coupling refers to the independence of the Web services from

each other. This structure requires interoperability with chained execution. A

chained execution implies that the tasks in the VE are distributed and each of

the component Web service specializes in a core competence. This certain task is

always be assigned to the respective Web service.

The workflow patterns are hierarchical with the central controller coordinating

the Web services. Four types of hierarchical workflow structures exist. These

are the centralized, participative, decentralized, and ad hoc [126]. We used the

centralized model for constructing workflow in our enterprise because it allows the

flexibility of generating dynamic interactions among businesses in the VE. The

central controller is an intelligent agent that dynamically responds to changes in

the environment.

Workflow management systems (WfMS) aim at coordinating activities between

different business processes (systems) so they can run in an efficient manner. This

is done by automating the business processes and invoking appropriate resources

in a sequence. According to the WfMC [32], “workflow is concerned with the au-

tomation of procedures where documents, information or tasks are passed between

participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve or contribute to an overall

business goal.”

A logical unit of work in workflow is called the activity. It contains a list of

conditions and constraints for the work to be performed. It defines the participants

and flow of data. A process instance is an execution of the workflow model. The

WfMS is responsible for implementing the workflow model. Here are the different

topologies of WfMS. Structured WfMS have well defined Business Processes that

are repeated with very little change. The attributes/parameters for these business

processes can be determined statically. Ad Hoc WfMS are more dynamic. Some

parameters have to be determined dynamically. Change in the business process

is common. Document-centric WfMS involve routing of electronic documents to
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people for consuming/processing.

8.2 Web Services

Several Web service platforms and standards have emerged over the past few years.

We compare these efforts to our work of change management.

Commercial Platforms

Commercial platforms are increasingly targeting Web services [132]. Microsoft’s

.NET enables service composition through Biztalk Orchestration tools which use

XLANG [95]. IBM’s WebSphere supports key Web service standards [69]. IONA’s

Orbix E2A includes the Orbix E2A Web Services Integration Platform [73]. It

provides a set of tools for business integration using Web service standards. Devel-

opers create Web services from existing applications, including EJBs and CORBA

objects. Sun ONE (Sun Open Net Environment) and JiniTM Network provide a

platform for Web services developed by Sun [125]. Novell’s One Net initiative and

HP’s e-speak also work in similar domains. Most of these commercial platforms

deal with service composition. Changes after composition need to be managed

manually. To the best of our knowledge, they provide little or no support for

dynamically managing changes in the environment.

Standardization Efforts

Web services are slated to be an active research area. We overview some of the

research on Web services that is closely related to our work. WebBIS proposes com-

position and change management for services on the Web [90]. It focuses on the

issues of detection, propagation, and reaction to change in service communities.

WebBIS uses ECA rules and change operations to enable change management.
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WebBIS, however, lacks the support of change management for within the Web

service standards. This work is an extension to our ongoing WebBIS. XLANG

implements exception handling and transaction rollback by initiating a compensa-

tion process [127]. This compensation process attempts to “undo” the effects of an

incomplete business transaction. This concepts relates to our approach of reacting

to change. XLANG does not support our approach of detection and propagation

of changes. It only handles reaction through compensation. eFlow uses the notion

of process template to model composite services [22]. Composers need to browse

the process library to search for process templates of interest. Furthermore, they

need to manually handle interactions and change management between component

services when defining composite services.

The Web Service Flow Language (WSFL) uses flow and global models for Web

service composition [70].

WS-Policy proposes the use of assertion to notify the invoker of any policies

supported by the invoked service [123]. It is intended to serve as a guideline for

entities that want to interact with a Web service. It is not clear how WS-Policy

can be used to represent the business objectives of an enterprise.

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OA-

SIS) developed the Business Transaction Protocol (BTP) to provide transactional

support for long running processes involving Web services [99, 38]. These transac-

tions deal not only with maintaining consistency in Web service databases (data-

centric), but they also provide transactional support for inter-organizational in-

teractions (process-centric). It proposes a two phase completion protocol which

provide a “confirm” or “cancel” option. Confirm and cancel are similar to the

traditional commit and rollback, respectively. The objective of BTP is to provide

atomicity of a process. It differs from our work because we focus on managing

changes in the enterprise environment. BTP only manages the changes that may

affect the atomicity of the business process. It does not deal with changes that

affect the competitiveness or operation of the enterprise (e.g., unavailability of a
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Web service).

Web services coordination (WS-C) and Web services Transactions (WS-T) are

a joint effort by IBM, Microsoft, and BEA [38]. It aims at facilitating transactional

support for business processes that interact with Web services. WS-C is intended

to be a flexible specification that can support multiple transactional protocols.

WS-T is one such protocol. It provides two transactional models for executing

business processes. Atomic transactions require locking of the resources being

used until the entire process is committed or rolled back. Business activities are

intended for longer running transactions because they update the state of the Web

service immediately so that the lock may be released. In all cases, WS-C and its

associated protocols manage change with respect to the consistency of a business

process. It’s decisions are not influenced by changes in business climate, but driven

by the goal to achieve atomicity.

BPEL provides methods to “catch” exceptions that may occur at the business

process level or the Web service level. These exceptions can be caught and reacted

upon after they occur using BPEL’s fault handler elements [78]. First, these han-

dlers do not take into account changes in the business climate. It primarily deals

with fault tolerance. Secondly, the types of faults that can occur in the business

process or the Web service environment has to be predetermined. Therefore, BPEL

is not designed to maintain competitiveness for an enterprise. It is a mechanism

for fault tolerance in workflow based composition of Web services.

8.3 Research Efforts

In this Section, we present research efforts in the field of enterprises, grids, speci-

fication languages, and the model driven architecture. We show how this work is

related to our thesis.
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Grids

Grids and Web services support the common goal of sharing resources or ser-

vices across organizational boundaries. They share the common requirements to

describe, discover, and use resources or services distributed over the Internet [96].

This similarity allows grids to utilize protocols and standards designed for Web ser-

vices. For example, grids can use WSDL to describe resources and use the SOAP

protocol for message exchange. Grid resources and Web services are both transient

on the network. Transience implies that these resources or services are temporary

and may become unavailable at any given time. Like Web services, resources in a

grid may be dynamically allocated or deallocated to form virtual organizations. A

virtual organization is an implicit association formed through mutually profitable

collaborations. Recourses in such a virtual organization work in tandem to achieve

a shared goal. A typical goal for a virtual organization is to perform a calculation

within a certain time limit. It is different from an enterprise because the goal of a

VE is to gain monetary profit by forming dynamic partnerships.

Grid Web Service

Goal Resource Sharing Service Provision

Grouping Pre-determined

Groups

Dynamic Integration

Lifetime Transient Transient

Aggregation Virtual Organization Composite Service

Host Platform Local Operating Sys-

tem

Platform Independent

Coupling Tight Loose

Table 8.1: A Comparison of Grids and Web services

There are few major differences between Web Services and grids. First, hosting
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of a grid resource is provided by the operating system in the host, while Web ser-

vices are served by specialized containers or components implemented in a neutral

language. Therefore, the implementation of the grid resource interface is highly

dependent on the host operating system. In contrast, Web services are operat-

ing system independent and may be provided from any platform. Second, Web

services are designed to support loosely coupled services. Loosely coupled means

that theoretically, there is no restriction for a Web Service (WS1) on invoking any

other Web service (WS2). The assumption is that WS1 has an operation to invoke

WS2 and it knows how to invoke WS2. Grid resources, on the other hand, can

only be accessed by requests from members that are trusted. Table 8.1 lists these

characteristic comparisons.

Grid services are merging from e-science environment into the e-business en-

vironment. Both IBM and Sun have released their specifications of grid service

containers. The Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) is an initiative to merge

the concepts of grids and Web services [4]. The OGSA borrows the interface pro-

tocols and the description language from the Web services architecture. It also

follows locational transparency proposed by the Web service architecture through

message-based communication. Semantics, reliability, security, and lifecycle man-

agement concepts are imported from grid research. The OGSA framework also

defines more than just the WSDL descriptions of a grid service. It defines the

fundamental semantics of a grid service through WSDL extensions.

Grid research differs from our work because the virtual organizations are not

necessarily meant for evolution. The grid community deals with change manage-

ment only at the network level. It does not consider the goals of the organization.

8.3.1 Algorithms

Several change detection algorithms have been proposed to measure changes in Web

content and also XML documents [26, 33]. Most of the algorithms that deal with
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changes in Web content aim to maintain the consistency of data on the Web site.

They do provide mechanisms to “understand” what the data represents and react

appropriately. Research on detecting changes to XML documents has been mainly

focused on the syntactic changes to a document. For example, [33] provides an

efficient algorithm that detects structural change to an XML document. It does not

efficiently detect semantic changes to XML documents such as WSDL descriptions.

Furthermore, [33] deals with detecting changes after a move operation.

Similarly, [26] proposes the detection of changes in hierarchical data. This

data is primarily nested and is not represented by a unique identifier. It proposes

techniques for comparison between two structured data versions. However, these

techniques do not deal with the Web service environment. Therefore, change de-

tection is only at the abstract layer and cannot be readily applied to Web services.

8.3.2 Enterprises

Charles Petrie sums up the need for Enterprises: “to reduce costs and time-to-

market and increase flexibility and access to new markets and resources.” The

ultimate goal of a company should be to concentrate on its core business and

outsource all supporting services to the businesses that specialize in that respective

service.

One solution to creating a VE is to use services already available on the Internet.

This creates a role for Web services (WS) in VEs. Web services must be discovered

and integrated automatically by the VE software. An example of a VE is the series

of suppliers that exist in a supply chain and the shipper that delivers the product.

Each supplier uses the services of its own partner (supplier or the shipper) to fulfill

its business. A need may arise to replace a partner in the chain. This may be

because of Quality of Service of an existing partner or the introduction of a new

partner. A VE would allow this replacement to be done dynamically by monitoring

the process and services and transferring control accordingly.
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The ease of learning SOAP and WSDL and the loose coupling provided by

WSs make them ideal for VEs. However, despite the abundance of specifications

developed for WSs (WSFL, WSCL, WS-T, etc.), they do have some shortcomings

which need to be solved before they can be used in creating VEs.

UDDI is the mechanism used by WSs to register their availability and identify

their taxonomy. Basically, the UDDI contains a category of the WS and a pointer

to the actual WS. It does not describe the taxonomy of the operations that are a

part of the service. This creates a limitation for automatically discovering services.

For example, a service that has placed itself in the taxonomy of “travel” may or

may not contain the operation to book flights. It may only serve as an agent for

renting cars. So, the lack of description of WS operations in the UDDI creates

uncertainty of the WS’s capabilities.

WSDL is used to describe WSs. However, the lack of semantics in WSDL

result in an incomplete and ambiguous description of the service. For example,

there is no criteria to name WS operations in a WS. These operations can have

any name the developer chooses (e.g. SearchMe). Since there are no semantics

attached to the description of operations, their functions can only be guessed from

the function name and the type of parameters it contains. This creates an obstical

for automatic discovery of services. DAML-S, TAP, and Rosettanet create more

descriptive taxonomies for WSs. However, they are not a part of the core WS

framework.

A solution to the problems of UDDI and WSDL is to expand the description

capabilities of WSDL and to allow UDDI to perform distributed searches on the

request of a service. These searches would have to include search for operation. It

can be done by embedding semantics in operation (and WS) descriptions of making

very intelligent (and of course complex) VE software.

If the search for an applicable WS is successful, we come to the next issue.

This issue deals with how to use the WS. For example, if we locate operations

required for the VE, we still do not know in what order to execute them. How
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about declaring different access levels w.r.t. the users accessing VE services? For

example, in a VE consisting of a student grades WS and student profile . How

would you declare the access rights to the student and faculty (Faculty can only

access profile and student can access both services)? The following limitations are

not really very important, but they are something to think about. How can service

preconditions be described and published? For example, in an airline ticket pur-

chasing service, how will the service describe that the “ticket should be purchased

at least three days in advance?” How can a service level be described? For exam-

ple, “a printed ticket stub will be mailed to the customer and will reach within five

business days?” In the area of business processes, a WS needs to define the pre

and post conditions of an operation. WSDL lacks this capability. DAML-S has

worked in this area and should act as an addition to WSDL. WSIL can be used to

link different descriptions of a service.

An important aspect of creating VEs is dynamic integration of services. This

dynamic integration may or may not be related to service composition. Integration

should be possible by anyone without making changes to the service and at anytime

without prior contract. VE should be able to add and remove services as required.

This may be a problem with the current Workflow languages developed for WS

that require at least a model of the services that will be integrated. Generating a

model for services means that existing services may require some changes to fit the

model. This violates the rules of “dynamic integration.” Similarly, point-to-point

integration approach currently does not allow dynamic selection and integration

of services because it requires pre-specified transaction with known partners. Self

Serv allows some dynamic selection of services, but the number of services are

limited.

An alternate way of defining the sequence of execution is based on preconditions

and postconditions. Matching semantics of output generated by a service and input

required by another service can lead to integration. In this case, Workflow systems

can be used to initiate execution of a process but the services to be executed can be
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selected dynamically. The conditions can be used for monitoring purposes. Also,

the individual services will be responsible for protocol management. For example,

if one service sends invalid data to another service, the target service should detect

the error and report it to the source service.

The FX-Agents project aims to use Agent-Oriented Software Engineering

to facilitate dynamic interactions and negotiations between various online busi-

nesses [130].

[108] presents a critical assessment of the idea of realizing the concept of en-

terprises by building on the technology of software agents and Web services. It

highlights the limitations of UDDI and WSDL for promoting dynamic discovery

of Web services. It emphasizes the need for semantic description of Web service

operations. Furthermore, it describes the various methods of Web service com-

position that have been proposed (e.g., graph-based, condition-based, etc.). This

paper essentially proposes the use of multi-agent systems to develop enterprises.

It does not describe change management techniques that have been proposed or

utilized in the research field.

[121] proposes reliable business process transactions by using the pub-

lish/subscribe method. It classifies each business process as compensatable, re-

triable, and pivotal. A process coordinator is employed that ensures the correct

execution of processes in the presence of failures. This coordinator is distributed

using the publish/subscribe mechanisms in order to avoid a bottleneck. The paper

aims at load balancing and failure handling during the execution of a process that

targets multiple Web services. It does not detail methods on dynamic service selec-

tion. Furthermore, the change management proposed in the paper is strictly based

on transactional properties of the process and it does not consider the business or

Web service environments.
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8.3.3 Using Z to Describe Changes

Z language may be used to describe bottom-up changes in enterprises [45]. This

method allows us to present a formal specification of all applicable changes. First,

we describe the symbols that may be used within declarations to express predicates.

Consider the declaration of Syntactic Changes in enterprises:

syntax : Description → WSDL

This statement says that syntax is a set of pairs, each pair mapping a description

to a part of WSDL. It also makes two restrictions or constraints on that set: (i)

no Web service has more than one syntactic description, and (ii) every service is

involved with this relationship. The second condition makes our function a total

function. The → symbol is used to represent a total function.

Another type of function, called a partial function, represents a special kind of

relation. It has a uniqueness constraints on the domain side of the relation. For

example,

semantic : Description +→ OWL-S

specifies that not all services have a semantic description, but no service has

more than one semantic description. Another type of function is a partial injection.

For example,

syntax : WSDL > +→ WSDL

indicates that if two Web services have the same syntactic description, then the

two services must be the same service. A total injection is a one-to-one function

that is also a total function. An example is, again, the WSDL description of a Web

service. Each service has one WSDL description, and each WSDL description is

mapped to a single Web service. The following statement displays the relationship:

syntax : WSDL >→ WSDL
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8.3.4 Non-Functional Attributes of Web Services

The authors’ modeling technique is based on a taxonomy of non-functional proper-

ties represented by a series of Object-Role Models (ORM) [101]. Following is short

comparison of this work with ours. One example property is availability of ser-

vice. The authors have defined service availability and its temporal characteristic

from two perspectives: service provisioning and service request. We define avail-

ability from a provisioning point of view. Also, the authors’ list of non-functional

attributes consists of at least fourteen distinct properties, whereas, we use only

eight. Some of our attributes are overlapping (e.g., availability), while others are

not (e.g., reputation). Of course, this difference is based on the respective research

areas. Our core work is change management, and we do not focus on just the

non-functional attributes of Web services. Furthermore, O’Sullivan et. al., have

defined the non-functional attributes to compliment existing Web service descrip-

tion, whereas we are concerned with changes to these non-functional descriptions.

Changes have been modeled using various tools and technologies [131]. The

Z language has been used to reflect changes in database schema [47]. However,

changes to Web services are fundamentally different from changes in databases.

Web services consist of behavioral aspects that are not relevant to data. In [104],

the author defines a strategy for extending the service oriented architecture to

enable change management in VEs. This work proposes the management of func-

tional and non-functional changes to Web services. However, the research is at an

early stage, and it does not provide a core set of specification for modeling and

managing changes. In [101], Web service attributes are defined in a taxonomy

of non-functional properties and represented by a series of Object-Role Models

(ORM). An example is the attribute of service availability. The authors have

defined service availability and its temporal characteristic from two perspectives:

service provisioning and service request. We define availability from a provisioning

point of view. Some of our attributes are overlapping (e.g., availability), while oth-
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ers are not (e.g., reputation). This difference is based on the respective research

areas. Our core work is change management, therefore, we do not only focus on

defining non-functional attributes of Web services, but also describe functional at-

tributes. We use these attributes to specify changes in VEs. Finally, workflows are

currently the popular means of composing VEs. They provide the ability to execute

business processes that span multiple organizations [126]. Traditional workflows

do not provide methods for dynamic change management. Workflows are geared

towards static integration of components. This characteristic inhibits the prof-

itability, adaptability, utility, and scalability in a VE. Furthermore, workflows do

not cater for the behavioral aspects of Web services. For example, they do not

distinguish between the internal and external processes of a Web service [19].

8.3.5 Model Driven Architecture

Model driven architecture (MDA) is an initiative by the Object Management Group

(OMG) [60]. It aims to abstract the business policy of an enterprise from the

technical details. The architecture of an enterprise is divided into the platform

independent model (PIM) and the platform specific model (PSM). The PIM cor-

responds to the business level (e.g., goal of the enterprise) and the PSM relates

to the technical details (e.g., port number for message passing). Through these

abstractions, MDA proposes to evolve the enterprise. However, this evolution is

primarily based on the technical change.

MDA is an approach to architect the numerous enterprise components in a

language or technology independent way. It enforces the concepts of interoperability

and integration among enterprise components. MDA is divided into two main

layers of models (Figure 8.2): platform independent model and platform specific

model. The platform independent model (PIM) is depicted as the inner-most layer

in figure 8.2. It uses the unified modeling language (UML) to model a software

system [115, 59]. UML facilitates platform independent modeling of an application.
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Figure 8.2: OMG’s Model Driven Architecture

It offers an expressive and rich notation for describing a software system. UML can

be used to describe a software from any level of abstraction and from multiple views.

Furthermore, UML notation is extensible and can incorporate new descriptions

and models, which will become necessary as MDA becomes more widely-used [115].

Finally, UML is supported by most of the software industry as a modeling language.

Therefore, UML is an ideal choice for PIM.

Because the PIM models are independent, they are reusable across multiple

domains. The UML notations for various models are stored in the meta-object

facility (MOF) and common warehouse meta-model (CWM) for such reuse. MOF

is an extensible repository that maintains a copy of all models that have been used

to architect applications. It is a facility for managing models in a repository. The

CWM is a repository for managing database-specific models.

The platform specific model (PSM) applies the modeling of the system with

respect to the platform (e.g., programming language, operating system) it will

be developed on. PSM represents the second layer in figure 8.2. The OMG has
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defined an extensible set of platform specific models. Each of this PSM is defined

using a platform specific version of UML. In contrast to the UML models used

in PIM, these models are domain and platform dependent. Alternatively, other

modeling tools such as CORBA IDL may also be used in the PSM. In all cases, an

independent PSM is defined for each specific platform.

MDA proposes a method of transformations from one model to another. A

transformation is the conversion between the different modeling layers of MDA.

The first transformation occurs from the PIM to the PSM layers (e.g., PIM to

CORBA IDL). A model is transmitted from the MOF by using XML Metadata

Interchange (XMI). XMI provides translations from one model to another using

XML and UML standards. The second transformation is applied at the PSM

to generate code from the models. Parts of this transformation process have been

automated. A major goal of MDA is to automate the transformation processes [53].

The third layer in figure 8.2 depicts the pervasive services available in a specific

domain. These services include transactional services, event handling, security,

etc., that are provided on a certain platform. These services may be utilized when

the software system is developed. The arrows extending from the model reflect

the numerous domains for which the system can be developed. Each domain has

a set of vocabularies that are inherent to it. For example, the Space domain may

require mission critical systems.

Developing software using MDA translates into composition in the Web services

model. The model driven architecture describes the kinds of models that can be

used and how they are to be used to develop a system [53]. Web services apply

the model driven architecture for development through workflow constructs such

as the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [79].

They facilitate model driven development of distributed applications. A model

(from a Web service point of view) is a coherent slice of the architecture that

focuses on a particular theme or concept [13]. This model driven architecture

separates the business policy layer of the enterprise from the technical details.
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Figure 8.3: Mapping of Model Driven and Service Oriented Architectures

This separation of concerns will allow an application to evolve with the business

climate [60]. Evolution promotes the adaptation of a software system to changing

technological and business conditions.

Web services implement the model driven architecture by enabling service com-

position. A composition typically involves a composite Web service that invokes

other Web services to fulfill its goals [5]. The Web service architecture can be

classified into an internal and external architecture. The internal architecture of

the Web service refers to the abstraction of the business goals of the service from

the technical aspects of the system it resides on. It wraps the internal function-

ality of an application as a Web service. We map this architecture onto the plat-

form specific model in MDA. The external architecture relates to the organization
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and structure of a Web service with respect to other services in the Web service

space [5]. It describes the business goals of the system. The external architecture

of Web services can be considered as the platform independent model.

In case of the Web services model, the platform independent models can be

developed in UML (Figure 8.3). This is similar to the modeling proposed in MDA.

Since Web service standards do not consist of a “platform independent” modeling

language, UML is the best option. On the other hand, BPEL4WS can be used

to describe PSMs. BPEL4WS is a text-based modeling language used to compose

Web services. BPEL4WS can be used to describe abstract business processes or

to implement a business process. Both of these functions may be utilized in the

PSM layer. BPEL4WS implements WSDL description interfaces with a process

definition. BPEL4WS represents an execution algorithm as a textual flowchart.

Other Web service standards may be used at this point such as Web services

coordination (WS-C) and Web services Transactions (WS-T) [38]. These are joint

efforts by IBM, Microsoft, and BEA that aim at facilitating transactional support

for business processes that interact with Web services. WS-C is intended to be

a flexible specification that can support multiple transactional protocols. WS-T

is one such protocol. It provides two transactional models for executing business

processes. Atomic transactions require locking of the resources being used until

the entire process is committed or rolled back. Business activities are intended

for longer running transactions because they update the state of the Web service

immediately so that the lock may be released. WS-C and WS-T are depicted in

the pervasive services (third) layer of figure 8.3.

The Web service model provides UDDI as a type of meta-object facility. How-

ever, the UDDI resides at the platform specific layer. The UDDI consists of pointers

to Web services. The UDDI registry uses tModels to categorize a service into a

reusable taxonomy [37]. Services required for integration or composition may be

selected from the UDDI. Like MOF, UDDI is a tool for managing models (i.e.,

Web services).
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Transformations from the PIM to PSM are essential for developing systems

using MDA. Research is being conducted on automatic transformations between

the modeling layers. For example, [79] proposes the translation of UML models into

BPEL4WS. Web services automate the transformation of PSM to code through

the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web in which

information is given well-defined meaning to better enable computers and people

to work in cooperation [10]. Intelligent agents on the Semantic Web are poised to

automatically compose Web services.

There are a few advantages that Web services can introduce in the MDA.

MDA aims to isolate changes in a system at the technical level. Changes are not

isolated at the business level. For example, if a change occurs at a Web service

that makes the service less competitive in the market, the system might want to

replace the Web service. This business level change is currently outside the current

framework of MDA. MDA must support such evolutions in order to become a

more competitive means of designing a software system. A possible approach is to

combine the concept of MDA, Web services, and multi-agent systems to cater for

such evolutions.

8.4 Petri Nets

Petri nets are a modeling and analysis tool suited for the study of Discrete Event

Systems. The use of Petri Nets leads to a mathematical description of the system

structure that can then be investigated analytically. While there is an extensive

literature on the subject, both on the theory and on applications, there is no major

introductory textbook available that presents Petri Net theory and contains in a

consistent manner the many recent theoretical and computational results.
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8.4.1 High Level Petri Nets

In this Section, we discuss how high level Petri nets are related to our work. We

use ordinary Petri nets to define reactive changes and high level Petri nets called

reconfigurable Petri nets to represent reactive change. Several other types of high

level Petri nets have been proposed.

8.4.1.1 Colored Petri Nets

Colored Petri nets enhance standard Petri nets with the primitives for definition

of the data types and the manipulations of data values [136]. A colored Petri

net (CPN) is used to model distributed and concurrent systems. It describes the

states, which the system may be in and the transitions between these states [80].

CPN combines the strength of Petri nets and programming languages. CPNs may

be used to model systems in a bottom-up or top-down manner. They are also

capable of modeling various levels of abstraction in one CPN model. Usually, the

CPN is first modeled at a high level of abstraction. The model is then gradually

refined to reflect the details of each module. The advantage of using CPNs for

virtual enterprise modeling is that CPNs include the concept of time in system

execution. This allows us to formally describe time-sensitive nature of enterprises.

For example, selection of a Web service must be performed in a reasonable

bounded time limit. Furthermore, CPNs may represent multiparty conversations

in a enterprise. This is achieved by dividing the CPN into several subnets, where

each subnet models interactions between two services.

Definition 8.9: Colored Petri Nets CPN. A colored Petri net (CPN) is a set {P,

T, I, O, c}, where P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, I is the set of

input functions, O is the set of output functions, and c is the color of the input

data.
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Figure 8.4: Colored Petri Net for Changes to Web Service

Changes in an enterprise may be represented by a CPN using the places, transi-

tions, tokens, and colors. Here (Figure 8.4), we give an example of internal changes

that may occur through Web service messaging. A Web service operation is cap-

tured by a CPN transition, T1. Messages are modeled by the tokens (similar to the

one present in Figure 8.4, P1). The message type is indicated by the color set of

the token. Buffers of messages are captured by places. Receiving a message from

another Web service is captured as an internal change. It is represented by adding

a corresponding token into the place tagged as the input port of the operation.

In this example, P1 is the input port and P2 is the output port. The transition

T1 represents the processing of the message by the Web services. Sending a mes-

sage corresponding to the result of the invoked operation is captured by putting a

suitable token into the place tagged as the output port of the invoked operation.

8.4.1.2 Fuzzy Petri Nets

Diagnosis and recovery procedures for dynamic discrete event systems such as

enterprises imply reasoning about entities and services and their changing states.

In addition, it is necessary to deal with vague and uncertain data. Classical logic

is not well-suited for this task, particularly when change is concerned, the frame

and ramification problem turns any reasoning difficult. On the contrary, Petri nets

are well suited to represent the states of a dynamic system made up of concurrent

active objects sharing resources, but it is inadequate to deal with uncertainty.

Fuzzy Petri nets offer a method for modeling uncertainty in dynamic discrete

event systems. Each place may or may not contain a token associated with a
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truth value of a proposition. These values are quantified as numbers between zero

and one. Additionally, each transition is associated with a certainty factor taking

values between zero and one.

Definition 8.10: FPN. A fuzzy Petri net (FPN) is a set {P, T, D, I, O, f, α,

β}, where P and T are places and transitions, respectively. D is a finite set of

propositions D = {D1, D2,...Dm}. I:T→ P is an input mapping. O and f are output

and association mappings, respectively. O:T → P. f: T → [0,1]. Furthermore, α:

P → [0,1] and β: P → D are two mappings that denote the token values at place

P.

FPNs are primarily useful for modeling decision making in knowledge-based

systems. They may be required to model top-down changes in Web services rather

than bottom-up changes.

8.4.1.3 Parameterized Petri Nets

Parameterized Petri nets (PPN) are a class of Petri nets proposed for hierarchical

and dynamically configurable modeling and analysis of intelligent and discrete

event dynamic systems [58]. Sequences are generated at different levels of

abstraction by using parameterized places, pattern transitions, and descriptors.

Formally, a PPN structure is defined as:

Definition 8.11: PPN. A parameterized Petri net (PPN) is a set {C, D, Pp, T, I,

O}, where C is a set of all parameter values, D is a set of all patterns, Pp is a set

of parameterized places, T is a set of all pattern transitions, I is an input function

I:T → D∞, and O is an output function O:T → D∞.

The set C consists of values {CV1,...,CV|c|}, where |c| is the number of system
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parameters (set of sets). For example, we can use PPN to model the highest level

of changes in an enterprise. Let us represent the changes to Web services states by

C = CV1, CV2, where CV1 lists the member services, and CV2 lists the states of

each of the respective services.

CV1 = {airline, hotel, carRental, marketing}

CV2 = {available, unavailable, running, completed, terminated}

With the above definition of the parameter variable, we can say that we have a

set of two parameters, namely, CV1 and CV2, and |C| = 2, |CV1| = 4, |CV2| = 5.

The set of pattern values D is represented by the tuple (x1, x2), where x1 ∈ CV1

and x2 ∈ CV2. Therefore, in our example, D = {(airline, available), (hotel, avail-

able), (carRental, available), (marketing, available),...,(airline, terminated), (hotel,

terminated), (carRental, terminated), (marketing, terminated)}. An alternative

representation of D may be based on grouping changes in related tuples. Using

PPN, we may group D based on the Web services. We define this grouping PP ⊆

D, where the first value of PP, PP1 = {(airline, available),...,(airline, terminated)}.

Similarly, PP2, PP3, PP4 are defined for the remaining services. According to the

definition of PPN, the parameterization descriptor Pp is a set of all parameterized

places. These places represent all the meaningful and meaningless patterns in the

system. The union of all Pp equals D.

A pattern transition, pti is a description of how particular patterns of informa-

tion may be combined to produce other patterns. For example, a pattern transition

that represents a change in the airline service state from available to unavailable

is defined as {(airline, available)} → {(airline, unavailable)}. Hence, the set of

pattern transition in an enterprise is defined as T = {pt1,...,pt|T |}, where |T| is

the number of transitions allowed in the system. In ET, we have twenty transitions

(five transitions for each Web service). These transitions may be grouped into a

set of parameterized transitions PT = {t1,...,t4}, where t1 deals with transition

w.r.t. the airline service, etc.
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The advantage of using PPN over OPNs is that PPN offers the ability to dy-

namically declare the number of places. Each parameterization descriptor may

be used to define a different number of places and transitions of the PPN. These

places and transitions may be used to translate the PPN into an OPN. Each pa-

rameterization of a PPN can be mapped to a distinct OPN.

8.4.1.4 WS-Net

WS-Net is a Petri net specifically developed to model Web services [138]. WS-Net

is an executable architectural specification language to model Web services. It

specifies a service oriented architecture of a system by a set of connected com-

ponents that are described as nets. These architectural components represent a

single business unit. Business units may be simple, or they may be recursively

composed. The component is eventually translated as a Web service. Interaction

(or connections) between these Web services are realized by SOAP messaging.

WS-Net is layered into three specifications, namely, interface, interconnection,

and interoperation nets. The interface net declares the service that is offered by

each Web service. It is derived from the WSDL description of the Web service.

Interconnection net describes additional Web services that may be used to fulfill a

Web service’s tasks. The functions that are required from other Web services are

modeled as transitions. Finally, the interoperation net provides a description of

the Web service and system functionality by modeling data flows and control flows.

Each component Web service is dissected into operations, and these operations are

modeled to represent interoperation between services.

The advantage of using WS-Net in our work is that WS-Net is based on the

service oriented architecture. However, it does not provide a model for specifying

changes to Web services. These changes must either be represented by developing

an extension to WS-Net, or by using other types of Petri nets.
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8.4.2 Process Type and Instance Changes

[116] presents a Petri net based approach to maintaining correctness between pro-

cess type and instances. A process type represents a particular business process

described by a schema. Process instance is a real time execution of the process

type. Changes to process type occur when the process schema is modified in re-

sponse to the environment. For example, a business process may adapt to comply

with new legislation, or it may be optimized for performance reasons. The respec-

tive process type changes must be propagated to the process instances. Inversely,

process instances may be changed to accommodate for changes in the execution

environment. For example, an exception may cause the process to skip a task. A

mapping of this instance to the process type results in a schema that is different

from the original process schema. When process type and instance changes are ex-

ecuted independently, they are no longer in harmony with each other. This paper

presents a correctness criteria for maintaining a valid mapping between process

type and instance changes.



Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

Change before you have to.

–Jack Welch

We have identified a taxonomy of changes in service oriented enterprises using

a bottom-up approach. In this approach, we first describe triggering changes that

may occur in Web services. These changes are then mapped to reactive changes

in VEs. This specification of changes is a prerequisite to successfully managing

changes in a VE. We use Petri nets as a change specification tool because they

provide a visual representation of changes in VEs. Furthermore, a Petri net model

can be used readily for verifying changes in VEs.

We have initiated the implementation of our specification on top of WebBIS [90].

WebBIS is a framework for dynamic integration and management of Web services.

Future work includes extending our change management approach. We plan to

include a top-down approach to specifying changes. Top-down changes are mo-

tivated by the highly dynamic business environment. These changes are usually

voluntary, and in reaction to changes in the business environment. A prime appli-

cation of of top-down change management is to modify VE membership to increase

competitiveness, efficiency, or customer base. Using a top-down approach, we will

211
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first analyze the types of changes that are initiated at the business level. We will

then translate and map those changes to the Web service level. Another area we

would like to delve into is managing bottom-up changes to mobile Web services.

Indeed, mobile survices have some fundamental differences in the types of changes

that they experience.

Change management in service oriented enterprises presents vast opportuni-

ties for research. This thesis attempts to intiate work in this field. Future work

may include one or more of the following: prioritizing changes, changes to service

semantics, top-down changes, cascading changes, verifying changes, estimating fre-

quency of changes, preserving mapping consistency between triggering and reactive

changes, etc.
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